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Classification review. Please see the documents located in the FDPS for current classification action, if warranted. Direct
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Washington, D. C. 20535

REGISTERED RETURN RECEIPT

Date: March 3, 1998

To: Steven D. Tilley
Chief Access and FOIA Branch
Declassification and Initial Processing Division
National Archives at College Park
8601 Adelphi Road
College Park 1

, Maryland 20740-6001

Attention:

From: J. Kevin O'Brien, Chief
Freedom of Information Privacy Acts (FOI/PA) Section
U.S. Department of Justice
Federal Bureau of Investigation
J. Edgar Hoover Building
935 Pennsylvania Ave. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20535-0001

Subject: MANDATORY DECLASSIFICATION REVIEW REQUEST
| Proj ecfc Number NND 951133)

Reference is made to yoiur letter dated August 19, 1997,

in which you requested a mandatory review of classified documents
received from the Records of the Department of State. — / If

Our review of these doc'umen^^^leiffi.^d that thefef
information contained within does warrant classification pursuant
to Executive Order 12958, and is marked accordingly.

This communication is
- unclassified upon the

— removal of classified
enclosures.

Mr. O'Brien, Room 6296
Mr. Kelso, Room 6712

; dmj ( 6

)

Mp3

fli'i'n .Lyd 'HP lOl'-tii

i e'^c/osu^

MAIL ROOM
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National Archives at College Park
Park, Maryland 20740-6001

A requester may appeal any denial by writing to the
Co-Director, Office of Information and Privacy, United States
Department of Justice, Suite 570 Flag Building,
Washington, D.C. 20535, within 60 days from receipt of this
letter. The envelope and the letter should be clearly marked
"Mandatory Appeal .

"

Any question with regard to this review may be directed
to Supervisory Paralegal Specialist,! '

f

I
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Ml
U.S. Department of Justice

Federal Bureau of Investigation
1igation^^

Date: December 19, 1997
vasturigtont D C 20

Fr# :

Ms. Jeanne Schauble, Director
Records Declassification Division (NND)

Room 6350
The National Archives at College Park
8601 Adelphi Road
College Park, Maryland 20740-6001

J. Kevin O'Brien, Chief
Freedom of Information/Privacy Act
U. S. Department of Justice

^Federal Bureau of Investigation
^J. Edgar Hoover Building
935 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20535-0001

(FOl/PA) Section

sa»==
3222iSub5ect RECLASSIFICATION REVIEW REQUEST

L(NND 941218)

{'Reference is made to your letter dated July 15, 1994,

which you requested a mandatory review of an FBI document.

co'
s Our review of the document numbered 7-36, determined

that Fl|| information does not warrant classification pursuant to

Executive Order 12958. However, the information bracketed in red

and classified at the level originated with AIR FORCE

and should be referred to them for their determination.

Dep. Dir.

ADD Adm. _

ADD Inv

Asst. Dir.:

We are returning the document to you along with your

enclosures

Any questions regarding this request may be directed to

crimhlv"

3 Supervisory Paralegal Specialist
Went

Info. Mgnt.

msp. SECRET ^

Intel!

Enclosures ( 4

)

Training

Cong. Affs. Off

Off. of EEO
Off. Liaison &

Int.Affs \,

Off. of Public Affs
j

(

'

Telephone Rm. /Tr*
Director's Office fcSAlt RCG3 ffcjf A\

SECRET MATERIAL ENCLOSED
THIS COMMUNICATION IS UNCLASSIFIED
UPON REMOVAL OF CLASSIFIED ENCLOSURES

SEGRET

lilt.In



1 - Mr. O'Brien, Room 6296

1 - Mr. Kelso, Room 6712
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Dep. Dir.

ADD Adm.

ADD Inv

Asst. Dir.:

Adm.Servs.

Crlm. Inv.

Went.

Info. Mg nt.

Lab.

Legal Coun
Tech.Servs

Training

Cong. Affs. Off

Off. of EEO
Off. Liaison &

Int. Affs

Off. of Public Affs

Telephone Rm.

Director's Office ttAlL OCCS



To: Dr. Marvin F. Russell
Chief, Civil Review Branch
Records Declassification Division
Room 6350
The National Archives at College Park
8601 Adelphi Road
College Park, Maryland 20740-6001

X

From: J. Kevin O'Brien, Chief
Freedom of Information/Privacy Acts (FOI/PA) Section
U. S. Department of Justice
Federal Bureau of Investigation
J. Edgar Hoover Building
935 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20535-0001

\/
TORY DECLASSIFICATION REVIEW REQUESTSubj ect

L(NND 951043)

Dep. Dir.

Chief of

Staff

Off. of Gen.

Counsel

Asst. Dir.:

Crim. Inv.

CJIS
~

Finance ___

Info. Res. _

Insp.

Lab.

Reference is made to your letter, dated September 25,
1996, in which you requested a review of 15 documents.

Our review of documents 61-64, 77, 90 and 199 thru 203
determined that the information contained within does not warrant
classification pursuant to Executive Order 12958.

Portions of documents 5,6, 42 thru 50, 55 thru 60, 75,
76,||78 thru 89, 197, 198 and 217 continue to warrant
classification pursuant to Executive Order ^12958 , section
3.4 (b) (1) and (6) . >

MATERIAL ENCLOSED

b6
b7C

3 -

-J -

Mr. O'Brien, Room 6296
Mr. Kelso, Room 6712

National Sec. _

OPR
Personnel

Training _

-JW/kp (6)

Off. of EEOA
Off. of Public

A Cong. Affs.

Director’s Office

off I

-

' y!

THIS COMMUNICATION IS
UNCLASSIFIED UPON THE REMOVAL
OF CLASSIFIED ENCLOSURES

tic W (oL.fi- I03ZW
U>Ith Snct&HM rftkobbcf.

MAIL ROOa



.ET

Dr. Marvin F. Russell
College Park, Maryland 20740-6001

The researcher may submit an appeal from any denial
contained herein by writing to the Co-Director, Office of
Information and Privacy, United States Department of Justice,
1310 G Street, Suite 570 Washington, D.C. 20530, within 60 days
from receipt of this letter. The envelope and the letter should
be clearly marked "Mandatory Review Appeal

.

We are returning your document list along with the
documents. Any questions with regard to this review mav be
directed to Sunervi sory Paralegal Specialist,

Enclosures (18)

SECRET

b6
b7C

2



Date: December 19, 1997 /

To: Herb Rawlings -Milton
Chief, Military Review Branch, Attn: NNDM
Records Declassification Division
The National Archives a,t College Park
College Park, MD 20740-6001

From: J. Kevin O'Brien, Chief
Freedom of Information/Privacy Act (FOI/PA) Section
U.S. Department of Justice ~

Federal Bureau of Investigation
J. Edgar Hoover Building
935 Pennsylvania Ave, N.W.

Washington, "D. C. 20535-0001'

. .

*

\ /
Subiect: MANDATORY DECLASSIFICATION REVIEW REQUEST

|

(PROJECT NUMBER NND 961006 )

Reference is made to your letter, dated January 26,

(g»1997 in which you requested a mandatory review of FBI information
^contained in document NND 961006.

0,1 Our review of documents determined that the FBI

information does not warrant classification pursuant to Executive

Girder 12956. / "
fef

We are returning the documents to you along with your

enclosures.

- Any questions regarding this request may be directed to

Supervisory Paralegal Specialist

enclosures

CONFIDENTIAL MATERIAL ENCLOSED
THIS dOMMUNICATION IS UNCLASSIFIED
UPON REMOVAL OF CLASSIFIED ENCLOSURES

fib ih

CONFIDENTIAL

Vi



1 - Mr. O'Brien, Room 6296

1 - Mr. Kelso, Room 6712
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Dep. Dir.

ADD Adm.

ADD Inv. _

Asst. Dir.:

Adm.Servs.

Crlm.lnv.

Went.

Into. Mg nt.

tnsp. —
Intell

Ub.
Legal Coun
Tech.Servs

Training

Cong. Affs. Off

Off. of EEO
Off. Liaison &

Int. Affs

Off. of Public Affs

—

Telephone Rm.

Director's Office fcJAlL. QCS3



#
U.S. Department of Justice

Federal Bureau of Investigation

Washington, D. C. 20535

Registered Return Receipt

Date: February 24, 1998

To: Mr. Steven D. Tilley
Chief, Access- and FOIA Staff (NAFFA)
Declassification and Initial Processing Division
Room 6350
The National Archives at College Park
8601 Adelphi Road
College Park, Maryland 20740-6001

From

:

Subject

:

J. Kevin O'Brien, Chief
Freedom of Information/Privacy Acts (FOI/PA) Section
U. S. Department of Justice
Federal Bureau of Investigation
J. Edgar Hoover Building
.935 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20535.-0001

MANDATORY DECLASSIFICATION REVIEW REQUEST
LPROJECT NUMBER NW97-340)

,e ^1
I £2

Reference is made to yaur letter, dated July 2, 1997,
in which you requested a mandatory review of FBI documents from
the records of the Watergate Special Prosecution Force, documents
97-340-1 to 97-340-21.

Our review of these documents determined that the FBI
infoj»nation contained within does not warrant classification
purgfant to Executive Order 129581.

The documents are appropriately marked and are returned
to you along with your enclosures. / 3

Dep. Dir.

Chief of

Staff

Off. of Gen.

Counsel

Asst. Dir.:

Crim. Inv.

CJIS

Finance

Info. Res.

Insp.

Lab.

National Sec. _
OPR
Personnel

Training

Off. of EEOA
Off. of Public

& Cong. Affs.

Director's Office _

Any questions with regard to this review may be
directed to Supervisory Paralegal Specialist
FTS

[

*

_Enclosures (23)

- Mr. O'Brien, Room 6296
-1 - Mr. Kelso, Room 6712

mail ROOM

F^L <r J7t/ tod

{jL
)}^f) fin Fn c/oSue^s



ILLS. Department of JSnce

Federal Bureau of Investigation

Washington, D. C. 20535

Registered Return Receipt

Date: February 24, 1998

To: Mr. Steven D. Tilley
Chief, Access and FOIA Staff (NAFFA)
Declassification and Initial Processing Division
Room 6350
The National Archives at College Park
8601 Adelphi Road
College Park, Maryland 20740-6001

From: J. Kevin O'Brien, Chief
Freedom of Information/Privacy Acts (FOI/PA) Section
U. S. Department of Justice
Federal Bureau of Investigation
J. Edgar Hoover Building
935 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20535-0001

Subject: MANDATORY DECLASSIFICATION REVIEW REQUEST
I I PROJECT NUMBER NW97-340)

Reference is made to your letter, dated July 2, 1997,
in which you requested a mandatory review of FBI documents from
the records of the Watergate Special Prosecution Force, documents
97-340-1 to 97-340-21.

Our review of these documents determined that the FBI
information contained within does not warrant classification
pursuant to Executive Order 12958.

The documents are appropriately marked and are returned
to you along with your enclosures.

Any questions with regard to this review mav be
. directed to Supervisory Paralegal Specialist

|

Enclosures (231

Q - Mr. O'Brien, Room 6296
1 - Mr. Kelso. Room 6712
1 -

1 -

RW/kp ( b )



Special Prosecutor

Director , FBI

January! 15, 1974

By Courier Service

INVESTIGATION CONCERNING
MISSING TAPES

and Special Agent i
the Accounting and Frauc1 Section ,of this Bureau on January

advised
request that Agents of
1974. 1 1 advised | |

that it was your special
request that Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
commence interviewing Secretaries to pertinent individuals
of the White House during the early evening hours of
January 15 , 1974.

In accordance with your request, these interviews
will commence on the evening of January 15, 1974 „ No inter-
views will commence after 8 p tn.

SSSiei



» fD-jC: iri'-'. H -27-70)

FEDEHAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1/1c/7 4

ale of tronscription.

I l was contacted bv Special Agentsl
I I who advised I

of their identities as Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of In-
vestigation and the fact that they were conducting an investlgaticr
concerning possible violations of Federal statutes relating to the
Obstruction of Justice., Psri»rv. and Destruction of Government
Property. Special Agent

|
also advised I

that the FBI was conducting this Investigation at the request of
Special Prosecutor s I I

.—I . I produced a small notebook. and requested
that SA| |write in It the names of the two interviewing
Agents and whom they represent. | | stated that she
possesses no information which could be of any value to SA I

~

I I further advised that this matter could have been
resolved by telephone and through an ^appointment

.

SA I I responded that an attempt to obtain I I

I Itelenhone number through Directory Assistance re-
vealed that she possesses an unlisted telephone number.

I stated that she also objects to the
fact that two FBI Agents were sitting in the lobby of her apart-
ment building when she arrived home from work and that the contact
with her was a surprise.

SAl I noted that the Special Agents of the FBI
had been In the apartment building only a few minutes and that
no person in the apartment building was aware that the FBI
representatives were present In tilie bulldinrr,. Further, SA

I I noted that had not been accosted In the
public lobby but had been contacted in the privacy of her anarfc-
ment

.

the interview immediately,
advised that she desired to terminate;

This interview began at 7:22 p,n„, January 15, 1974, and
terminated at 7:27 p.ro. 9 January 15, 1974.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

Interviewed on_

..Dote dietoted_

This document contains neither recontmendolionj nor conclusions ot the FBI. tt'is the property of the FBI ond is looned to your ogc

it ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your ogeru,.



f D-302 |Ktv. 1

1

-2 ?-70|

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

a
Dale of irontcrlplion 7^

>2
*b6

b7C
b7E

voluntarily appeared at the Washington Field Office (WFO) of
the Federal bureau of Investigation (FBI) s Washington B D„Co
(WDCK at which time she furnished the following informations

has been employed at the White House*
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue s No Wo, '.DC „ since August, 1971 » This
has been continuous employment since she started working at
the White House o She is presently employed I I In the
office of

| |

1 has been employed in this capacity
since commencing her employment at the WhiteHouse,

Her primary duties are the supervision of the distribu-
tion of autographed photographs of the President and the
Presidential family to various requestors s the opening of
the nail I land to act as the secondary person in
answering the telephone = Her duties have essentially been
the same since she has been employed at the White House a

Interviewed on

SAs
imm. Washington*,. D*C* File # on

_Doie dictoled_

This document contains neither recommendolions nor conclusions of the FBI, It is the properly of the FBI ond is looned to your ogency;

it ond it s contents ore not to’ be distributed outside your agency.

53



ypo 7*1-290

There has been r.o channel in the personnel
staff since I I commenced her employment at

When Questioned aa fco what leave she may. have taken
in September, 137^.1 I stated she did recall “he had take
some leave to I I She did rot
recall exactly when this was and she v?as unable to recall
if she - had taken any leave durinr the last week of September
or the "first two weeks of October, 137 '3. Anv leave which she
did take would be a ratter of record. I lar.viscd
that she ordinarily does not work on weekends and she normal! y



HFQ 7*1-290

arrives for work at approximately 6:30 a.n. and departs at
approximately C:30 p.m. She has ne>ver been to Camp David
and she has never been to Key Biscfiyne , Florida „ on a
Presidential ti'Ip.

•
'

i /

In regard to the telephones in the office,
]has the primary responsibility of answering the

telephone o I lacts as a back-up to I I in the
even Jis on another line or is absent from the office.
In answering the phenes they will Screen the calls and
refer call 3 to other offices. Do lojrs are kept either by

I I of any telephone calls received or
made from the office. I I knowledge I Idoes
not keep any type of loz as to calls which she received or
calls which she made curlnr a day . I I

I 1 but it is her opinion that
the switchboard does not keep any type of lop; of calls received
for various individuals because of the volume of calls which
would bo received.

b2
b6
b7C
b7E

hot all calls which T Irecelves or makes cones
through the instruments in the reception room. She explained

I I stated that she actually has a very
mundane position snl that her work is almost autonomous of
the work of I I that her work fronerally does
not In anv manner involve
enters

and about the only tine she
office is to dcllver l |

lunch to her. Shs
stated that if she- had a question as to the size of a photo-
graph or other problem she would generally consult with

56
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wo 7*1-290

5

b2
b6
b7C
b7E

Therefore, from a responsibility standpoint
exercises virtually no supervision and[_

little reason to contect l I in regard to[ ]work

Any visitors to
nhv«iei».l spfcin. v/ould have tn

|_

office , regardless of the

No lor? is maintained in this reception
roonj as to individuals who visit r~ I dnplncr tho course of
the day. She had no knov?lodrre that | J kept any typo of
diary or log identifying individuals who she may have seen
during; the course of a day. I 1

] ha3 never seer, a log by the receptionist, however

.

]

she did not know if one nay be kept at that location

In regard to any possibility that the guards at the
gates nay maintain some type of log as to visitors and who
the visitors nay want to see, I I had
no knowledge that any such logs Were raintained. She explained
however, that in some cases an individual nay want to deliver
a package by hand. It Is then necessary that one of the
employees contact the guard's office and advise that a certain
individual i3 expected to drop off the package. I I

I I Information is furnished
as to the name of the messenger aind the approximate time of
arrival. The messenger will then deliver the package, which
Is screened* but the messenger 13 not permitted to enter the
grounds. The guard's office advlsoq upon receipt of the package
and It is then necessary to contact

[ ]to pick up the IC /»& r* tf *

If a visitor to
then the receptionist I

her understanding that visiters |~

~]ltself is expected,
[is advised. It is

[

] would have very

| hr. a no knowledge of any Inventory
office equipment In the offices
seen two IB", dictating machines
belts. She stated that two of these are stored in the recep-

of
which use ti

She has
she sleeve-type

57



WFO 74-2?

0

tion roots and she believed that there was possibly a third
one but did not knot.- specifically where it was located., She

[will brin;-
1 nhnnl ri

does

explained that tho reason for these machines l a that occasionally
the President will dictate using a dictaphone ,

I

does not take dictation; however, on occasion I luill brir."

out a letter of some type and infprn that
|

.
I^hnniri

prepare ia reply indicat ing certain information , I I does
not dictate tho reply but merely gives instructions as to
Information that should be Incorporated in the reply.

I I has never observed ! Idletate to anyone and
nhe hnr,

p
ever seen any dictaphone belts containing dictation

I L In addition, on some occasions I Iwill prepare
a rough draft of a letter on a typewriter which she then rives
to I I to type. Therefore, in summary, she has
never seen any dictation from I I will occasionally
issue instructions as to information to be incorporated in
letter memorandum or
prepared in final form. | I

goes to see the President she usually takes a notepad with her,
however, she had no specific knowledge that the President ever
dictates to ! I It is her opinion that rather the President
follows the sane general format as!

| | had no specific recollection
of ever seeing a recorder or player in I I office. r.he .

stated that she has observed earphones in i bffice
which would be different than the type of instrument that
would be used to transcribe the dictaphone belts of the I!-'-’

dictaphones* bhe stated the instruments used to transcribe
the dictaphone belts is a small instrument which fits in trie-

ear and a headpiece over the top of the head, The other
headphones which she observed were much more elaborate than
the type of instrument used in connection with the dictaphone
belts and was similar to those which would be used on a
stereo set but not as large, I I stated that she
is absolutely certain she observed this type of headphone
in

|
office but could not specifically state that sue

had ever seen I Ihave these earphones on , £he explained
that about the only tine she enters! bffice is to
deliver her lunch at 'which tlr.e

| | would bo waiting for
the lunch and would have any headpiece removed. Similarly .,

if ! ~lv?ould summon
would have any headpiece removed so that I I could render



VFO 7*1-290

1

b6
b7C

any instructions which she felt vzah necessar
however, virtually the only time she entered
bo to deliver I 1 lunch

=

E
As indicated

loffice would

As to the tine frame in which she observed the earphones
I she stated that it would have been sonetime

in 1973 hut she could, not state wiljh any decree of coecificity
as to v/h'en this would have been in 1973. She stated she could
not recall that it would have been about the tine that she

tfhen questioned as to whether she nay have observed these
earphones as early as 1972

»

I I replied that she could
not state she had seen the headphones in 1972 and would not
venture an opinion as to whether she had seen them durinc that
year.

As to the number of tines which she observed these
earphones, she stated that it would be approximately two or
three times a \<*eek but that she could not state the number of
weeks on. which she made the observation. She point ed. out that
she does not always take lunch to
occasions the lunch is delivered by [

] and that on corse

1 She never paid
any particular attention as to the type of instrument to which
the headphones were hooked up. As previously related, she
could not specifically state that she had ever seen [

wearing these headphones and it vrap her cninion that when
she observed the headphones they were laying near the type-
vritcr in I l office although she could not be specific
in this regard.

has no recollection of I 1 evei
requesting that a recorder be ohtr ineri for>l I and
cho did not think t ha t-. I I wr>»]d ask I \ to
obtain one for her, I J

v*. W a. * V V
had no knowledge as to

who would supply a recorder and she did not know who
l l herself handles

“in;: of routine office supplies. She stseculated that
handled eouinnont supplies.
i, o

i£ ]wouIcJ ask anvone to obtain a recorder for her,
be more apt to rro to I I than to anyone else

.

pointed out, however, that I I is the type
f individual that would attempt to obtain a-, recorder on

her cun rather than request in.?; anyone else to obtain it for her.

53
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«70 7 *5-290
8

I
had no recollection of anyone coning

into the office and stating that he had a recorder fori I

She had no knowledge as to bow the headsets v/ere delivered
to \ I and she never observed a recorder being taken in or
out of I I office® She had no knowledge as to when the
headsets were obtained or when any recorder could have been
obtained®

advised that she first became cognisant
that certain telephones and offices th*» Vhit.o i'niiap were
equipped with recording devices vhqn

| |
of the

White iiouse staff testified that such equipment existed® She
stated that she was not shocked an<i thought that from a
historical standpoint it was a very good idea®

. stated that she has seen tapes in
| l

orflce, however s she could hot state specifically when
she observed these tapes in i I office. Che did not see
the tapes in the office on a daily basis but ha3 seen them
throughout the year. It was her opinion that she had 3een
the taoes in the office earlier than the last four or five
months. | I stated that she generally caw one or
two tapes and it was never revealed to her what the tapes
were for or where they had cone from. Che stated she would
associate the headset previously described and the tapes as
being together at the same tine. She pointed out s however,
that her basis for this association is that she knows the
headsets would be required to listen to the tapes, therefore,
she would associate the two Items together. Che stated
however, that she had no specific Recollection of seeing both the
headset and the tapes at the same time

.

lstated that until the testimony of I I

the publicity associated with it , she never knew that
vras transcribing any tapes. T I had no kr.owledr.c

of anyone else who did transcribe any tapes and she herself
had never transcribed any. I I has never seen anythin"
that would lead her to believe that it was a transcription of
a tape. As indicated, she had no knowledge that I I was
working on any tapes until the information was disclosed in
the newspapers® I lhad np recollection of l l ever
mentioning to anyone that she had made a mistake in connection
with any tapes. She pointed out that '..'CO.hi would not be the
type of Individual that would cone Into the office and cake
an announcement to the other employees that she had made a
mistake. .
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She 3tatcd that occasionally the President f

not knew if the President

L

J in the latter
part of September cr the early part of October, 1973 and she
had no specific recollection of the date of

[

the President
]by

| has never had any discussion with I

in connection .with the tapes. She had no Imcwledre thatC
had discussed the natter concerning the tapes with anyone and
she specula feed that if she did discuss it with anyone it would
probably be knasnuch as [ ]nre fairly close.

[
tion of October 1
tion as to anyone who contacted

_

sonally or telephonically, or any <pfL

day. She pointed out that she generally arrives for work at

] had no specific recolle
p 1973 p therefore, she could furnish no in

f

on that day, either per-
activities on that

approximately 0 : 30 a.n. and upon her arrival \\

are usually already at work. In addition, when she leaves at
6:30 n.n. I I are generally still working.

ii\ 1-*At~%i

.

had no specific recollection
of any trip by I I to Carnp David in the latter part of
September or the early part of October, 1973. She pointed out
that I I being absent from the city would not in any way
affect

[

1 work inasmuch as her work generally did
_]She stated that frequently at the con-

clusion of a week, it would appear that | | would be able
not involve

[

to stay in V/DC and upon return to wr>-r»v the
nornin- she would determine that L

]
As indicated . sh£

]

to Cam- hr.viehad no specific recollection of any trip by[
in the latter part of September or the first part of October
1973° Neither did she have any specific recollection of rrr*

trio to Florida by I I In the early part of October, 1C73-
jvQulci never discuss with what

o
o
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In re.-ard to the telephones in I _ I office, there
are two buttons on the telethons instruments in the reception
room which li£ht up when I l ia us Inc: the telephone.

b2
b6
b7C
b7E

In regard to the location
office prior to» l

following is a sketch of t he office
recalled by

n r
. „
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I advised that gill she could recall about
the arrangement of items on I ~l desk was that there was a
two-level basket for nail on each Side of the desk- In
addition, as she recalled;, the telephone fori would be
located on the lower left corner of 'the desk if one was
sitting behind the desk® She ststed that there w£3 definitely
a passageway between the typewrite** stand end. the desk
inasmuch a s i 1 would pull a leaf from the desk in order
for her to place

| |
Xunch on the leaf.

As I I recalled J H only had one tensor
lamp which lan;p was located on the typing stand 0 Insofar
as she can recall, I lhas had this lamp ever since
has started workin g: at the White House. Hhe was unable to
recall that I I had a 3ocond tensor lamp although she may •

veil have had It and f I v:aa simply unable to recall
the lamp. An previously indicated, she could not recall the
arrancement of other items onl I desk.

In regard to requests to see when calls
are received atl I office of this nature tney are referred
to

|
office.

The foresoinr, interview was conducted from 9^7 a.a.
to 11:35 a.m.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dole of tromcriptia

I j tt&s interviewed
fit the Washington Field Office of the Federal Bureau of
Investigations, Washington, D.C. She was advised as to the
identities of the interviewing Agents and that both were
Special Agents of the FBI.

She was informed that the investigation being
conducted by the FBI was based upon a specific request
for assistance which was made by |

~1

Special Prosecutor. She was told that the results of
the investigation would be burnished only to the Special
Prosecutor's Office (SPO).

|
|was advised the nature of the investigation

would be to determine whether or not she might possess any
information which would relate to ot have a bearing upon
any of the matters whleh have been testified to in the
Court of Chief Judge I L U.S. district Court,
Washington, D.C., or matters being investigated by the SPO
and/or the United States Senate Committee inquiring into
the Watergate Affairs and related matters. She was told
we desired to know any information she might personally
possess which would have a bearing upon missing White House
documents or tape recordings or portions thereof which had
become a matter of issue during the proceedings before the
above mentioned Court and Senate Committee.

She was also advised that there may be questions
asked of her which she might feel she could not answer for
some reason or other and if this was the case, she was
perfectly at liberty to decline to answer the question.
If such an instance did occur, she Was asked to provide
an answer as to why she might decline at this time to
provide a response to the question. She was told that
she was at liberty to make an inquiry of any person of
her own choosing regarding this matter and if she found
out she was able to provide the notify

Interviewed on_

_Dole Hictoled.

This document conioins neither recommendotions nor conclusions ol the FBl. It is -the properly of the FBI ond is looned to your ogency;

It ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your ogency. ** ^

1G3
^
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the FBI of that matter and the answer. She was told that
If she believed It necessary to assume such a position, that
In itself would not indicate to the interviewing Agents
that she was being uncooperative.

It was brought to the attention of|
|

that the investigation being conducted may possibly
involve violations of Federal Statutes over which Congress
had provided jurisdiction to the FBj and specifically,
these matters may relate to such violations as Perjury,
Obstruction of Justice, Destruction of Government Property
and/or the furnishing of false Information relating to 'an
official Invest Igat ion.

She was also told that she may be called to be
Interviewed by other Investigative agencies or committees
or SPO and that the FBI might not know if those conditions
were to prevail. She was told, however, that in the event
it was necessary for the FBI to see her on some future
occasion, the request would be made through the office of

I lof the White House I-egal Staff.

I I inquired as to whether or not It
would be permissible for her to take notes of the interview.
She was advised that there was no objection to such a
procedure. She said she Is aware of the fact on returh
to the White House that she would be? asked to fill out some
type of a form relating to the interview and would like to
have some note s of her own

.

In thi[i regard it was again
pointed out to | that the distribution of the
results of the FBI Investigation would be made only to the
SPO, but that since she was making notes, any questions
asked of -her or answers which she mUy have provided would
be available also to the White Hous^, at least as to her
recorded report of the interview. She Staged that she
did not take shorthand, but would make a few notes.

,In response to the questions asked of her, she
provided the following information Ifhich she said was to
the best of her recollection.

b6 —
b7C

.

-nr. ntAw' -;-7'
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She has not testified before the Grand Jury
regarding the Watergate or related natters; the Senate
Committee inquiring into this Incident, and has not been
interviewed by the SPO or personnel for the Congressional
Investigating Committees . This Is the first occasion
In which she has been interviewed regarding these matters.

She has been employed In the office of
| at the White House for the oast two years. She .

works under the direction of I I

[Her duties are to act ,,

as the receptionist and to perform certain clerical functions.
She does not know what title may have been given to her In
connection with determining her Jol) classification.

o

• Prior to employment at the White House, she had
career Civil Service status, but It Is her understanding
that during her employment in the White House in the capacity
of her present assignment , It was rtecessary to resign her
status in Civil Service which could be reinstituted if she
terminated present employment.

165
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b6
b7C
b7E

]

Although, she had the title of receptionist,
there was no permanent log maintained of any telephone
calls or visitors to I I office. If I

was in but unavailable to take calls or see visitors, a
note would have teen made of the Identity of the individual
and placed at a convenient future time on I I

desk or the information would have been provided to I I

out of the office,

[

was
]would probably know where

she could be located , but
would not necessarily know.

With relation to telephone ealis.
would come to the reception room.

not all calls

IBB
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direct lines vrou]

reception room w<

message for I

was out of the office and one of the
ring in her office, someone In the
id have to answer it and would leave a

I if such was requested.

I regular work days are from
approximately 7:30 am until 6:00 pm or whenever she could
be released thereafter. She does not work weekends and
does not work on holidays- These concessions were granted
to her by

| |,
whom she has known over a long

period of time, and were a courtesy to l I to
provide her the opportunity of having some time with her
family. She has never travelled with the White House Staff.
There is no member of her immediate family employed In any
capacity for the White House,

Although there are occasions necessitating her
absence from the office of I I such as running
messages to some other part of the White House or making
Xeroxed copies on request, most of tjhe time the staff

I are at their desks. Thqy have their lunch
brought in and eat in the office.

In addition to handling telephone calls in the office
as she has described above, she furbished the following
information relative to other duties which she performs:

The filing of the
letters of the President or
cards concerning White House social functions
relating to persoas who attend or dot not attend, but were
afforded an invitation. The White Wouse Church Services file
consisting of persons who are permitted to attend and guest
speakers. The filing of a list of all the gifts given
by the President to individuals, such as visiting dignitaries.
She maintains a file of gifts that are offered to the
President and If they could not be accepted, the disposition
he ordered. She maintains a file relating to correspondence
for appointments made by the President for the filling of
certain Government positions. She maintains a file containing
a list of Individuals who have requested to be placed on
the official list to attend White House functions. She has

les of outgoing
, The filing of
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a file containing the identities of individuals who
have been removed from this potential list , such as individuals
who may have requested to be removed from the list or who
may have died*

She is normally the first one to arrive at
the office and opens the mail. On Incoming handwritten
letters, she sometimes types a copy of the letter to be sent
to the President with the incoming correspondence. She proofreads
Presidential speeches for mechanical or gramatical errors*
She does not assist in the preparation of these speeches or
the typing of it*

Mans
the office of]
the person to
calls for the
and any log oi

request for _ai

referred to I

any recording

incoming telephone calls are dispatched to
I in order tq assist in trying to determine

whom they should be properly referred. Incoming
President would be directed tp I I

' these calls would be maintained by him. Any
i annolntment to see the President would be

IIn the President's office and
of this information would be made by

Concerning the actual physical set-up of
|

Ioffice prior to the recent chaifige of office space, she
furnished the following information; »

| |
used & large Executive type office desk.

The desk top contain the following items as observed from a
seated position behind the desk:

telephone I

to the desl

;he left rear corner was a multiple line
I The telephone was not mounted

The cord from the box tq the cradle

1G8



containing the receiver and mouthpiece is a long coiled cord.
This cord was as long as the cord on the telephone at her
own desk. She estimated the extended length of the cord
might be as long as twelve feet . in front of the telephone
on the left side of the desk is a tensor light. At the left
front corner of the desk is a box for either incoming or
outgoing mail. Across the immediate front of the desk are
several small personal items and nicknacks. At the far
right-hand front of the desk is another box, either incoming
or outgoing.

To the right rear side of the desk would have
t

been a piece of furniture which sho used as a typewriter
*

stand. The extreme right of the typewriter stand would have
been nearly to a wall In the room which extended across the
room to the back of|

|
as she was seated at her desk.

There was a window in tne wail. To the right of the typewriter
was a small Tensor light. The typewriter stand was placed in
such a position that there would h^ve been a walking space
between the desk and the typewriter stand.

With reference to the physical set-up of I I

office, she stated that photographs) were taken of the office
and forwarded to the Court at the time this became a matter
of issue with respect to I testimony. These
photographs were published in National news media. She has
seen the published photographs in the news media. She was
unable to recall whether or not the description she has
furnished as to the physical placing of items onl”""

"

desk and the set-up of her office was the same as the
published photograph. The items were not in the same exact
position all of the time, as the cleaning people who came to

| office might move them while cleaning the desk
and room.

I I was not physically present in the office
of l lwhen these photographs were taken and did not
have anything to do with the arrangements for the taking of the
photographs. Her understanding was that the photographs were
taken by someone from the SPO. She did recall that at one time
when the SPO was making a personal examination of I I

office, she was requested to and obtained for them a tape
measure that could be used by them for determining certain
distances in recording their examination. She was not physically
present in I bfflce at the time this activity
was transpiring, but merely located and provided on request
the tape measure.
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In response to specific questions relating to her
personal observation of any reel- type tapes which have been
the product of recorded messages from telephones or micro-
phones installed in rooms at either the White House or the
Executive Office Building which are presently a matter of
Issue before the United States District Court or her knowledge

• as to the existence or use of any other such taneSg T
, j

provlded the following Information: .

Her first knowledge that there was such a system
within the White House was when she read about.lt in the news
media. She has no knowledge other than what she has read
about or has seen or heard on the news media. She has never
handled any of the tapes. She does not know where the tapes
would be kept or stored and has no knowledge as to the
Individual or Individuals that woul$ be responsible for -their
safekeeping. She has never requested any of the tapes. She
has never been requested by any other individual to secure
the tapes. She has never listened io any of the tapes. She
did not know the subject matters of any of the tapes. She
has never seen any White House correspondence relating to
the tapes or any transcription which may have been made
from the tapes.

1 With respect to the use of any of the tapes, she
recalled that during the period of time in the Pall of 1973
when I I leave from the White House,

Unformed I Ito hold all telephone calls
Iwas working on a special protect for the President

and did not want to be disturbed. I I was never
informed of the nature of the special project . She realized
that there must be some urgency to this matter and knew it
would not have been with reference ho any speeches the President
was to make. When speeches were being prepared for the

170
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President, I I would also make a request to hold all
calls or decline visitors, but woul4 indicate that she was
working on a special project that Involved the preparation
of a speech. Further, personnel in

| |
would

know in advance that the special project she was working
on for the President related to a speech. At this time in
the fall the President was not makirjg any speeches.

In response to several questions attempting
to refresh her recollection as to the exact or near
exact date that I

~jwas working on the project.
she stated that there was nothing with which she
could associate the point in time other than the
fact that it was during that period In which I I

I I added, however,
that she herself worked the entire ponth of
September and was at work every day in October, with
the exception of October 26, 1973, through October 30,

1973. at which time she was attending [m She returned to ijrork on October 31,

171
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During the period of time I Iwas working on
this special project for the President

.

which lasted for several
days. it was necessary for I Ite take messages into

I personal office where sihe would leave them on the
desk without necessarily speaking with r I On these
occasions, she noticed that I I was wearing large muff-type
earphones. She also noted that to the right of | I

typewriter was some type of a "device" . She did not know exactly
what this device was but assumed it related to the reason she
was wearing earphones. She never saw on Miss WOODS' desk or
on the piece of epulpaent next to the typewriter any tane reels
or tapes. I I

|
InoBsessed no information as to the nature

of the special proiect l kas working on for the Presi-
dent. If any document was prepared in connection with this
project, she has never seen it. She did not assist f
in any manner f I

With respect to the device which was next to the
typewriter, she could recall no information as to when this
may have been first placed in I I office or who had
provided this piece of equipment. She did know, however, that
this was the first time she had ever seen such a piece of
equipment in I I office . Because the piece of equipment
alongside the typewriter was farthest away from her when
she was in the room, I \ recalled nothing about it
by which she could provide an accurate description. It was not
a large device. It was resting on the same stand as the typewriter
with the Tensor lamp between them. She could recall no
information relating to the exact length of time this piece
of ec

from
Ln

| |
office , when It was removed

>ffice, or who might have removed it.

She first thought maybe the Instrument had been
removed and sent to New York for examination at the time
SPO was taking the photographs and measurements. She then
said she was wrong, that it was the typewriter and Tensor
lamp, which was sent to New York for examination.

172
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She pointed out that In addition to the typewriter,
there was normally a small Tensor lamp to the right of the
typewriter. The Tensor lamp was nest to the typewriter when
she observed this piece of equipment on the stand. She pointed
out thfit although there is a window along the wall in i I

office, the ceilings are hiph_and_±h£ artificial lighting
;hjt

is rather poor. For this reason,
two Tensor lamps,

had for her use
>««*«*,-»C."!

Any tapes whicq Jmay have been using in
connection with this special project would have been maintained
by

1 1

-

She could recall having ssien no individual bring
to d loffice or take from 1 1 office any
item she could have described as reel taoes. She never saw

b2
1

1 bring to or take frcjmJ bffice any
b6

. b7C
tapes or equipment

.

b7E During the special project, she could recall no
unusual activity in the office of
with any visitors to [ 1 office,
L

|or in connection
During this time.

J would have been visitors to
her office but that would be in the usual course of day to
day activity. There were other persons who visited I

office who she did not know. I

She said during this period of time there was no
instance that she noticed where
emotionally upset or distraught
very calm, composed individual and sieldom displays her
emotions.

I
1 appeared to be
]is normally a

At no time whenC ] was working on this
special project did she indicate that anything had arisen
which would require her to immediately see the President

.

She said, however, that I I could leave the office at
any particular time to go see the President without announcing

l ~l She recalls that I Iwent with the
President to Camp David the last weekend in September, 1973-
She did recall that she

.

1 I was at work on October 1,
1973, and had no recollection of

| I
giving any

indication of being disturbed or distraught.
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She was unable to recall whether or not I I

or the President went to Key Blscayne, Florida in early
October, 1973»

Eve rt though this would have been during a period
of time when I Iwould have been out I I

*»

and if I I had made a trip to Key Blscayne I I

the President during this period Of time. there would have
oeen no one except herself and I 1 left In I \

I I ito one was assigned. to perform the duties of I I

I I while she was out I kas unable
to recall whether or not the device beside the typewriter of

I I was left in the office beside the typewriter
or had been removed from that position during the time I I

I I was at Camp David or while Che was at Key Blscayne,
Florida.

She did recall that on one occasion she was called
to cone into the White House on a weekend at the request of
the President. She came in, obtained some cards from the Social
Functions File., sealed them and sdnt them via courier to the
Pre sident. Thi s may have been during the tlme

|

and I 1 were absent from the office. The cards were
sent to possibly San Clemente or Key Blscayne. She was
unable to recall the date . She s<»eiaed to feel it may have been
sometime when I ~l was out 0u sick leave in the Fall of
1973-

I l
apologized for her apparent lack of

observation but stated she does npt , as a usual practice, look
around the offices and there was nothing in connection wit h ^

the activities of the personnel employed in i I

office or I | which would have called to
her attention any special need to be more observant to take
specific notice of anything. “

Sometime after the return to work of |

|
listened to one

tape which she believed related t<> the special project on
whichr l had been working, or a similar project.
This activity occurred at the time when I I

sat in the same office wlthf Iwhich
I I She is aware
or She fact that l I used some tvne of a device
which was similar in nature to th«? one which I I

had been using on the special project, but she was unable
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to say whether or not It was exactly the sane type of equip-
ment . She said I lalso wore muff-type earphones at
the time she was working on this project. The one tape
which I

she thinks
T

I

fs

1 would have listened to was provided by.
did not assist I I

In any manner on this project, is unaware of the
nature or subject matter- of the tape, and possessed no
information regarding any document or any Information
relating to the transcription of the tape. She does not
know who provided the equipment for i I to use and
recalled nothing as to who or exactly when the eouipment
would have been removed from ] desk.

I I said that at the present t3me the
device which she had observed on the typewriter stand in

I I office and the device of a similar type
which she had observed at I l desk, are not in
the office and she would have no information as to what
may have been done with them.

She said that I 1 listened to- the tape only
a short period of time, to her knowledge. I I

pointed out that she did not work on Thanksgiving Day, but
did work the Friday after Thanksgiving. She again pointed
out that she did not work the weekend following Thanksgiving
as she always has weekends off. She was back at work the
Monday following the Thanksgiving Weekend.

1
—

1
1

'

I | stated that they do receive, in
I 1 dictaphone belts which are provided for
transcription . She has observed both I

I lusing playback machines to listen to the belts

.

The headset normally used is a small earplug type headset

»

It is not the same type of headset which was being used by
both when working on the special project. I I does
not transcribe or prepare documents from these dictabelts.
She would have no information as to the subject matter
contained on any of the dictabelts. She would have no
information or knowledge as to the disposition of these
dictabelts once the transcription has been completed.

specifically recalls that frequently
dictabelts are delivered to I I

It is her observation that shortly after

b6
b7C
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receiving these- dictabolts,
| |

transcribes them.
I I is unaware of any of the information obtained
from the transcription of these dictation belts and there
would be no need to have discussed any of the subject
matter with her. In thin regard, she is not aware as
to the disposition of the transcribed documents.

If there were found to be any gaps or partial
missing conversations on these <iic.ta.Le It s ,

she would have
no information as to wny they nay have occurred or how
tney' stay nave occurred.

With regard to her own personal knowledge of any
missing documents, or part of documents of White bouse correspondent
or the personal papers of present or former employees of
the White House which had been inquired of by the Court,
the special Senate Committee . or tine Special Prosecutors
Office-.. furnished the following answers :

Sne possessed no know
missing documents, or portions
to review any files or conduct
documents relating to Watergate
the court or Senate Committee,
thereof are missing, she would
their disappearance, the manner
tnis may have occurred or the rr.

be locatedJ

leqge regarding any of the
of them. She was not asked
any search for any
natters, or matters before
If such documents or parts

have no information as to
of disappearance

,
how or when

caps by which they now might

She was not asked to
at her home any White House fil
does not keep at her desk or at
notes regarding her activities

keqp in .her possession or
es or correspondence. She
hejr residence any personal

at the White House.

1 bureau automobile driven by Special Ament
(3A ) 1 accompanies bv SA 1 1

Sac was interviewed by SA '

3

|

Following uae interview , she was returned to the White house
i y SA I I The interview commqncoci at 10 :‘3J. a*®, and
t.em* nst.frd rt. 1.12 p.m. The handwritten notes taken by

I for iicr own personal Use were not reviewed by
the agents ns to the questions* asked her or the answers
she may have written in response tjo any specific question.

17R
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Dole of tronscription. 1/21/n

| |
Office of

the Domestic Counsel, Cblto House, via.cs. Intcrvicvred in his office,
Hooa 233 » Executive Office Building* The interview rnnonenced
at 12:53 p.m, and was concluded at 2:31 p 0 n, advisedat 12:53 p.m, and was concluded at 2:$1 Poin,

| |
advise.

he had no knowledge of any problems relating to a gap or hum
in any 1/hite House (VH) tape until he heard on a television
news prop3*ftTn on Wednesday evening, November 21, 1973, that

of -Tnr© 20, 1972, meeting between the President and

|

““I
1

At about 2:00 n .fl, the following day, November 22,
1973, 1 I called I l at his residence and told
him to get on the telephone and get some attorneys back in
town to help out cn the problems involved in making the tapes.......

.available to the court the following rHonday, HKEiNiy'™5

CONTAINED

I
Ipointed out that mgry of the VK attorney?

had left town for the holiday weekend* According to I

l e~llecl bln at home about four times during
Thanksgiving evening, exhorting him to contact out-of-town
attorn&vs and Instruct them to return to Washington, D» C,
<\*DC ) „

|
Hid not specifically dlscusa the nrobT

of the Prasiflent-I , . Itape wish l

rcpplla. hut, the significance of this development was obvic
to

i

Hid not specifically discuss the problem
5ent-l Itape with|
.the significance of this development was obvious

Also during the evening of November 22, 1973. I

was called at home by I

I 1 who instructed him to report to office
at 0:00 a,#, the following morning, Friday, November 23, 1973.

I I stated he was not closely acquainted with
' eitherf I and he presumes his services
were recruited because he was one of the few people available
over the holiday weekend,

I said his only involvement in Natorrate up
to this time related to the hiring of attorneys for the WI!

Interviewed on_

Dole dictated.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. II is the properly of the FBI ond is loaned to your agency;

W ond its contents are not lo be distributed outside your agency.

^
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capacity by Judge JOH'I SULLIVAU v.rhcm he Identified as a
"Sit-In Judge” of the Illinois State Court of Anneals, In
Chicago, Illinois . |

] advised Judge SULLIVAM had been
offered the position of Special Counsel to the President,
refused the position, but renamed at the WH in an advisory
capacity until soneone else could be named.

advised he telephoned Judge SULLIVA?? In
Chicago during; the evening: of Thanksgiving: day and asked
him to return to \JDC. Judge SULLIVA?? was reluctant to return,
according to l I but did so on Friday or Saturday morning;

I Icould not recall which day.

At about 8:00 a.m
reported tof

that time
,[

past week he and a tape expert named~]had recruited from

Friday „ Movember , 23, 1973,
at the latter office. At

]expla dried to l Ithat for about the
I whom

had been conducting some experiments to determine If they
could duplicate the hum, or buss, on the June 20. 1072, President-

ftape. Ithat
JVU

at [
believed they had succeeded In duplicating the hum bv turning
on a tensor lamp and electric typewriter on [____ I

desk while simultaneously operate nr l ~ltape recorder.
\ was r.ot more specific concerning precisely what they

had done as l Ibest recalls, I U dv-tsed he does

]

not Jcnow whether!
Jrecorrler used by

experimented with

]
Inthe Identical

transcribing the tapes and does not know what tapes they used
In the experiments, presumed they used the same
recorder and a copy or tne original tjape because it was his
understanding the originals were unddr seal for transmittal
to the court. [ does not know if anyone was Involved
in these tests other than

told him that, despite
the apparent success In duplicating the hum, there was a
problem of
court because of his position inf
(NSA). As related bvT

being unable to testify to this in

t Jpresumed
Idld not elaborate

jjust be assignedon this point and
<•» wqa 4w a or something of that nature.

to obtain the services of an Independent
tape expert, who would conduct similar experiments and who would
be able to testify in court. |

"[agreed to do so and made
numerous phone calls to determine where he could locate a tape
expert . .

:
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|adviaed he knew at the time that a special
3panel of tape experts had been selected and agreed upon by
the Staff. of the Special Prosecutor and the WH Staff to perform
experiments and tests of the original tapes, lie saw no reason,
however, to not conduct some experiments to try and explain the
hum as long as the original tapes were not touched . The original
tapes were to be furnished the court on the following Monday
and it was hoped that a simple explanation for the hum could
be determined prior to that tine,

*

1 ~~lthen made telephone calls to a great many
persons on Friday morning, asking for suggestions as to who
would be a suitable tape expert to conduct the experiments,

recommended I bf RCA
in New Jersey to| (contacted ,hv nhnnft .

and
^

I said he was not available but recomencea|
| of RCA , How Jersey, I I also said he was unavailable.

I ~l then both recommended
|

|of RCA,
Indianapolis, Indiana.

I ~l then called I kt tho Tfome Instruments
Division of RCA, Indianapolis, at about 2:00 p.n. , Friday
afternoon , November 23, 1973, and explained the problem to
him,

|
lagreed to conduct the experiments only if RCA

management agreed to his doing so.

whose name
then telephoned the General Counsel of RCA,
1 could not recall. The RCA General Counsel

expressed reluctance to become involved and indicated RCA

SIRICA
United States.

1
advise

or the Attorney General

the RCA General Counsel from this position because of the time
element. The P.CA General Counsel finally agreed, but made
the specific point that all of expenses vrould be paid
by RCA.
fulfilled

said that this agreement v/as subsequently

|of RCA appeared at
his office during Saturday afternoon , November 2A, 1973. I

I proceeded directly to I I office where I

~

spent about 15 minutes explaining to I l aik

I lhad done during their experiments to duplicate
the hum. I

bln n piayed the hum portion of the .Tune 21

1972, tape fori Ion a machine in
|

offlee. I

208
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advised he assumed this was a copy of the original tape but
he lias no factual knowledge as to what tape used,

[ ] advised there were other persons in
office during this discussion but they were occupied with other
duties and not participating in the tape discussion. He was
unable to recall who else was in the room but presumed them
to be members of l I staff.

inC
instructed!
] office using

[

located there.

At about 8:00 p.m.

~lbo conduct his experiments
| tape recorder

fromL
1 Judge SULLIVAN .

£

Saturday night, Tovenber 24. 1973

»

3 an attorney

attorney from f

believes It was!

Jstaff

,

obtained the permission from General
|to enter I I office and did so. Another

Istaff was in the group and
\ could r.ot recall positively

A?'

eV-V"iv-'.

it v:as

best of
made.

1 Ho ono else entered I office to the
recollection while the experiments were

stated when this gf*oup entered^
uiiiuc* <l ouii / un a uvj:

was removed and replaced with an 1

o l.klU 11X111=

machine which was
on the desk of one ofl 1 oeeretaritea. 1 It

outside the door to office <> 1 said he ore

b6
b7C
b7E

erasure on the June 20, 19731* tape occurred but he was not positive, E
According to£

It
1 the experimenting commenced

Irecorder . lie 3aid he isusing a blank tape o
positive a blank tape was used. There was no particular procedure
used and the process was disorganized and unprofessional.

‘

[

the tane exports was unfamiliar with the eouinnont and one of

was i
J attorneys operated the controls. thinks it

] Different combinations of lamps, electric typewriters,
and recorder settings were tried and they were unable to produce
a sound like the one on the pertinent tape or copy they had
heard In I I office. The experimental proces s was not
documented. At least one call wa3 made to I I bv one of
the attorneys to advise him they were having no success,
suggested certain settings which were tried, also with n6 success,

209
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5

Jdescribed the experiments as a ’'circus''.

He became disgusted and left after about 15 minutes, returning
to his office at the Executive Office Building (£03)
did not report to[
yrhlchl Hater, told hin were negative. [

f experiments
I returned

to Indianapolis early the following Monday nornlng.
said he does not know how long the experiment in f

: continued on
Saturday night or who remained in| I

office.
\

advised he was unable to recall ever making a
statement to the effect that I kould confess
to the erasure. I not deny he may have made such
a statement, however, because the fadt that pold him

Joffice vising her equipment.to experiment in
certainly implied that this was where the problem had occurred,

1 said he cannot recall thatf
specifically informed him fchat£

or anyone else,
had already admitted

[to an accidental, partial erasure on the pertinent tune.
stated he does not remember that anyone in the ’HI ever told
him this officially prior to his learning: of this development
through the public media. did reiterate that.
the time he was first asked to arrange for the experiments

,

there was an obvious implication that I

thing wrong in her office wlth|
~ ]had done some-

tape recorder,

Ldvised he has never heard of a person named
and the name means nothing to him.

c ] advised that the only other responsiblity
he has had in connection with the l,’ll tapes subpoenaed by
the court was that he was one of the ‘three persons selected
to listen to copies of the pertinent tanes and make corrections
on the transcripts prepared by[
were
whlch transcripts
the June 20 „ 1972.

b6
b7C
b7E

] The other two persons
does not remember exactly

fte corrected but remembers he did not correct
tape or any ofr Itapes.

pdvised the corrections of transcripts were
made after the original tapes were furnished the court and these
duties were completed about the middle of December, 1973. He said
he has had nothing to do with any aspect of the tapes problem

I

i i

:
• .!•

since that tine.

[

with the corrected transcripts
said he does not know what was done

tr

|
stated he made no written record of the circum-

stances relating to the above discussed experiments except
0
!.[ \

i;

om
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6

for the routine loss kept of hi3 telephone calls from his
office. He was unable to recall anything else of significance
relating to the WH tapes which night assist in this inquiry,,

|did mention that he has been attending the
court proceedings v/honevor possible and listening to I

testimony. lie had been in court all morning' on the date of
this interview.

I
-

•

H :
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In Hay, 1973 A J entered on duty at the

White House as a Special Counsel to President RICHARD M„ KIXOM
on natters related to the Y’ateryqite Investigation <.

A nuraber of the White House senior staff have par-tieipateopjjp
with

| |ln handling leyal natters and other issues n&jp
which have arisen a3 a result or in conjunction with the /Hatornate
investi ~at1 on . Aaong those •individuals who have dealt with f||||||
Water-rate related issues are I I

I |has reported the results of his activities
at the White House either directly to the President or to
the President through I I On occasion. ! I

has carried cut specific instructions which he has received
personally front the President anp thereafter has certr.unicateu
directly with the President to advise hia of the action which
had b^r . tahen. In other instance:: . I I ha3 reported

throurh

uoon tn involved

.

krorti rl t

iblo i or h

. Dote dietoted _

^f^endotions npr conclusions o» t-e *:

distributed outside yc„' car* *.

hjs the orope^ty of the FBI ond is looned to yCvf ogecc,.
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On June *1 . 1973 . I kas not aware that the
President. I Iwas reviewing certain
\’fnite House tape, recordings. However. I I subsequently
concluded after conversations with the President that the
President had, in some manner,, refreshed his recollection
of his past conversations.

krss not told by
|

June *!, 1973 j that the President afid

certain White House tapes.

i or about
had reviewed

The interviewing agents noted that Judge JOHN J.
SIRICA had received testimony in a. recent hearing held in
U.S. District Court', ’.’DC s concerning a number of White House
tape recordings v;hich were previously subpoenaed by -the.'Watergate
Special Prosecutor (Vi'S?) . During that hearing, testimony
iras received to the effect that WSP| [had directed
a letter to

| |on June 11, 197 3 » in this letter,
I |

eqnested the White House to provide him with a recording
made by the President of a conversation which the President
had had with] Ion

April 15, 1973. Or. Jdne lo. 19/3 ,1 I re tugrtdtf I I

|letter. In his response to ] [
indicated

to tne effect that a dictabelt made by the President (containing
the President’s irecollection of his conversation with JOHN

| |

would not bCf provided fro the V/SP. In rocycnse to questions
LTOiTi the intervif 'ing agents

|

"| iUlTiljhOU the follovring
information

:

On Apr;
General RICHARD ;

HENRY PETERSEN.
’Watergate relate.1

.

In a telephone c:

those meetings',
of his convert at;

USP subseouent.L

.

WSP Office (v'i.i/,

of conversatic
which related
tho request ( ; )

a number of r. .a

for various d; a;

1973, the President met vrith then Attorney
TDIEHST and Assistant Attorney General
oetlnrs on -that date, the President discussed
*ters ’with Messrs. KLZINEIEHN1 and PETERSEN,
’sation with Hr. PETERSEN. nubsccruent to
resident indicated that ha had a recording
ith I I on April l;j , 1973. The
wsted the White House to provide the
;h that recording*

hecalled participating an a number
; the President prior to Juno 16, 1973

,

noted letters, as he freouently discussed
; -J3P with the President. At that time,
had been received by the White House

: and other related material. Among these
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requests was the US?0 'request for the described recording.
During one of

|
t?onver«stl'nns wi th the President

prior to June 16, 1973, (which I bould not further
identify) the President indicated to I lthat he had
cads a dictabelt recording of his recollection of his conversation
Kith I I on April 15, 1973.

At sometime aftoil ~l arrival at the White
House, he became avrare that the President , on occasion, dictated
his personal recollection of specifi c events or meetings.
Thus, it may have been possible that I I was aware of
the President’s practice of dictating his personal recollections .

Yfhen the President informed him that he had dictated his
recollection of his conversation with

rela
Kous

that
vifch

Kith
COX’

As spoke with the President at that time
tive to a number of different requests which the White
e had received concerning” the Watergate Investigation, .

I took no specific note of the President’s statement
he had dictated his recollection of his conversation

| did not question the existence of
dictabelt, nor did he make any attempt to secure or review
dictabelt at that time. After being advised that the
ident had dictated his recollection of his conversation

I drafted a letter to Y/SP to answer
s request of June 11, 1973.

The interviewing c~ ntn indicated that testimony
was also received by Judra SILICA which Indicated., that on or
about June 25, 1973, 1 Reviewed a White House tape
:

r cording. According to that testimony. General AL2XA!JDER
I directed Hr. BUZHAF.DT to review a White House tare

.

incident occurred as the result of a question nosed by
I

|to the President* After receipt of
ulry, the President directed (threufru uenuraJL

—

.10) to review a tape recording l’qsr the .answer to hir. question.
I was asked to provide his knowledge of that incident,

; subsequently furnished the following information

:

In the latter part of June, 1973, the Presidential
•rty was in California. On no cut June 23, 1973, rather than
tie 25 , 1973 ,

[~~~
|:as tm ezihani call? gnntBptfid in his

l ice at the white House by] I who was at that
i-i.-a H+h the President in California. I I indicated to

that the President wishedl I to review a recordln?
a conversation which the President had had wlthL^, ., ..

.is conversation of the President occurred on or about Ilarch
1973« According tol lit -is possible that he

SB
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may have discussed his review of this tar>e recording -In several
different conversations with 'ccnlled

/ he had no specific knowledge mat tape recoraxnps cxristeu t

of the President 1 s conversations prior to this incident. /

| |
declined toi furnish the following informat

relative to this incident based upon his privileged attorney-
client relationship wltlJ I



Pron personal experience
, |

is familiar with
instances in which other individuals, wnojn ne did not name,
had recorded their own pors .om.-n tel arjhone conversations.
Because of this knowledge , I km 5 not at all suprised
to learn that the President utilised a tape recording system
of some sort to record his telephone conversations. However,
prior to this incident ,1 I h&ei. no knowledge of the existence
of any specific system within the tihite :House -which had the
capacity to record the conversations of the President.

The interviewing agents advised that testimony
was given in U.3. District Court , IJDC , to the effect that
certain V.'hlte House tape recordings v;e-re revievred on or about
July 10 through 12. 1973 . fcvl

“ ~ ~“ “
1 Wes assisted in his review

or -them* • t.anes- SvT ]
was

asked to provide the interviewing-, aments with his knowledge
of I I revlfn? of those and any other White House
tape recordings. He provided the following information;

had no knowledge of the fact thatC
was reviewing certain White House tope recordings at the time
that incident occurred in July, 1373. I I initial
knowledro of this incident came asl a result of his interview

3f Jin preparation for testimony before, or
interview by a group conducting ah investigation related to
the ’Watergate case. This ,cr testimony probably

appearance before theoccurred in conjunction with
Senate Select Committee on the wat'erm^te sometime in the Summer

has no specificof 1973, sue sequent to July 12 . 1973.
.

recollccticii of the exact date when hi's interview of BULL
occurred. Is a result of his interview with

.... yei

system. lie also learned frord ~"Hpr the fact that|_
;hc scone of the White House rape recording

had reviewed- white- House tape(s) on or about July 10 - 12,

1973 at mils tame.

According to
occurred subsequent to the testimony o

his interview of

before the Senate
Select Committee on the Watergate

«
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197?On or about July 12 to July 16,

testified before the Senate Select;- Committee on the Watergate,
ing his testimony.

thc
advised the Committee of

of a tape recordine system in the White Houseexistence
which had the capacity to record conversations of the President
which occurred in his office

(

s ) and on certain telephones
at the White House. Prior tc[ public testimony.

].-as interviewed by the staff of the Senate Wgtfsrrnte
Committee. During this pre-testimony interview,
disclosed the existence of the White House taping system.
Subsequent to I llnlfclnl disclosure to the Committee-

T

I advised
Iwas contacted hy| _

I Commit tr? a on the Watg>r»grflt.A. [~

disclosure. T
ms conversation witn.|_

or Saturday preceiJAnrC
]toolc place on either the Friday

i nubile testimony. After
1* telephonicallycontact withC

contacted I to ascertain from him the exact nature
of his disclosure to tiic* Senate Comniittee. I ~lP initally
became aware of the actual scope o|f the White House taping
system as the result of this Incident • I \ laiowledge
of the system was -further expanded by his interviev? of

which is described above.

[
testimony before tnn
posed a question tc-Q
tape recordings would

c alled that he had spoken with ^
~3. nrinr ,tq

vhdte, At that time .1 lir.directly
Jcdncerning whether White House

questions to [

11 within the area of executive prlviledge,

]
were both vague and indirect,

] did notAs a result of his conversation with
learn of the scope- of the White House tare reconfirm system

conv
to his own review of
June 23, 1973*

cope or ;.hs Ifnlte House tape reconfirm svstem.
versafcieno wltfl loccurred some time subsequent

l :hito House tape recording on or about

After
White House tape
i| Idvis oc
itl his opinion r

White House tape;
of the White Kciu
that time was to
documents J

Learned that hoc reviewed-
1973,

a siniliar notut:
review of these v

posit

.•".mgs on o.r about July 10 - 11

. v.jr.'ibers- of the White .house staff that,
ft should not be permittee to review

t.ungs as I I was no longer a member
f . As the President's position at

met access to Presidential papers and
sieved that the President would hold
the White Hose tare:

President '

s

to the White iiout

could
.1 iiXIS 9

recordings be restricted.

ha -crmaidered to contradict one
recommended that access

11
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I lhas discussed wit I lend other
senior White House Staff the fact that I I had reviewed
Kill to House tapes in July, 1973. I I temc-d his reaction
to I I review of those tares as somewhat severe as -

he feltl I action was contradictory to the President’s
position at that time. However

.

I I stated he wade ho
direct recommendation to the effect that be prohibited
from. revievring other White House tapes.

|
Recalled

participation in White House Staff meetings relative to the
White House tapes in which consideration was given to* the
discontinuance of the Whits House tare recording system; and
to the transfer of these recorded Vfaite House tapes to the
direct control of the President. It ±3 possible that
recommended the discontinuance o

f

the . White House taping system
during these meetings.

| felt that the White House
taping system should be discontinued after l

made a public disclosure of/its existence . Thus , afterl

testimony I Inav have recommended to either General
IlfIG or to the President that the White House discontinue
its taping system.

On July 1'8, 1973 > these White House tape recordings
in the custody of the IJSSS were inventoried and transferred
to the custody of the President . I I recalled that sometime
prior to that transfer, SAIC SIM3, U3S3, recommended to him
that- the U3SS inventory those White House tape recordings
in the possession of the USSS.

I has no recollection of participating in
a rc ctinfr on Julv 18. 1071. at whichl I

ggff
INK
ls§g

teatK-JS';

sitfi

Mi
Wfe:V

;
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mmm

The described meeting xras further identified by
iterviewing agents as a meeting which had dealt with
ansfer of the White House taoerv from the custody of
’3S to the custody of the President.. It was also wentlone ;

• interviewing agents that at this meetind I

|

to assume custody of the White House
from the USSS, after an inventory of those items had-
onducted by the USS3. After receipt of this additional
ation identifying the meeting,

|
[stated that

no specific recollection of participation in the described

onducted by the U5S3

m i
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meeting. However, he noted that it was possible that he may
have participated in a number of meetings on that topic on
or about that date.

/ The int
the Senate Select
White House tapes
White House to fu
which related to
was asked if eitk
of custody of the
response ,

erviewing agents noted that on July 17, 1973,
Committee on the Watergate requested certain

. On July . 18 1973 i the WSP requested the
rr.lsh bin with certain V.Tiite House tape recordings
the Watergate investigation, I I

cr of these requests had predicated the transfer
tapes from the USSS to the President . In

~|provided the following informations

Iha3 maintained informal contact with both
the WSPO and the Watergate Committee . Thus, on occasion I

has had knowledge of requests which might be made of the White
House by either the WSP or the Senate Watergate Committee
prior, to the formal .issuance of the request. However, the
transfer of the custody of the White House tapes from the
USSS to the President did not occur as the result of either
the Senate or WSPO request for these tape recordings.

The interviewing agents noted that on or about July
20, 1973, President NIXON announced to the press that the
White House taping system would be discontinued. On or about
the same fiatg L directed a letter tothe same datet.

f 9 1 9

requesting that the White
be kept intact. On July 23, 1973, the President directed
a letter to Senator SAMUEL ERVIN in which the President indie

a

that no White House tape recordings would be released to the
Senate. On July 23, 1973.1 Hirected
a letter tol

, J on the issue of the White
House tape recordings. On July 25, 1973 , I

direct
a letter to I lln which he indicated that the White- House
tape recordings were intact and access to them

.

would be docu- ::

The interviewing agents requested I Ito outline
those actions or events which eradicated the communications
.described above and to identify, if possible, the individual
who had drafted each piece of this correspondence which ori . r.

in the White House. He subsequently furnished the followirr
information

:
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pesired to review the specific content of that letter
in order to refresh his recollection before corauenting on
the purpose or content of the letter.

The foregoing interview was initiated •at"5:06p,m.

,

February 20, 1974,. and »as,concluded about 6:20 p„ra.» February
20 s 1974*
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:dhral bureau of invfstioation'

Date of Ironscriplion.

was interviewed at ’ his office in the Executive Office Buildlnr
(FOB) of the White House, Washington, D.C. (WDC). I I

was advised of the official identities of the Interviewing Arents
as well as the fact that on Friday, February 1, 197*, the
V’ashinrfton Field Office of the Federal Bureau of Invest 1 ration
(FBI) had been advi sed by to
VThite House Counsel l

.
Ithat

| Hhad
been designated to handle any requests from the FBI relating
to Whit "House documents.

I I vras also advised that
within the last two clays, the FBI had been denied interview of
White House personnel relating to the Question o f altered
documents. It was pointed out to

| hhat’at the present
time the FBI was, upon recue3t of the Vaterrnte Special Prose-
cutor's Office (L.\9P0) , conducting an Investigation relative
to the following throe altered documents which were nnonp; the
approximately 270 documents which had been made avialable to
the YtSPO on January 26, 1974, and which had been obtained from
the so-called ’’Plumber's" safe in Boom 34 of the BOB

s

1) T-emorandum for the file dated Ammat vt . v>7i .

cantlty™'* ]
1

iwo careen copies or this altered document were
turned over to the WSP0 . ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

heremWSi^ieW
2) Document entitled, ’’Specific Projects as &SU&^ .LjYiasaC

August 10, 1971, and Who Has Action
'

1

. Four
copies of this document bearing various alter—
ations had been received by the VJ3P0.

3) Memorandum fori I dated Aurust
• 11, 197 1 - S~r.-f

L—
entitled, ,;?ontamon papers Project - Status
Report as of Aurmst 11* 1971."' Two carbon
copies of this document had been received by
the WSPO.

In addition,
I was reauested to make

available the access levs for Boom# 84 and 522 of the EOB, the
latter -ruum beinrq wiroro additional documents hexieved oertineni

mam,

ifr/mt-

32$.W'"

mwW'S10m
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interviewed on. F ile £ TiJTi*

Dale dictated.

ERL/lkb
this document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI, Jt is the property of the FB! ond is tooned to your ogency;

ii ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your opency. —y t —
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this revie v? I

to locate ccyt
locate v;ere ev

arly January, 197*1 * possibly on January. 10, | |

It eu Fioom Sfr and reviewed hi a -own files. During
I becainje disturbed when he was unable

tin files. Whatever files he. was attempting to
er» tually found in a box numbered one of his
idles. Assistllnrl I in his file reviev;

being sought
ments invr.lv::

the possibii:
“sanitised ,

files was- .1.

this part..
review occurr-

Las not aware of the content of the file

|
but suspects that

.'.as possibly the aiforcmention
::t 11 . 1971 . .

u indicate to I
|
on an unrecallcd data

that | I files appeared to have been
basis for this observation was the fact that

.:.u did not contain the ‘materials the Special
:.ce was looking for 1; and , on one occasion he
-c;d that one of the boxen cor:taininr: l

all. He was unable to recaJJ thr- r.uhlpr.fc of
hex of files and noted thatl |file
immediately after his interview by the V/SPO.
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|
Recalled .that sometime in late December,

1973. or In early January. 107 ^ J |/ent to
I L but did not take any
notes o This occurred to Judge GESELL requesting
the White House to permitT |

bo review his files in order to
prepare a statement for release after his sentencing.

Concerning the time frame wherein the alteration or
destruction pf certniw documents may have taken place,

I stated that
l has testi fied tli.it Mr,

colleagud
|

i s writing a book and that
believgs that I I may have taken files and/or copies. of sam
when he left the White House .

same

2t was noted that United States Judge JOHN J« SIRICA
recently concluded hearings Inc.'S., District Court, WDC,
rel&tive to those tape recordings subpoenaed by the Watergate
Special Prosecutor -fron^Prccident N$X0N» ' Mrv 'BUZRARDT
testified at length during those hearings in regard to his
knowledge of the White House tape recording., system and
specific tapes ixroduced bv the system. The lrvt^rvl owing
Agents’ indicated to It hat th^. Special Pro-sefhitor'.s
office had requested the FBI to conduct investigation In
regard to the possible alteration, theft and/op destruction
of tape recordings produced by the White House 'tape recording
sytem

.

|
|was asked to clarify for the inter-

viewing Agents certain- areas which he had qoverec. during
his testimony before judge SIRICA*, and to answer additional
questions concerning those tape recordings which are the
subject of subpoena issued by the Watergate Special Prosecutor’s
office, he agreed and subsequently furnished the following
informations

Cn June 25 , 1973 * l~~
I Icontacte-d l l and directed him to
listen to a portion of a tape record]ing containing a
conversation of the Preslacift-and I I

recalled the conversation
. 0tween the President and

|
had occurred on March 20,

It was j Irecolledtion that he received
his directive from I Jlate in the evening of June 25,
073. I I indicated that arrangement s would be made for

Ito receive and review the tape. I I made no
crsonal arrangement to obtain tape recording eouipnent with
Rich to review the tare record inr of the noted conversation,
.pedal Agent In Charge L Technical Security
ivisionj, . UoS. Secret Service, a*i<j

C-yKif.-sv. ..
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Secret Service Technician, brought the tare and the
equipment to review the tape to
recalled that

office,
may have cued the tape to that section of

the recording v/nich contained the noted conversation by the
President and I I wan unable to recall
if l 1 had listened to the tape__nanordinr: while
attempting to" locate the President -1 (conversation
on the tape. .

.

listened to only the noted conversation
on the tape snd returned the tape recording and the recording
equipment to SIKS and

| |

advised that he ws Instructed to
listen to the tape in order to be able to respond to
questions from the President concerning material contained
in the President ' s conversation with I I on
-.March 20, 1973. | I recalled the President tras in
California at the time he received above instructions.
After reviewing the tape ,| paid subsequent
tlons -vi:tlv

| Irelatlve to the President
•[

conversation on the tape.

conversa°

was specifically asked to recall if
he liad any knowledge of the existence of the White House
tape recording system or tapes produced by that system prior
to June 25, 1973 . I ~1nKsnmf>d from, the date of his
arrival at the White House that some members of the White
House staff might possess the capability to record -personal
conversations in their own offices. However,
emphatically stated he had no knowledge of - the White House
tape recording system prior to the incident during which
he -reviewed an original White House tape recording on June 25
1973 which :is described above.

b6
hi

/

H, it is a possibility thatAccording to I

some members of the White House staff may have spoken to him in
regard to their knowledge of the White House taping system. These
conversations would have occurred in conjunction with/or prior to
appearances of members of the 'White House Staff before the Senate
Select Committee or. the Waterrate, f Irecalled that

I had indirectly
posed a question to him gradually over a period of time
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.

; .

.

.
...

regarding. the .White House tape recording system. I

questions v:ere an apparent attempt on | I part
to determine if conversations recorded -"by a tape recording
system in the V/hite Meuse would fall within the area of
executive privilege. Irccalled that his conversation(s)
with I loccurred approximately the same time that

... ;

#3fiS

S

|
haa testified before the Senate Water-

gate Committee* It 'was during f I testlmony
before an executive session of the 'l/atergate Committee
that

|
ladvised the committee of the existence

of a tape recording system within the V/hite House utilized
to record Presidential conversation^.

T l-yoftfl lied the White House v?as notified
byH ^ I Senate ‘V/atergate
Committee 9 that I had 'advised '.the Watergate Committee
of the existence of the White House tape recording system
during an executive session of the' committee^-.

After receipt of that information,
contacted 1 1 by telephone and :<

disclosure to the committee.
j?
to him Jj*egarding

advised
that it was not until that conversation with

|

that he became aware of the extent, and capabilities of
the White House tape recording system,

pnay have discussed the existence of
the White House tape recording system with other members
of the White House staff in conversations
which he had with I I He was unc lu

identity of any Individual v/ith whom he h;

conversation, the date of such a converse t

of that conversation.

I recalled that on abov
he 'became aware of the fact that

'.nilar to those
to recall the
had such a

or the substance

r 1. 19
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S
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working v?ith White House tape recordings. This assumption
had been based upon the fact -that requests had been made
to - him for information -'which related to the White House
tapes, which requests had been nosed by Members of the
President ’ s innediat e staff . 1 I vras unaware at that
time of the exact nature of the activity being undertaken
with the White House tape recordings and of the specific
identity of those individuals who. 'were engaged in the activity

,ffp|

- K:
-

length in U.S<
incident.

|

indicated that he had testified at
[strict Court, UPC , relative to that

. At the time
|

[Learned of] hnistake,
I I felt that President NIXON v;oula not release any
White House tan© recordings. It i;as also I I

opinion at that time that a .conversation between the
President apd

|

|v.’hicn occurred on June 19 .72 , was not
covered by a subpoena issued by tfce Special Prosecutor • s
office ' for. White House tape recordings. Thus , . upon .learning',
that

|
| mistake had occurred during that portion of

a tape containing' the President 1 s conversation with
on June 20, 1972, I I did not become concerned about
the seriousness or jfche effects of that erasure-. I

took no actionxto pro’filbifc thc? reoccurrence of a similar
incident. In ,that-regard a | [ took no part~in the
White House request for the U.S. Secret. Service^fco modify

I Ltare recorder on November 9 and 12

.

197^. I I was una^aye-^’f~-id:.u modlflcatlon^of I I

recorder bv the U.S. Secret Service until ""after its occurrence
I Idid not recommend^Jfcn—ftr::' member of the White House
staff prior to November 12 . 1 97": th.-.t the record'/erase
function on I

tifya reorder be disconnected
for the purpose of preventing' -tho erasure of a tape played
on the recorder. | |cou3 c . rnish no information
relative to the causation or or:.- of 'a White House request
to the U.S. Secret Service to ?.-c |tape recorder
for that purpose.

ibout

ember of the White House
-

1

the record'/erase
:corder be disconnected
rasure of a tape played
-nish no information
of a White House request

'I Itane recorder

;ll§ife

"iiifci
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In October 1973, the District of Columbia Circuit
Court of Appeals issued a ruling to the effect that President
NIXON must deliver those tape recordings : subpoenaed by the
Special Prosecutor's office to Judge JOHN J. SIRICA.
At the time the Circuit Court of Appeals issued this ruling,
the White House made no immediate decision to comply with
that order of the Court as consideration was given to anneal of
that Court’s ruling to the U. 8. Supreme Court. I I

recalled that the White House did not reach a final decision
in connection with that matter until the latter part of
October 1973 - He recalled the White House announced Its
decision to turn over subpoenaed tape recordings to Judge
SIRICA on a Tuesday in the latter part of October 1973.
This announcement vac made by

|

I to the President and an attorneyvwho assisted .

the White House on legal matters reflating to the White House
tape recordings . I Irecalledl this announcement was
probably, made by 1 I nn the day prior to l

~|

departure from the -White House staff . The District , of
Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals’ decision In regard to
the subpoenaed White House tape recordings specified that the’
White House should compile an Indei and Analysis of those White
House tape recordings subpoenaed by the Watergate Special
Prosecutor. The court directed the White House to provide a copy
of this Index and Analysis to Judge) SIRICA and stipulated
that this Index and Analysis should not contain a direct
reference to the specific content df the recorded conversations.
In i I opinion .it v;as very difficult for the White
House to compose an Index and Analysis of the subpoenaed
tape recordings under the guidelines Imposed by the Circuit
Court of Appeals.

noted that the Special Prosecutor’s Office
had subpoenaed from the White House? not only tape recordings
of certain conversations but also had subpoenaed various Presi-
dential notes and documents which pertained to those conversa-
tions. Among the items covered bv the subpoena vorc various
documenta from files of Hessrs.'

Also included under the subpoena were various
Presidential notes, papers and dictabelts. I | advised

: ,W
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tint he had spent a considerable portion of his time at
the t'hite. house In review of material in the files of Messrs,

1
which files were Maintained

in rooms 34 and 522 at the V/hite House® Aal Hhad
previously reviewed portions of

| |file, portions of
I I files, and the entire files of I I he
felt that it was unnecessary to attempt to locate subpoenaed
documents from these files on an immediate basis he «*»«»> •

he vras aware of their probable location(s) s and m l I

felt he was fairillmi. with the file systems of P’csnrs.
!

| ?
|
it would not fee difficult tc locate

document i, subpoenaed from those files® However, inasmuch
as he was not familiar with the filing system utilise#
to maintain the President 1 s personal papers » notes and
dictabelts* he ’ contacted

| I for the
purpose .of ashing hAIO’s staff to search for material,
the location of which he was not aKlare, which were covered
by the subpoena® /;r:ong these item® was a dictabelt made
by the President of his recollection of his conversation
with l I on Anril iy 137^

I request to|
|

staff for information pertinent to the whereabouts of this
dictabelt occurred sometime about Slovenher 5, 1973.

In rcr

On Hovcnl:

copies of those
subpoenaed by tl

The purpose of i

to compose an I;

by the Circuit (

that task ®

I

I NTcT
by the Special
those tape reccr
1973, a copy of
_h£ii_he£n_duplici

|
Upon r c

began to review
furnishsrd by I

to furnish him v

to review the si;

|
together began to review

*e House tape recording's which had been
\torgate Special: Prosecutor ' r: office.
review was to enable f
and Analysis of these taper, as directed

se a copy of each te ns nubpoonaed
it.or's office® I I hpmnn f-n copy
on Movember 1.3, 1973® On Uovember 14 s

stire set of tape recordings V:blch
.* USA was delivered to| land
of that

v
material , |

r.pies of the tapes which they were
I requested the U.S® Secret Service

ipytape recording equipment necessary
od tape recording^-Snd a stop

pit:
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watch. I ~l requested the stop watch in orcipr to
^utilize the step watch to Index the subpoenaed tape, recordings

,

I I felt that a stop watch would provide a more efficient
method of locating a specific portion of the tape recording

•

' thnp the . footago meter which is present on most tape recorders,
|
based his opinion upon the fact that these footage

meters vary in efficiency from machine to machine.

gpjfct

'•••••_. In order to prepare their Index and. Analysis .

of the tape recordings, | Icclleeted all
"source material" available to them which pertained to
requests from the Special Prosecutor for subpoenaed tapes
(to Include the various pleadings and arguments of the, .

Special Prosecutor 1 s office before the Court in regard
to .the subpoenaed, tapes). ' They also obtained those documents
prepared by I Idur'lnir her npvfp« nf iM>rt.» 1n :

White House tape recordings to assist them in their task.,

After receipt of the produced copies of the
subpoenaed White HoUse/^tapesVlyoa 1 ~t nf*

the White House staff ,
|~

I began to listen
to a copy of a subpoenaed tape recording which contained a
conversation between the President and on
June 20, 1372. I Irecalled that it was a very difficult
and arduous task for them to review this tape because the
sound on the tape was difficult to comprehend.

I I completed review of that V
conversation in the early evening qf Hoverober T*t , 1973.
After reviewing that conversation, they consulted with the
"source material" which they had fathered , Prom a review
of that "source material". decided at that time
that the Special Prosecutor’s subpoena might also Include
a conversation between the President and! I

on June 2G, 1972. This conversation was contained on the
same Juris 20. 1972 .tape. After reaching that conclusion,.

I beran so listen to the President's
conversation with I

IMS*;

|i§§;
I#!#

V*; /->-
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'
I Iwas aware at that time that ! I

I had ’'accidentally era sed'’ a portion of the President Is
conversation wit

h

i L and that the erasure had produced
a four to five minute gap on the tape.

Prom a review of the taoe J
learned the noted erasure was actually 18 minutes and 15 secor
long rather than 4 or ^ minutes, frior to that time , I

had not informed I I of his knowledge that I I had
"accidentally erased" a portion of the conversation on
October 1 9 *1973

o

I |
stated that he had not previously informed

lof his knovrledge of
| |

erasure, inasmuch as
he had not believed the mistake .had affected a conversation
cohered by the Special Prosecutor’s office subpoena.

'-stated that his activity following his
discovery of the 18 minute and 15 second gap on. that tape
was thoroughly described in his testimony before Judge
SIRICA . .....

At the time of I Idis
minute and 15 second gap* material baci

Court which indicated that I

to the tape containing the gap. After
gar>J I made attempts to identify
the sound present on the gap portion of
stated that from his own research (in ti.

that a sufficient amount of circunstarft
for one to consider I l as
responsible for the entire erasure*

covery of the 18 ,

beep,. Introduced in
I had had access

his discovery of the
and/or duplicate
the tape. I

situation* he felt
ial evidence existed
a logical suspect/'

I I did not interview

I

gap Inasmuch as he believed that I lc~
a defendant in the case and thus should hr
constitutional rights before her interview
he felt I I interview should be accorri
the Special Prosecutor or the Court rather
Counsel.

in regard to the
ci possibly become
made aware of her

Consequently,
nhed by either
v.ban White House

isSsKjiP
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I I furnished Judge SIRICA with a full account .;

of his discovery of the 18 minute and 15 second gap in
the noted tape as well as his research and investigation
pertaining to that gap during an in camera session of the
Court. Representatives of the Special Prosecutor’s office
and Judge SIRICA were present during that session of the
court , which was held in Judge SIRICA * s chambers at the
United States District Court, WDC. According to I \

a transcript of this in camera session was later read by
I ~lAttorney for i I into the official
court record during subsequent hearings held by Judge SIRICA
on the subpoenaed tape recordings.. '

I
|
recalled that he probably recommended

to! .. ... ... ....I that she get an attorney to represent her
during her testimony before the court concerning the 18
minute and 15 second "gap tane" . However.! I was
unaware who officially notified" ! brior-to her
appearance in court that she should be ready to testify
'concerning the 18 ininute and 15 second . : ;

1 "Town research concerning the "gap tat>e w

had Included the performance of tests In I

office space at the White House. Isecured permission
from l 1 rather, than for
performance of these tests.

According to
| |

he listened to an original
White House tape recording, covered by the Special Prosecutor's
subpoena, during the second series^pf hearings

h

eld before
Judge SIRICA on the subpoenaed tapes. On that occasion.

'Wf

m
lit

fssrf?!:
• - vS^Slirl
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Jand several other Individuals listened
tape" In order to ascertain if the
nt on the original tape. Prior to
House had utilised only the

|
produced

ng their activity after discovery
ntly, they desired to Insure the gap
ne before making representations to
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During October. 1973
a number of White House tapes arid composed a type of summary
of the conversation on each t'ape.

;
I I

utilised the material prepared by I Idurlng their Index
and Analysis of the subpoenaed recordings. |

~| made
personal notes on some of

1 the material prepared by£

recalled after the first series of tape
hearings head by Judge SIRICAy the White House agreed to
furnish the court with that material typed by | | after
her review of a June 20, 1972 White House tape recording,

recalled this material was turned over to the
court in the form of a sealed exhibit.

During December S 19T3
;

decided to review
all of the subpoenaed tape recordings for the purpose of
producing a transcript of material on each subpoenaed tape
This review was accomplished with copies of the original
tape 'recordings . The material prepared by

L

vras utilized as an;aid in the pro4uctlon of this transcript.
After the transcript was completeCi: the White House furnished
a copy of the transcript to the Special Prosecutor.

]

felt that the noted transcript would
adequately fulfill the Special Prosecutor ' s need for a
transcript of the tape. However, the Special Prosecutor’s
office subsequently requested the Jihitc_ House to furnish
the original material prepared by I I during her review
of the tapes. The Y/hite House agreed to furnish that material
prepared by I Ito the Special Prosecutor’s office.
However * it was agreed that the White House would eliminate
the personal notes of [ Jfrpm the material before
furnishing it to the Special Prosecutor *s office.

fpfi
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-dlrep.ted l

to retype I T original material in order to
produce a copy of the material requested by the Special
Prosecutor’s office.

attempted to improve upon
review 'of the subpoenaed tape recordings. This

was accomplished through his own careful review of each
tape specifically with regard to those areas which'
had not

j
>een able to comprehend during her review. Thus ,

did in fact produce an improved review of the
tape recordings

„

out did not "clean up'% that is alter,
J version of the tapes.

As a resblt of detailed review of
the tape recordings., he came to the same conclusion that

I had reached , that is , that many of the tare
recordings were of very poor

. quality and difficult to
comprehend, '

’I'”'* "

V

|was asked to provide for the interviewing
Agents the circumstances which led to Ms preparation of a
chronology of the conversations of the President and I I .

Ing the period from March through April 1973
I advised that he had not.participated in the

formulation of any such chronology or summary.

]was again asked if he had participated
in the formulation of any memorandum or document chronologically
listing the conversations of I Land the President
by date and approximate time of occurrence, and which also
listed the location at which the Conversation occurred,
a summary of the conversation, and the significant event (s)
which occurred on the date on which the conversation took
place, I \ stated -that he cOuld not recall participation
in the preparation of any such document, He -recalled that
he had received information as the result of his work which
would have enabled hin to produce such a document. However,
he was unable to recall ti;e preparation of the document
described above.
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djjLxggall that he had furnished information
to| |

senate warergate //

ConnitteOf v.’hleh in effect had constituted a date ancT time
chronolor.y Of the President’s cOnversnt ions withi

.

curing the noted period . I subsequent ly wrote a
memorandum which reflected that Information.

|
ladvised that he had prepared and delivered

to the Senate Watergate Committee and Special Prosecutor
a sheet rhlch contained information pertaining to the date
and location of the President’s conversations wit

h

i

I 1 Ke also recalled preparing a number of chronologies •

from time to time relative to dll of I Itestimony before
the Senate and portions of that testimony. Thus, it is -

possible that after I I testimony before the Senate, ^

he mav have written a memorandum which established a chronolop-v
of I [conversations with the President . However I

was not able to specifically recall if_hc_had or had not
,

prepared the described chronology of] | conversations
with the President. -

'

I advised that there are a very large
number of original White House tape recordings. Only a /

portion of these tapes are covered by the -Special Prosecutor's
subpoena . Other White House tapes have become involved
in court proceedings in the District of Columbia and in
New York. These tape recordings have boon furnished by
the White House to the court for examination', for example,
the Whit e house has furnished (i White House tape recording
to Judge JOKES in WPC and to Judge GAGLIAuDI (phonetic)
in New York.

* *

•In connection with the performance of his duties
as I I has reviewed a great
number of the White House tape recordings. In yiew of
the number of tapes he has reviewed

.

I Iwas unable
to recall the exact number of original taper which he has
reviewed. However, with respect to those' tapes subpoenaed
by | liras able to recall
reviewing; original tapes on .two occasions. As noted above,

Irevlev.'ed one of these tapes on June 25, 1973 and
reviewed the second during November 1973. Circumstances
relating to the review of each tape is set forth above.
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h« wrote tc[

was contacted in. hie office
,

I the White House, Washington, D. C. (V/DC) .

Xattention was directed to a letter which
„„ J Watergate Special Prosecutor

CHS?), on July 25, 1973» In that letter, I I advised
| to the effect that the White House tape recordings

wore intact and that access to those tape recordings would
be documented. I I was renuested to explain the
basis for his comments to I lin the noted letter.
He furnished the following information:

; /

At the time the described letter v:as drafted
and sent to thd WSP, the White House had received a number
of requests for Presidential papers and for ’White House
tape ^recordings which contained certain conversations between
the President and a number of different individuals. X£_
was I I recollection that his comments to

|

in the described letter were relative to both Presidential
papers and the White House tapes.

b6
b7C." :

obtained a copy of the described
letter from his files and reviewed the letter to refresh
his recollection of the incident. After a review of the
letter,

L

noted that the letter had in fact referred
specifically to the White House tapes.

At the time the described letter
the White House tapes had been brought undo
control of the President. This transfer ho

to an inventory of the White House' tapes by
States Secret Service (USSS) on Jtoly 18, 1"

transfer, no one was permitted to have ace:,

without specific permission from. the 1?resid

had recommended that the transfer of cusfcc

It was also his position that custody of t.:

rest with the President himself, rather the

the 'white House Staff.

•rafted,
personal

e ; urrad subsequent
.. 1 sited
After the

A c

^

the tapes
^

ccomnlished

.

s should
: . ember of

Inter. ie.-ed on 2/22/7*1 .. Washinrrton, P. C.

^SJLls and. Dec ..
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As the President had previously indicated that
he did not wish to release Presidential documents I ]
could not conceive of an incident v/hich would require anyone
to be granted access to the ’White House tape recordings „

In view of the Inventory of the "White House tapes
on July 1?, 1973, and the subsequent transfer of these tanes
to the personal custody of the President. ! I belleved
that the White House tapes were "intact” and that "access
to the tapes would be documented 1'.

made no attempt to personally verify
the inventory of tjhe-Jihiifi.,House tapes which were present
at that time. As |could foresee no reason for anyone
to be granted access to the tapes at that tjne; and as the.

tapes were within the custody of the President,
assumed that any access to the tapes which mlpiht occur would
be documented. Thus . I l advised ! |by letter
on July 25 > 1973, that the tapes were intact and that access
to them vfculd be documented.

bG "

b7C

According to ! I from July 18, 1973s until
on or about September 28, 1973, no one was granted access
to the white House tanes by the President. In the latter
part of September, 197~3. I I

White house tanes,
were ’as. tod access to certain

the hV.

the wh
verr”'-

kas advised that on July 23 » 1973 »

: subpoena xvhlch directed

1 1

reeq; q

i»or: tc
tc . , id
CCiifh . .. ..'«n

the iOii.-
'•

-1 nrr

iu
so: . . th

a A

had secured the Issuance of :

House to produce fcane recicrriir.ps of certain con-
iLetween the President a, 4w several different individuals

;hat subpoena on behalf of the White
ry his activities or those of his staff
and/or determine the substance of each

• t furnished

recollection that he accepted
behalf of the White House.
Special Prosecutor!

personally delivered tne subpoena to the White

ill;
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nouse. However,
that he did not
hut

noted that it nay be possible
fact accept service of th

^
subpoena

rather that, the runnnpna was received by I I

has established a working relation-
ship with members of both the WSP Office (WSPO) and v/ith the
staff of the Senate Select Committee on the Watergate., Hr.
| |

relationship v/ith both offices has enabled him
to maintain informal contact with personnel of both organi
zatlons . This informal contact has often given
prior knowledge of formal requests made by either organiza-
tion for White House documents and/or tapes.

did not recall that he had specific
knowledge of those conversations which would be requested
in the noted subpoena prior to receipt of that subpoena.
However, it is possible that he may have had knowledge of the
material requested by the WSPO as the result of informal
contacts with the WSPO prior to issuance of the subpoena.

bo >

b7C

At ann;p nnint In time after the subpoena was
read its contents. The subpoenareceived,

requested tne white noiise to provide the WSPO ..with tape
recordings of certain conversations of the President. Among
these conversations were conversations which occurred
between the President and

[

]had done a good deal of work researching
the nature ana substance of I [conversations v/ith the
President prior to the White House's receipt of the described
subpoena. \_ |v:ork had also given him a degree of
familiarity v/ith the general substance of those other convers.
tions requested by the WSPO .

[

At the time the described subpoena v/as received,
] and his staff were concerned primarily v/ith

efforts to research and prepare for that litigation which mi;
arise concerning the White House tapes. As the President
had indicated his position at that time, that is, that he
would not release the White House tapes , I I and
his staff were able to foresee areas in whirh liti gation
might occur. Effort was expended by and his
staff to fully research those legal procedures and legal

18
I*;;-
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problens which might become involved in such litigation..
As I I and his staff were primarily concerned with
legal issues at the time the subpoena was received, rather
than with the substance of the material subpoenaed by the USPO,
no specific activity was undertaken by [ |

or his staff
to locate or identify each tape containing a subpoenaed conver-
sation. Similarly, no activity was undertaken to determine the
exact substance of each subpoenaed conversation at that time.

The Interviewing agents noted that during the latter part
of July, 1973 3 a meeting was held .in the White House, at which
time consideration was given to a future revievr of certain
White House tape recordings. At this meeting. I

~

] to wake appropriate prepar-
ations to facilitate a reviev/ of some of the White House tape
recordings in the near future. F

at the meeting.
[_

J
was also present

]was requested to outline his
knowledge of that incident, lie furnished the following information:

has no recollection of participation in the
described meeting, lie has no specific recollection that he

aware at that time of the nrcoos ed review of the V/hite House
tavesa I 1jdocs not, recall being present at anv specific
meeting. attended by in the latterw I I r

part of July, 1973* at v'hich this topic was discussed. L

conceded that it nay be per stole that he was aware of the proposed
review but he has no current recollection of the proposal.

On August 11, 1973,
memorandum in United States : e

D, C. , in support of the Vh ;

23 9 1973, for certain White ho
was asked to identify the- at
upon receipt of that me: .or:::v:.t

of the conversations covert. .

the nature or substance u& _ e

the Special Prosecutor filed a

strict Court (USDC), Washington,
subpoena which was issued on Jul y

tape recordings

,

;-h

vlties of either he or his staff
-• to locate, and/or identify each

the noted subpoena; and to determine
a conversation covered by the subpoena.pbb.

that time, still primait...

briefs in support of the?

of the White house taper.

„

. that he and his staff viere, at
ivolvod in the preparation of leg-1
cent’s position on the release

.us . neither I I nor his staff

tftfiacy
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attempted to locate or Identify the specific conversations
described in the subpoena; or to determine the exact substance
of each conversation covered by the subpoena at that time.
He again noted that he v:as generally familiar with the
identity of the material requested by the WSP at that tine.

The into:
had testified befo:
in recent hearings
House tape record!:
that he had spoken
Prosecutor had file
conversations , I

the tape recording:
I
was rc

which he and Prosit
House tapes after 2

memorandum

„

Lowing agents noted that I I

Judge JOHN Jo SIRICA in USDC, WDC,
:;ld concerning the subpoenaed Y/hite

In his testimony . I I stated
Lth President NIXON after the Special
the described memorandum <> In these

Tdiscussed with the President
iiich had been requested by the WSP,
tested to identify the occasion(s) on
it NIXON discussed the subpoenaed VThite

jeipt of both the noted subpoena and

those occasions dui
the subpoenaed Whit

|
conceded t

the subpoenaed matt
following the Iscu:
the memorandum in :

mav have occurred c

I was unab •:

specific incident

.

with the President
by the WSP and vrhic

|
v:as unable to specifically Identify

Lng which he and President NIXON discussed
j

> house tapes during the summer of 1973 »

1

ic.t it is possible that he discussed
\L?_1 'with the President on specific occasions (s)
jee of the subpoena and the filing of
ipport of the subpoena. These discussions
1 one or more than one occasion , I I

to connect the cHeeussjcmfs) with any
The general content of I I conversation
:cncernec how many tares were subpoenaed
\ tapes were covered by the subpoena.

It is possible and probable that
|

preferred
to the subpoena before advising the President of the number
and nature of conversations covered by the subpoena. Yet

J
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recalled that It was much after his initial- conversations
with the President in which the subpoenaed material was
discussed, that the President exhibited interest in the
actual identity of the specific conversations covered by
the siibpcena.

The interviewing agents' noted that testimony
was received by Judge SIRICA to the effect that
had advised the President that the WSP had subpoenaed the
tape of the President's conversation with I

on June 20, 1972, inasmuch as I lhad indicated to
the Senate Watergate Committee ths}t the conversation dealt
with the Watergate. At the request of the interviewing
agent, I brovlded the followings

recalled that [
twice before the Senate Watergate Committee,
day of I I testimony.

testified
On the first

was asked if
his conversation with the President on June 20, 1972, had
dealt with the Watergate. In response to that question,

replied that it had nofc. Several days later,
amended his prior testimony to the Committee

on tnat point. On this occasion, I I indicated
that he had reviewed personal notes of his meeting with
the President on June 20, 1972. from a review of those
notes

,

b6 .iiWStW

b7c.:y'.; ;

^determined that his discussion with the
President had included the Watergate.

Thus ,

[

^concluded that
before the Senate Watervs te Cnnml ttee had caused
to subpoena the tape of|
President on June 20, 1972.

testimony
WSP

with the

Iwas aware of the existence ;

notes at the time of his conversation with the
but he has no recollection of a review of the-
until at least November 14, 1973. On or abou
l 1!, 1973-

s

a

Js.ssem.bled material wh:.-.

him to draft an Index and Analysis of the su;w

house tapes. I ~l initially reviewed I

at the time he began this Index apd Analysis,

enable
White
notes

flu*

01
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The interviewing agents noted that the described
subpoena also requested the production of a tare recording
of a conversation between the President and I

which occurred on June 20, 1972.. In the event that the
President had also Questioned the request of the V7S? for
this conversation, |was asked to identify the date
or time at which the question had been posed by the President
En;l I I resnonse to the president. He subsenuently
provi; the following information:

At sore point in tine, prcpbably in f e~iter.ber cr
October, IS'73, the President probably as 1:e

d

| |
why

his conversation with I I on June 20, 1972, had
been requested by the 17SP. |notod that the subpoena,
describee above, has nine individual psragrrphs. A review
of this dubnoena initially . indicated to BUZIIAPD? that each
paragraph dealt ’with one specific meeting of the President
and a certain individual (s ) . Paragraph 1(a) of the subpoena
called for the production of a tare recording of a meeting
between she ?rc-sident,

|

~|

on June 2Q.. 1972 , which meeting occurred about noon on- that
date. ["

| ascertained that no mooting had in fact
taken place at the specified tire oh that oh to in which
President THOU,

| |

had been
prcsc-nt.

At that tire, Ib.owi* ~e that the meeting
had not cccv.rrer'i was based upon a review of logs of the
President ’s daily activities, or wa;s based iron knowledge
which he t-.ce earned as the result of pricr- -work on the activities
of the Iv :a: i Art

.

to proauc
of lore . .

with It:. : :

compile;.,
are r.ai--
date,
of ouch- ...

p >a r
-

! T.rV.

1972)
certain -

bite House had previously b^n renucsted
.. the Court and the free iul Prosccvscor a number

. outlined the meetings o’" veracus individuals
... dlf'Gk over a peric a cf ti: ; . The Uhite House
•.ruosted material from •- rove.aw of logs which
of the President 1 s activities or. a given
House furnished thh UCT'O with a number

. rob pertaining to a differ: rt individual,
__ct the dates and tiros (to include June,

individual ret with fchc President over a
of tire. These logs vrre nrovidec: to the
or nrlnr to July 23, 1973- Thus , it is

[was aware , wren roc pint of the subpoena,
had in fact taken place bet. veer, the President.
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, bn June 20, 1972. was
unable to specify whether this knowledge occurred as the
result of a review of Presidential 'logs in conjunction with
receipt of the subpoena ox* as the result of knowledge which
he held as a result of his prior work on the President's
activities.

When I Heft, the White House Staff,
he took with him a personal daily calendar, which reflected
his activities on a given date. After leaving the White
House, I Ifurnlshed a dopy of this calendar to
both the Senate and I I has learned
that the Special Prosecutor utilized this calendar to structure b

his request for tape recordings containing certain conversations b

of the President, which are described in the noted subpoena.
I I was not aware at the tinje the subpoena was issued
that the Special Prosecutor was utilizing I I calendar
to structure his request for material. At some point in

became awaretine after receipt of the subpoena, I Ibecame aware
that I had furnished his daily calendar to both
the Senate Watergate Committee arud theJwSPO. At that tine,
he requested

! I
attorney to provide the White

House with a copy of that calendar.

W8PO at some point had
’

furnished the V/SPO with

According tol~
indicated that I

noon on June 20, 1972.
activities on that date
coincide with

|

indicated that he learned that the
the White House had

i calendar.

I daily calendar
J had net With the President around
Hov.’ever, daily lor*3 of the President's

? prepared by the White House do not
1 calendar.

Due to the way the subpioena is worded,!
|

believed that each paragraph of the subpoena dealt with
a specific conversation. Paragraph 1(a) of the subpoena
describes a meeting between the President and ! I

I ~~k;hich occurreu about noon on June 20, 1972.
As Presidential log3 do not indicate such a meeting took
place at that time on that date,

|~ ~| concluded that
the Paragraph 1(a) of the subpoema covered only the President's
meeting with I I which had occurred at that
time according to the logs.
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|
|advised that review of the WSP Memorandum

in Support clarified the Special Prosecutor's request for
material as stated in the noted subpoena., However, 1 I

did not review the Special Prosecutor's Memorandum in Support
in depth until about November 1*4, 1973* when he initiated
his attempt to compile an Index and Analysis of the subpoenaed
tape recordings

.

The interviewing agents noted that a "White Paper"
had been prepared by members of the White House staff J.n

August, 1973* which dealt with a number of events related
to the Watergate investigation. Iwas a3 kea
to describe his knowledge of that ’’White Paper". He furnished
the following information:

On August 22, 1973* President NIXON issued a state-
ment on the Watergate. Prior to that event, much discussion
occurred among the White House staff relative to the form
that the President's statement should take. I I recalled
approximately fifteen different formats were considered
for the statement; for example, a first person statement
or a third person statement, or a statement of the* President's
position issued by White House Counsel, etc.

The President's statement had primarily concerned
the Watergate matter. Thus, it dealt but was not limited
to the President’s relations v;:.vh I I A number of
the White House staff wrote drafts of a statement for the
President's consideration. These drafts were based upon
each Staff member's knowledge of- the incidents and issues
involved.

I HI recalled nr-inr: one or two drafts
of this statement. I I cc. .... his draft upon his personal
knowledge of the Watergate irr. :: taxation. This knowledge-
was ' derived from testimony roc a...-, ,-d by the Senate Watergate
Committee; from his own eonver. canons with the President
on the Watergate; from his anuu-'V^ews ‘with various individuals
who participated in other v.:c>r- related events; and
from various memorandums accents which were available
to him, such as the memoranda .:;_-$sentec by Attorney General
RICHARD iCLEINDlLNST and Ascastnnt Attorney General HENRY
PETERSEN to the President or. Ate II 15, 1973-

*> -f-

j



None of the drafts prepared of the President’s
statement on the Watergate in August , 1973 , were accomplished
through review of White House tape recordings

,

noted, however, that the crafts were to some extent Based
upon the White House tapes, inasmuch as the President had
reviewed cejctain_Lapes himself and had discussed their contents
with him*

| |
did not review any White House tapes

to prepare or facilitate the drafting of the President’s
statement on the Watergate on August 22, 1973*

The interviewing agents noted that on August 22,
1973 , the President advised the news media that the White
House taping system was installed in June, 1970 » However,
prior to that date J ihad learned from the USSSprior to that date,|

I
had learned from the USSS

that the system had in fact been installed during early
1971 „ In regard to this statement of the President, ]

I furnished the following informations

.
|

reviewed the President’s statement of
August 22, 1973, prior to its release* Other members of
the White House staff prepared material to brief the President
on possible questions which he might receive following his
statement* A White House staff ijsember preparing this "question
and answer material" rosslblv utilised the testimony of

Ibefore the^Senate Watergate. Committee
as the basis for some of the data furnished to the President,

I recalled that I testified before
the Senate that the White House taping system was instituted
about June of 1970* The White house staff members who pre-
pared this segment of the President’s briefing were not
familiar with the act ual installation date of the White
House taping system. I \ did not review this "question
and answer" material prior to its use by the President.
Through use of this material during his press conference,
the President incorrectly identified June, 1970, as the
date on which the White House taping system was installed*

Immediately after the press conferenceJ^__^^__
advised the President of his mistake. However. !

alao made a mistake at that tine as he also furnished the
President with erroneous information concerning the correct
date of the system's installation*

25
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Jconsulted with personal notes and sub-
jequently furnished the following information:

After becoming aware of the President's mistake,
advised the President that the Y/hite House taping

system was Instituted in the following locations on the
noted dates:

Prior to the President's statement X
received the above dates verbally from I

I

h2
b6
b7C
b7E

J
Special Agent in Charge, Technical Security Division, USSS.
SIMS received the same information from one of his agent
personnel, inis agent had examined the Y/hite House tapes
in the custody of the USSS at that time and had incorrectly
determined that the White House taping system was installed
in the Cabinet Room of the Y/hite House on May 1*4, 1971°

front
recalled that he received this information

Jen or about July 13, 1973, transfer
of the Whit * house tapes was made from the USSS to the custody
of the President.

notified the President of his incorrect
use of the dune, 1970, installation cate immediately, following
the President's press conference op August 22, 1973 • The
Press Office nan also advised of the President's mistake
and a correct non was made to the President ‘ s statement
either that meant or the following, morni ng. , v;hieh reflected
the erronc-cru information that

|

""
|hac received from

SIMS.

.ovember, 1973s possibly on November '30, 1973 ». .

:5d that the dates of the installation which
to the President were martially incorrect

, Hoorn taping system, was actually installed
• march, 1971* rather than on May 1*4, 1971

»

ir-d of hi3 mistake as the result of an inventory
lss House tape recordings which was conducted
i with receipt of a subseena in the -'"Milk
:t time, the Press Office was notified of
second correction was mace.

he had i urn.
as the duel:
in Fcbr-

of cert as;;

in con.iuactj
Case".
mistake ana

2B

ft*
.
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IIeither[ ] noir his staff furnished
to the President written reports or documents which eons 1tut ed
status reports of the activities undertaken bv either
or his staff on Watergate related matters. I Undicated
that the nature and substance of his duties at the White
House has precluded the submission of such status reports

1973,
The intervieyjlnn agents noted that in September,

the White House and the WSP were directed by the
United States Court of Appeals, IffDC, to attempt to reach
an out-of-court compromise on .the Issue. -of the subpoenaed
White House tape recordings.

|
|was asked to outline

the position of the V.hite House i,n connection with that
incident.

[

stated that hijs conversations with
] WSP , in that regard, are confidential and

as such, could not be discussed with the Interviewing agents.

The interviewing agents! noted that testimony before
Judrra SIRICA in USDC durinr- the recent tape hearings , indicated
that I Ibegan a review of
certain White House tane recordings on or about September
28, 1973 . I I was requested to advise the interviewing
agents of the purpose and nature of this activity.

by
stated thajt the activity undertaken
3:was in connection with one of

the "options" being considered by the President at that
•Mng> -wifch respect to the issue of’ the subpoenaed tape recordings

I I stated that it would not be appropriate for him
to discuss the nature and purpose! of that activity with
the interviewing agents

.

He clarified this statement by indicating he
felt such information fell within the purview of his attorney-
client relationship with the President and therefore could
not be divulged to the interviewing agents.

| |
may have had conversations with other

members of the .White House staff prior to the review of
certain White House tapes by I at
Camp David on or about September 28, 1973 • I I discussed
t;ith various members of the White House staff, prior to
that event, the "options" available to the President at
that tine. Among these "options" logically was a determination
cf what material was in fact on the tape recordings.

bo V,,

b7C K'S-

'111
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'

The . foregoins interview was - instituted at 4:00
p.n. » February 22 , 1974 a and concluded about 5:20 p.iru, ‘ -

on the sane date.
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FD-302 (REV. 1 1 *27*70)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

6

7C

X
1/22/7

k

Dot* of tronicf iplion

1

,

who Is employed i i

} White House wqst wing basement, telephone
*156-2206, was advised of the identity of the interviewing
agents and notified the purpose of the interview was to
determine any knowledge she nay possess regarding certain
missing documents and/or tape recordings of the White House,
or portions thereof, v/hich related to matters that have
been discussed in proceedings beifore Chief Judge JOHII J

.

SIRICA, U.S. District Court (USBC), Washington, D. C. (WDC),
the Special Prosecutor's Office (SPO), or the Senate
Committee inquiring Into the Watergate and related matters.

was Informed the Investigation was
being conducted by the Federal bureau of Investigation v

(FBI), at the specific request of I

~| the
Special Prosecutor, only- to irhom the results of thSLSsiNFORMATlON CONTAINED

investigation will be furnished by the FBI.

In respect to questions asked of her, she furnished
the following Information which wa3 given to the best of
her memory and recollection:

Prior to employment with the VThlte House Staff,
she worked as I I

should attempt to obtain employment with the White House
Staff. I I was then so employed. She had, during
the period of approximately f
roomed with l

1

¥ liflt^ I

Interviewed on 1/3 7/7 *t

SAs

-at Washlngtqki»—EH, ... C ...

and
fcsjs/cinr

.File * WFO 74-250

.Dole dictated 1/18/7^

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the PBl. It- is the property of the FBI ond is looned to your agency:

it ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your ogency. ^ ^ 47-JMP-5
IB
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|

She does not have at her residence any
correspondence Which would be considered to be White House
correspondence. She does not Iceep.a personal diary of her
activities at hone or at work and has no personal notes
regarding her activities at either place.

. , she w^a_ hecented _£or employment
_l at the White

In April s 1971

,

as a secretary in the office of I

House. Her employment in i

to the present date. The duties which she has been &3'ked
to perform are relatively the same as they were when she
was employed.

] office has continued

]In general terms * the functions of I

office concern two principal matters. One is the handling
of certain Presidential papers. . The second is the management
of all career United States Civil Service personnel employed
at the White House and those natters on the administrative
side of the operations of the White House Staff In its day-
to-uay business functions. In the ordinary course of business
routine matters from
be furnished tc|_

I office would generallv

b6
'

b7C:'

Upon the departure of|

White House staff around Aorll . 19 T^.

appointed as

rom
Iwas

Functioning within the ssjiae office area with

,
came to work as a member of

the White House Staff about the samje time I
~1 was

employed. For the first period of time L ]
were both Staff Assistants to the President

.

was handling natters principally relating to campaign
or political activities and his own secretary would have
handled most of this work. There Was an occasion or so when
other girls in i I office would assist her in
the performance of her duties. In the normal flow of
correspondence , matter would flow I

.
|office

the same as if they would have from office

.

IT
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There were Instance s In whicfal fould be
dealing directly to I h-nnner* than through the
ordinary course of correspondence

o

The files of were kept with
the files ofI I however / they were generally
maintained in separate locked cabinets.

Working in administrative duties irJ I
.

office would be herself. I I

I is the secretary who takes
~

care of the Presidential papers flowing through
|

"""" — "

office. I ~|

h

andles the correspondence in the
nature of | lincomlng papers.

By way of explaining: her own duties J

stated she handles all of I ~ltelenhone calls which
come through her desk, makes appbintments for him that are
requested of her, types correspondence which ip requested,
which he has prepared , prepares memoranda herself which.
due to her experience, has becom# routine, but which \

must approve, as well as handling suggestions and complaints
concerning the operation of the staff. From time to time,
she may be requested to assist one of the other secretaries
in the office, but usually the volume of business that each
handles consumes their entire work day.

I |
reports to work at 10:00 a.m. and remains

until 8:00 p.m. She is usually t>he last member of the
secretarial staff to be bn duty gind as such is required to
secure the office, initiate~fche alarm system which protects
the facilities and notify White House security that this has
been done. Working files which are maintained in the office
are secured in locked cabinets.

In connection with telephone calls which come to her
desk^she prepares a log of incoming and/or outgoing calls for

These logs are usually maintained for a period
of time at her desk following which they would be filed. This
is .the usual practice followed by the secretaries employed by
various individuals in the White house.

She has also been involved in .the filing of
correspondence which comes through I lofflce as well
as handling the files of
and I I

I ^
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Shortly after assuming her duties in April, 1971,
she was r.lven the ?> -- gr1grr,an*'- handling the flies for

| ^
I Included In his flies at cnac ~tlne
wouT5~have been the correspondence fron the offices of I I

Those pieces of correspondence which required
follow-up or would be working flies, were kept at her
desk. As action was completed or no further immediate action
needed, 'the files would be Retired. The retired files were
first kept in locked cabinets in| |office and
as additional space was needed In tne orrice, they were
moved to room 522 in the Executive Office hulldln.r.
The establishment of room 522 fqr
files occurred around August, 1072,

The files themselves were kept In loose leaf form
rather than hound In any manner and were placed In gray
folders,

|
said she v;aq not professional In setting

up files and bad no training in this rerard. The files
that were set up were chronofogical and there were
other files by topic or subject matter. At the time she was
setting up this system, she instituted the practice of
keeping a record in a spiral type notebook which would
generally provide the location of certain files in a
specific cabinet, ohe believes that she may still have
this notebook at her desk. Alsc» recorded in this notebook
by her were items which had been reviewed or requested
by someone for review.' This type of reference was not
kept in all instances but was only to satisfy herself
since she was responsible for the location and control of
these files and who had them.

The files in loose leaf form were kept on a day-
to-day basis and filed by month and year. The leg which she
maintained was not an index system by which any one particular
piece of correspondence could bq located.

In addition to these files of
were personal handwritten notes off
of yellow paper 1-.hr

t

... -
• lock cabine^safe in the personal office of

I there
Jon sheets

’"
Inn-

<*>

l‘. > .Sll'f t * r'l

19
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As far as was known, only
|

|iave

the combination to this safe.

Sometime shortly after she was employed, at the
request of I I she purchased a small metal flre~
proof box for storing cassette tvne tapes ofi l

She~believes that this cassette tape storage box was also
maintained in the personal locked cabinet of

|

located iril lofflcel

Around January. 1972.1 I received an
advancement to I

This promotion v/as occasioned by the departure
from White House Staf f* <»•?» i —
At this the general files relating to the operation
of

|
loffice were directed to be sent to the

general White House files rather than kept with I

files

«

In January, 1972, when
|

duties as Staff Secretary,

|

exclusive Job of handling tne I

duties in this regard were assumed by[

|
assumed his new

Is taken off the
Tfiles and her

with res
id not follow the procedures set un

retired files and on occasion ? it was necessary for Hiss
Ifco assist her in locating or filing correspondence

«

I frora January, 1972, through December. 1972. performed
these duties among others with respect to the[
At that time she was assigned other duties. I

filer

With resnect to the use of room 522 for the storage
files, she furnished the following information;

. 20
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an<C
Staff, all of[

Around April, 1973, wh<?n|

kermlnated their employment with the Whit e House

were removed from[
] files and files

office and placed in room 522.

In July, 1973, U.S. Secret Secret (USSS) assumed the
responsibility for the security ©f the premises of room 522,
Executive Office Building. Eefore anyone could enter, the?/ had
to be accompanied by a member of the USSS. Initially, notebooks
could be taken in with notes made or Xerox copies of certiain
documents would have been permitted. This procedure later
changed, prohibiting the making of Xerox copies and allowlnr-
notes to be made. Later there x-:ps a prohibition against taking
any material into the room for assistance in making of notes

©
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and nothing was permitted to be removed from the room

Since the removal of all of the
| |

files
to room 522. 1 1 recalled having been there on only
the following occasions.

These occasions are when she assisted!
in locating some papers for his attorney . this was about
the time wh«»n_| 1 hnr) lUfj-Mfied . Another occasion
was when she was asked to locate some of I I files
which had been misfiled. Upon locating these files consisting
of three blue books, they wer

I filing cabinet
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With recard to her entry of room 522 with I „ . I

on November 19, 1973, she furnished the following information

:

Sometime in the afternooin, I Icaiae to her and
asked for her assistance in locating some material in room
522 in i I file. It isi her understanding « the
request for her assistance had been throurhl ~l

Security was called and Mr. SIMS cjf the US3S net them at the
room before entry. Mr. SIMS was ajccompanied by another USSS
Agent whose identity she did not know. The only thing Miss

I I took with her to the room was/ a list which she maintained
at her desk relating: to the location of reneral tvoe3 of oarers
wTIicHwould be kept In cf»r»t.r,in locjked cabinets in the files.
She may have been given for her asislstance in conducting her
search, a sheet of yellow paper fuiroished to her bv I I

relating to the documents for v/hich they were searching. This
would have been returned to I I Upon her departure
from the room, the only thing whlqh she would have removed from
the room would have been the list that she had taken upon
entry. It Is her understanding that current security
regulations prohibit anything froEl being removed from room
522 .

After entering the offlcie she was asked to search
for several documents or pieces of Information In I

files. She cannot specifically recall the documents or the
subject matter of them but did reciall that one of the documents
related to the period of around Doeernw^ 1 071 and concerned
some "tnlklnx^napers 1

* which
[

had prepared for

She recalled another document being sought concerned
a meeting which allegedly had taken plnc*»

|
I

I I

—She though

t

this was related to the time around December, 1971*

23
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. She recalled a third document or reference to
which was being searched for in the riles was around April .

1972. This document was supposed to be a Political Matters
Memorandum number 18^ which had been prepared bv i

I She believes this is the document which
Jhad testified was destroyed. She searched

for a copy of the document or some information making reference
to it.

She also recalled there was something for which
they we^e searching which related to "milk."

~

As she reviewed the files and found a piece of
correspondenc

e

which she thought may be the natter of interest
Jshe gave the document to[ land marked

the location in the file by standing up the piece of correspondence
behind the one removed. She does not know whether the documents
that she had indicated for review for I I were the
actual documents or were related to the documents for which
they were searching. He has never told her whether or
not the material which she had located for him was the
exact thing for which he was searching. However, he has
made no further request for any assistance from her in
searching for any other desired documents.

b6 •’

b7C

While v;a3 searching in the general
files in room 522 for her information . [ I was searching
In the personal file of I Iwhlch contained I

~1

I personal handwritten notes on yellow sheets
of paper. She does not know what information or documents

' ]was searching for iri I files . She
did not assist him in conducting any search or review of
Information from

| |
per3onal file.

At one point during their presence in room 522
while conducting this search. I I placed a call from
the room through the White House switchboard to| |

and spoke with him on the telephone reading some material
to him O'" having nlfTsmiRsinn with him. She assumes the
telephone call was placed to i 1 in California
as this Is where he went after leaving his position at
the White House. She was unable to recall the nature of
the matter being discussed between [
but assumed It must have related to the subject .matter
for which[ w*a3 conducting his search iri

personal handwritten notes

.
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She further recalled fcbatj~

at least one telephone call to

f

1 also made
Tfron

room 522. She was unable to furnish any information as to
the nature of the call and again assumed it may have related,
to the documents or information for which they were searching.

522 with
She recalled that at sometime while she was in roomT from the USSS, departed

the room and wa3 replaced by another security agent,
did not know the Identity of the security officer who
replace^

|

She

was afforded the opportunity to observe
a Xerox copy of a document known as "Government Exhibit
Kumber 106", which is a Ion; of access to room 522, Executive
Office Building and on which there is an entry covering
the date of Uovember 19, 1973, showing access to the room
at approximately 2:55 P-m. The names of I

I I are indicated at the top as the persons who had entered
as well as the identity of -lru SETS and other USES personnel
who were there. She stated that the entry on the lor:, other
than her name and I ~l name, would have been made in
the handwriting of the USSS personnel, thereon recording
the general information as to the files whieh had been
removed from the drawers for review. She said these would
have been the files she had searched in attempting to locate
the documents or information. Although the log indicates that
the file was removed, she said this only means that it was
only removed from the cabinet drawer when searching for the
information. To her knowledge, nothing which was removed
from the cabinet drawer was removed from the room.

was in room 522 assisting
for approximately 2b hours, j^fter loeqting what she thought
may have been the information
departed the room leaving

I was seeking, she
]and the security personnel

in the room. At no time after she had fir'st entered, did
she leave the roo:
whi.ch.-she had -sought for
this

.

If pnv ftfinipti made of the material
shp» hnn no knowledre of

b6
b7C
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After returning to her office that day, she remained
at work until approximately 8:00 p.m. or whatever tine she
finished that day and departed, I Idle! not cone back
to her office or contact her and to this date ha3 made no
further request for assistance ih locating information in
room 522. Ke has never indicated nor has anyone else
indicated to her whether or not the information being
sought in the search that day was located.

With relation to her knowledge of any tape recordings
which were produced from certain telephones or rooms in the
White House where monitoring devices had been placed, she
furnished the following information

:

The first time she had any knowledge that certain
telephones or rooms had installations which could monitor
conversations was when I I liad testified to
such before the Senate Select Committee. She has never seen
any of the tapes, does not know how they are produced, does
not know where they nay be located, has never heard or
reviewed any of the tapes , has never requested any of the t3pes
for herself or anyone else and would have no personal knowledge
as to what information they would contain. She stated that
the only information she would know about these would have
been as a result of test imony bv I I Also she believes
at one tine she had heard had testified about
having one of the tapes.

The office of l I would not have been
responsible for the purchase of either the equipment to be
U3ed in such a system or the supplying of tapes or other
items necessary to maintain it. The functions of

I office would have no responsibility for rne location
or storing of the tapes. She believed that the Yvhite House
Communications Agency had the responsibility for all communications
at the White House and ifould therefore have been the normal
agency to provide the equipment and the supplies to maintain
it.

|
|had no personal information of, nor had she

ever seen any correspondence which v?ould have a subject matter
of ’’Gemstone” or

| |

She recalled on one occasion
,|

Ihad given her some papers or files to hold which were
captioned either ’’PentsiGon File 1

’, or '’Anderson File' which
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she believes would have been retired with the
fileso

has never worked in the office of

no information of L

or directly for H and would have
.handling of tapes other than

the information which she would have reac^ or heard fron the
news media as testified to by

She has in the past traveled on official' business
as a secretary for members of the White House Staff. She
is one of & group of secretaries selected for travel with
the Staff e travel is usually a weekend travel and the
scheduling of standby or travel on weekends with the Staff or
on other occasions would be set up by I I

She identified those secretaries x?ho have traveled with the
Staff at the selection of I I as follows

:

] recalled having traveled with the White
House Staff on the following occasions:

August , 1971

Augusts 1972

September, 1972

October or
November, 1972

To San Clemente . California.
as

b6
•b7C.

To Miami s Florida , for the National
Convention where she worked in
the communications set up.

fo Camp David, Maryland, as

[

To Camn David, Maryland, as

97
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Decembers, 1972

January or
February, 1973

To Key Blscayne, Florida, as

To Camp David . Maryland, as

,
On those instances in which she traveled as

I 1 she was apparently selected
inasmuch as I |uas unavailable. She recalled,'
in connection with her travel as secretary for 1 1

that the information which she prepared for him related to
individuals who were being considered for position in the
new administration of !ir„ MIXON.

[

If on any of these travels she performed
J which involved the

transcription of dlct&belt material, she would return the
original dictabelt to|

I I with the typed document to which it related.
She does not know if the dictabelt would have been retained
or erased or put back in use after transcription was acceptable.

. In connection with the interview of I I

she was transported from the South Gate of the T,Jhite House
in a Bureau automobile In the company of Special Agents

l l She was interviewed
at the Washington Field Office by Special Acent l I

|
|vith the interviewing commencing

at approximately 9 : 5 ti a.m. and terminating at approximately
1:56 p.m. s on Thursday, January 17 a 1973

»

c At the termination of the interview she was transported
back to the Uhite House In a Bureau vehicle by Special Agent

b6
b7C
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dote of tromcription_

room 253, Executive Office Building (EOB), Washington, D.C.
(WDC

)

f was Interviewed at the Waehlngton PieId Office of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, 12th and Pennsylvania Avenues,
N.W., Washington, D.C e

At the tine of the interview. I Iwas advised
of the Identities of I las
Special Agents of the federal Bureau of Investigation, and
that the nature of the interview would be Inquiries Into the
alleged alteration, destruction, and misplacement of the White
House tapes and/or documents* Thereafter. I I was advised
of certain constitutional rights. In particular his rljftt
to remain silent and right to legal counsel. | "H aas
provided an "Interrogation; Advice of Rights” form whereupon
these aforementioned rights are set out. I I read the
form, stated he understood his rights and would consent to
an Interview. He thereafter executed the form by signing
it.

I Istated that he had discussed this Interview
with his attorney and that they mutally agreed that the presence
of l l attorney was not necessary In that l

has publicly testified before the Honorable JOHN SXPTCA^ODnlted
States District Court Judge, WDC. SKIP'S

nation:
Jthereafter provided the following Infor-

It Is
|

(
recollection that the White House

taping system was established in the summer of 1970, However,
he can not be certain of this and If there was documentary
evidence to the contrary, I Iwould accept the documentation

«

(suggested that the United States Secret Service
could provide the exact time of the establishment of this
taping system. He was virtually certain no document was ever
made regarding the setting up of this taping system. Initially
he was told by I Itihat this system should be

Interviewed on_

wwfS
HEREIN iSUfj

[

cONlWS®
F,le * IF1

.

This document contoins neither recommendotions nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI ond is looned to your agency;

it ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your ogency. *0-340'
v Cf
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£

stated that it was possblle when[
system to be established, either!

]
requested this

hwinUrrl f:ten nnto to thlB effect orf
instructions on a note,

|
fy»™»Aded him—with

[ WCQ dnwi
In this regard,

|_
'

1 I
***

.

I stated that such notes that he considers to be important
were provided to his secretary who would file them In a rough
chronological order and that if such a note regarding the
origin of the taping system was still In existence it would
be located In room 522 of the E0&.

1973 J_

lllstenlng to a Presidential
^stated that during

previously referred to, his recollection

Concerning
tape or tapes in April of
his recent testimony.
was that I lilstened to what he thought was one
Presidential conversation In early April, 1973. However, during
this testimony, he was shown a document indicating that the
date of I l llstenlng was April 26, 1973- He
still has a recollection that It was earlier than that date,
however, the April 26 T date was pot beyond the realm of possibility.
During his testimony he was also shown a list of fifteen or

that 1 possibly listened to,
recollection that I I listened

twenty conversations
but it was

|

to one tape. Howev<
It was necessary for
purpose. I I described the aforementioned procedure
as follows;

ave been more than
to secure earplugs

one
for

for
this

That during some day In April, 1973

»

requested a Presidential tape. 'Phis request was made
I I who In turn passed on the itequest tol

is I I recollection that I I brought a tape recorder
and the tape or tapes to^

, r ,

I does not recall the actual transfer of the tape recorder
and tape. In any event

.

T I listened to the recording

office complex.

In a small office located In
During the time l~

thatf

I

1 suite of offices.
was listening I ~lbelleves

Iwas called away. On coming out of this
] complained of the quality of thesmall office,

tape. In that the sounds were up and down , and at this point

,

I ~~l requested earplugs to continue his listening. Again
I I believes that he passed this request on to l

and that either \~
~t>r a White House Communications Agency

employee brought the appropriate earplugs to [_

office complex. Again, f |
cannot recall the actual

mechanics of the transfer or the earplugs to!

\
cannot recall the actual conversation

100
was
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and the President.listening to but believed St Involved I

| |
stated that he believes testimony was offered In

the recent hearings regarding the aetual date of this particular
conversation by others than himself, but he cannot recall.
the details of this particular conversation by date* I

stated that It was his guess) that [ ^requested
the tape around noon that day and upon receiving the tape
recorder and the tape, was in the small office for approximately
two to two and one half hours that d»v. I

that the earplugs arrived prior tof
he was called away. Upon his retuJrnE

return after
]continued

listening or least went into the tjmall office with earplugs,

had[ come back to I
Jthinks he ,— „ — .

1 suite of offices and pllck up the equipment the
same day after

| |had finished with it . I

stated that he never saw the actual recorder set up for the
]

b6 '

b7C

purpose of listening* L seiuld not recall anyoz lalnlngpe exn
the operation of the tape recorder and/or earplugs to I I

and stated that he does not think he has specifically
discussed this particular matter with
occurred.

stated that he considers

since It

At this point, Stated that he categorically
to a Presidential tape.denied that he has ever listened

He believes he has never seen such a tape and that he would
only consider his possession of smh, a tan* if one took into

J stated that
account such tapes were delivered iof
home In July. 1973 . In this regardE

I rcarae Into WPC on the evening of July 9. 1973 .

and that
im: Bi
l
tion of the

on that evening or early the next morning. July 10,
I office, he was notified by phone by

Jthal
|
wished to listen to the converse-

Pr»»«4rtai:
- " ^

snt ana
In response to this request

|_

Ion September i*i . iq7z. .

I calledT lend

He assumed thatf
to review

,

longer associated with the White

advised him of the above conversation.
|
would not release such a tape for

In that I I was no
House , unless I ~l had received appropriate authority
either from the President or | | On the afternoon

101
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of July 10* 1973
,

and explained that he hafl the material requested
stated that

[

]at his office by phone

that evening and In that
was having dinner at f

2E
i

off at[
would [

jhorae that same night
]mind dropping the material

[

At
] arrived at

approximately ? to 7:30 p.ffl., July 10, 1973*
] home ind with him brought a gray

" ] statedfiber glass or plastic type of brief case.
it was approximately standard brief ease size but approximately
six Inches thicker. He also stated that It was possibly White
House Issue. l engaged I I with

left the room sol 1minor pleasantries,
|

| left the room sol

could discuss anything they wished to. Again I Idoes
not recall the actual circumstances of the transfer but the

and
Ideparted. Sometime after 11 o.m. ... that same evening.

1 drove
does not reoall the details but Is sure the

On the morning of July 11. 1971. had picked
up
with him at Niehol 1 s Cafe* acrossi from the
stated that he does not eat there often but did not think
it appropriate for he and I Ito be eating breakfast
In the White House mess. During this meal, I I Indicated
that he was up late listening to the conversation on the tape.

~~~| was curious and Inquired as to how It went » I I

[responded In such a wav that he felt-the- President
had no problem with the conversation but made the comment
in a tone which indicated
the matter further

Jr did not wish to discuss

I
lv vague recollections

I but assumes It was
L ] has

taken to his office and
|

~| picked it up there.

In regard to the above Incidents [ "[attempted
to reconstruct the actual dates L

I I wa$ subsequently called before
a Federal Grand Jury and the Senate Investigative Staff Invest!

T [stated tjhat he beljevesgating this particular matter.
he began to discuss this particular incident with
momentarily but they mutually agreed that It would not be wise.
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In Nf
wlth[

]believed the conversation with loccurred
»r . 1973. He also stated he has discussed the natter

In regard to tape recorders in the possession of
I Istated he believed that he had two
which he described as portable cassette type, both for dic-
tation, one for hone and one for his office. I Ibelleved
that I lalso had a cassette reoorder in a hi-fi
system I j

never observed]
|

I H_n the possession of a reel to reel tape recorder.

Istated that in regard to the handwritten
note system, he previously described by giving such notes
to his secretary who filed then in a rough chronological order,
he has never willfully removed or willfully omitted submission
of such notes. He stated that he felt it was appropriate
for him to maintain his notes in that he believed the President
was eventually going to establish a library, and perhaps his
notes would be useful for historical purposes.

I
advised that shortly after the Presidential

system was established
!

|yolunteered to monitor
the system to insure that it was working and would Check tapes
to Insure the system was recording properly. At this time

I ~T indicated to ! Ithat he had listened
to a portion of a Presidential conversation I I

and Indicated that the quality was exceptional. However,
he Indicated the quality of I I was not as good
and, he would have difficulty hearing various aspects of various
conversations.

I Iadvised that he went through! I

documents stored in room 522. nf thei EOB on May 6 or 7, 1973,,
at the personal request—of the President. He advised that
he had omitted this incident in hisi recent testimony and his
attorney had submitted a letter to the Judge, a copy of which
has gone to the Watergate Special Prosecution Force, setting
out the details of this request of Ithe President. 1

advi sed that early in May. 1973, the President called I

into I bnd askecj"
|lf it was possible. If

he, the President . had possibly sent instructions to I I

through!
I
in memorandum form regarding Watergate.

I I advised the President he would have seen such a
memorandum, but .that he dfd not recall any, but that he knew
where files were and stated that he would check. The
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President Indicated that he would check with E
tc detertni?ie if she had typed such a memorandum and

C

offered to check with other secretarie s to determine if
they hod typed such memorandums. I I 3tated that he
could not reoall all the secretaries with whom he checked.
•Hie secretaries identities are set out in the aforementioned,
letter to Judge SILICA. L,

E ] KAYF. (deceased).
Ibelleved some of them were[

could remember typing; such a memorandum.
None of them

rw, is. 1973.1" ] contacted

C

]
regarding a request

from]
I

for access to

I

persons'* Vh&h ”ere stored Jl.n room 522~ I

~
provided l I with the combination to the safe. I I

]went to room 522 accompanied] by I I and obtained
. stated! thatthe reouested notes a similar such incident

and] again he secured the notes
he

occurred on November 16. 1973*
reouested. I 1 stated on both November 1*5 and l6 „ ...

kept I informed as to the information he was provided
to | I

ITe also stated that he has testified in
great detail about these incident® in December , 1973* at the
United States District Court, WDC. I l agaln went into
room 522. on November 19 and November 2.2, 1973, to obtain a

talking paper and the Qletason Deport concerning the
1070 Presidential campaign. Agalm l~ ~l stated that he
has provided detailed testimony concerning these entries Into
room 5?2 and that a log of everyone ’s entries into room 522
has heen Introduced as an exhibit. I I advi sed that
prior to | Idpnartnrp Prom the White House at

1°73

,

] notes were maintained
land were subsequently moved

J stated that[|

the end of April,
in the office off
to room ^22.

|
|
stated that|

|

would keep
his personal notes for three months at a time in his home
and t.hev were then filed in an orderly fashion in rackets.

believes that all these notes and memorandums were
room *22, as it had already been set aside for thisfi led 1 n

storage purpose

Jadvised that he is not aware that the
dlctabelt tane recordings of the telephone conversation between

I lar»» filed in room 522, hut
would assume that the originals are filed within that room.

recalled discussing these dlctabelt conversations
with the Federal Bureau of Investigation in a previous Interview
on May ?1, 1973. Subsequent to that Interview. ! | stated
that he told the Watergate • Special Prosecutive Force

bo
b7C
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1

that I I told I I of his destroying of
certain bugfring data, or what he believed to be eertaln bugging
data in *Jarch or April, 1073. I I stated that he Called
to furnish thi a information to the Federal bureau of Investigation
In their interview of ’!ay ?1. 1077, as It was unreeniled by
him at the time.

Intated that he has no Information regarding
any destruction or alteration of any tapes or documents by
personnel at the White House.
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^
From approximately January. 1Q7^.

until the end of April. 197^ .1

through January
I who was.

Since the end of April, 1973 J |
has been associated

with the Office of .Management and Budget, but is believed
to maintain the title of |

-
-

I

Prior to I Ideparture from the White House T I 1
I maintained an office in I Ithe White House

„

Upon I departure . i i !aoved to I 1

]

her position with!
~l stated that she decided to change

1 due fco the -Tflfft t-.ha-h wV.r>n

was associated with
of the White House , the personnel there appeared to be
energetic , competent and bright. However, since
association with the Office of Management and Budget (0'3),

1 1 However . on the weekend
prior to working wlthl _ 1

1 1

i
t J who- is his current secretary „ £ Jwas then
offered a job in the Office of the Press Secretary and began
there on Jammrv 7—1974. The first week she worked in

IH[
Jaffice and at the present tine is working

office.

saF
US .Date dictated. 1/16/74

this document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI ond is loaned to your ogency;

tt and its contents are not to be distributed outside your ogency. 70
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| |
stated that the first tine she had

heard that Presidential tapes existed, that is the taping
of Presidential conversations in certain offices of the
White House , was When I lrevealed the
fact in testimony before a Senate committee investigating
what has become commonly known as the V/aterrate Affair.

I lonly learned of I 1 access to these
Presidential tapes after she had read news media accounts
of I ltestlmonie3 during recent
court hearings concerning the tapes. I “Hand •

I apparently testified to the fact that certain
Presidential tapes were transferred from I I

I

.

office at the Executive
Office Building. I lalso believes that there
was testimony that l lalso listened to the
Presidential tapes In I I After
reading these news accounts . ! I recalled I

I coming tol ~l office during the time frame
mentioned by I I during their testimony

.

I

At the tine she thought this was Unusual fori Ito
^

.

,

I She also recalled that f |
ua3

at I I office at this time but did not see the transfer
of any material fron l 1 stated
that she was totally unaware that any Presidential tapes
were either brought to or listened to ln l~ bfflce
prior to public testimony to that effect.

I Iadvised that the only recording
equipment that was brought to l I office, to her
knowledge, was a cassette type recorder acquired by
her from appropriate White House property sources, during
which tine ) I testified before the aforementioned
Senate hearing. This particular recorder was also utilized
durlnm I 1 1es tImonv beffore that committee, and
the recorder was returned immediately following the conclusion
of the aforementioned testimony. jstated that
she believes she still has blank cassettes acquired at the
same time E3 the recorder. I Istated that she has
never seen a tape recorder in i 1 office and has
no knowledge of any kind regarding any tape recording
equipment acquired by I I
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stated that she has never had any
particular conversation regarding the Presidential tapes
with anyone, however, she has had casual conversation with
friends and associates regarding the general Presidential
taping situation. I I stated that she had never
had access to the Presidential tapes and has never handled
any of then. She knows of no documents relating to these
tapes, has not transcribed any tapes and has not seen
any transcriptions of such tares .1 I stated
that she had no knowledge that

L

J listened to
any of the Presidential tapes to pnich he apparently
had access.

b6
b7C

In regard to Room 522, Executive Office Building,
I stated that she has had access to that room

approximately five or seven times. She stated that there
were strict access regulations and that on each occasion
she entered the room, she signed an appropriate log and
suggested for exact dates, the aforementioned log be consulted.
The first occasion that she went to Room 522 was to~=Lplace II ] files therein, per his request.

]stated that she had made copies of many of
memoranda and other documents that she had

J

and upon his learning of thi3

.

those documents in Room 522 . I

on one occasion did

prepared
requested that she place

] did so. Only
obtain anything from

Room 522 and that was a law school application of
|

I IXeroxed the aforementioned application
and returned it. On another occasion I I took
a cassett, a recording of a telephone conversation she
believed to be between
recorded by at the time of the call.

Stated that during- the time frame
of November 15 - lb . 197^ . 3he believes that she was not
at work and that she was replaced bv a correspondence girl

,

who she described as essentially a replacement from a~steno
pool. I I stated that there was apparently some
question as to the activities of this time period,
in particular, a phone call to I

I I and subsequent activities to the phone call . This
activity was reconstructed and submitted a
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U

memorandum to that effect to I I She stated that
she had a copy of this memorandum that she would make
available on January 16, 197*1- She also stated that the
identity of her replacement was set out in that memorandum.

stated that
day she was employed in
have essentially daily contact wlfchL

1p to and including the
office, I I would

These conversations were of considerable lenrrth and the
phone calls were placed mostly byl I On occasion she
would be asked to place the call. 1 I stated
that

I

J office still receives mail addressed to
[ J While employed byC D, part of her
duties were to secure this nail and clip articles of the
local newspapers concerning the Watergate matter and
other articles containing Mr. HARDEMAN* s name and send
them toL
material furnished
manner..

1knows of no other
an this

|
stated thdt her calendar for 1973

>

up to June of that year, had been subpoenaed and subsequently
provided to a Watergate Special Prosecution Force. However,
she had maintained another calendar of subsequent dates
which she would also make available on January 16, 197 *1-

Conceminrl ~l stated that she belives
that
1973s as she being employed as [

Jto Room 922 in November,

would have more knowledge of that room.
]

In regard to a meeting between T I

I I regardingl I future in the
Administration

.

1 I stated that she believes there
is a notation concerning the meeting on the calendar
subpoenaed and in the possession of the Watergate Special
Prosecution Force.

b6
b7C

|
suggested that the interviewing

agents telephonically contact her at work on the morning
of January 16, 197*1, telephone number *456-2100 to make
necessary arrangements to pick up the aforementioned
articles that she was to supply.
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1

On the morning of January 16, !Q7fr J I

was telenhonicallv contacted at the aforementioned number
by SA I I and she stated that she would make
available her calendar, a memorandum concerning the activities
of November .15 nr,H "*97^ a3 well as notes used in the
preparation of that memorandum to SA I I

White House Liaison, that afternoon® She identified her
replacement on November 15-16, 1973* &3

The interview at residence was

was conducted ip the presence of

74
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dole of Ironicrlpllon. 3/3/73

I,
,

.1 White House,
Washington, D.C. (¥DC), was Interviewed In the Executive
Office Building (EOB), White House, WDC, and furnished the
following information;

I
[advised that the leave she had taken

on November 1*1 through November 16, 1973, consisted of a
half a day off on November It, a. full dav nff-nn Wwpww ic
and a half day off on November 16. I

As I I previously stated, during her
absence ini Infflnp—her position was filled by

I
from the White House

Correspondent Section . who sat in for her on November
1973. I I said that on dgjys vrhere she only worked
a half a day, it was pot necessary to have a full-time girl
and therefore

|
whose last name she believed to be

-J sat in for her. I I shares the office wlthf I

[and works for
| I

and Budget. In this capacity, j I often takes telephone
calls which come into the office and as such would have been
able to handle the work for a half day in her absence.

|stated that I 1 had requested
from her information related to her taking the aforementioned
days off and she responded to this request by preparing a memo
which covered the reason for her absence and activities for that
period.

| 1 stated that I I request for this memo
was in answer to the inquiry of why there was no telephone log
for the period that she was off. She explained that the telephone
lo? is not an accurate- record -and is made only -when an- indiv.idual
isJoot there or available to receive^ an in-coming telephone call.

MInforMITo^^
- HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED-^, , -

. 3/1/74
ad on ol

SAb LEM So BURTON and
JOHN E. DENTON

Washington

,

JED: elmDole dictated.

0 74-290

3/1/73

this document contain* neither recommendolions nor conclusions ol the FBI. It is the properly of the FBI ond is tooned to your ogency;

it ond its content* ore not to be distributed outside your ogency. * .

58 ' ‘Vf'J'*5 -
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I I had asked her why there was not any log for the day
in question and~sBe”explained that she "was off She found
her original notes which she retained and prepared the
aforementioned memorandum from these notes . I 1

advised that she has retained these notes and that | l

I I sent a copy of the aforementioned memo to his lawyer.

I could not Specifically recall any
of the messages taken by I Idurinc her absence but
stated thatl I took the phone messages on yellow
note paper and that I Inever throws anything away.

I I places everything of this nature in his outgoing
box for her to throw away or handle as she sees appropriate
in her Judgement. She recalled seeing some of the yellow
phone messages with I [ name on them for the month
of November, and that all of these phone message logs for
the month of November had, to her knowledge, been turned
over to the Special Prosecutor's Office, and that she had
madeXerox copies of them. She said that, due to the rush,
she personally carried them to

| j of the Special
Prosecutor's Office.

I
I
advised that she has never seen

destroy or alter any type of documents.

I files are kept in Room 522 of the
EOB and his current files are kept in his office. She
could not state at what month the current files kept in
his office would start as opposed to those files which
are kept in Room 522.

I lhas never coached
her concerning interviews with the Federal Bureau of Investiga-
tion and that she believes that he is very much aware that
it would be improper to do so. She stated that the only
conversations they have had regarding Watergate were on
matters that are public knowledge* If she asked a question
of I I In an area which has not been of public knowledge,
he does not answer because he does not know or he feels
it would be inappropriate.

/
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i

advised that she hadAt this tirael

retained a copy of the memo
her absence and that she would obtain a copy for th

she had sent to[

agents and that this copy could be obtained through
recalled that she had

the
ShL

1
regarding
n£e£vi©wlng

a copy of this memo on January 17, to]
furnished

of
the White House Legal Staff and thought at that time that
this had
Office.

been made available to the Special Prosecutor's

b6
b7C

| |
advised that it would not be unusual for

a telephone log to begin in the afternoon due to the fact that
no log Is kept if the Individual ia In his office or the call
is transferred to him somewhere elsie. She reiterated that the
logs were not an accurate record duje to the nature of the system
and that no record is made of outgoing calls from her office.

This interview commenced at 12s 17 p.m. and terminated
at 12s48 p.m.

Cv.
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FEDERAL BUREAU Of INVESTIGATION

Dote of tronscrlplion.
2/27/74

I I White
House „ advised that he had telephonically contacted

I I nn February 26 , 1974, who is in Chicago
on official business e I llnfowned I ~lhe would
not discuss his telephone logs of November 14 and 15,
1973. with the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI).

1 Iha3 given this information to I I

Watergate Special Prosecutor* .Any further inquiry by
the FBI concerning this matter should be directed to
hls j I attorney..

I also told I I that any requests
for any future FBI interviews with Mm concerning any
matter should be made through his attorney.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAIha
HEREIN IS UNClASSlfifn

'

1

Interviewed on. 2/26/74 Washington, D° C. WFO 74-290

Dole dictated.
2/26/74

This document contoins neither rocommendolions nor conclusions of the FBI. IMs the properly of the FBI ond is looned to your ogency;

It ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your ogency.

SI
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1
Date of Ironscriptlon.

2/28/74

On February 27, 1974,
Assistant Special Prosecutor, Watergate Special
Prosecutor's Office (WSPO) , 1425 K Street, N.W.

,

Washington, Do Co (WDC), was advised that the Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) had been informed byT

I Attorney, White House Legal Staff, that
a copy of a memorandum, dated December 11, 1973. from

I Ihad been sent to the WSPO. I

was further advised that this memorandum represented

] stated he was not
readily familiar with this document but would check the
appropriate files.

It is noted that the original of the above
described memorandum is in possession of the White House

] instructions, noLegal Staff and that, upon
additional copies were to be furnished to anyone other
than the Special Prosecutor's Office.

•b6

b7C
b2
b7E

On February 28, 1974,
| |

stated that
a check of the appropriate WSPO files had failed to
disclose that a copy of the aforementioned memorandum
had ever been received by his office.

ftll INFORMATION
contained

SSEfiHT
‘
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

b6
b7C
b2
b7E

1
Dot* of transcription.

3/1/74

Staff 9 made available to
copy of a
from

Attorney. White House Legal
SA

1973,

two page memorandum, dated December 11. 197.

entitled

a Xerox

88

|
Istated that this document was

being furnished the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBlV upon the concurrence of I—

, f — I

I

,

I I
The memorandum represents I I

recollection and reconstruction of her activities and
the events transpiring during the period November 14-16,
1973 0

SA I I transported this document to the
Washington Field Office of the FBI and handed same to
SA| I SA | | affixed his initials,

I I and the date, ”3/1/74,** in the upper left hand
comer on the reverse sides of both pages of the documents

Attached hereto and made a part hereof is a
copy of the aforementioned document*

Interviewed on 3/1 /74 .0) Unsh^nptrn
1

T).

SAs and
by isst

* WFO 74-?9q.

.Date dictoted 3/1PA

This document contoins neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBf. It* Is the property of the FBI ond is looned to your agency;

It ond its contenls ore not to be distributed outside your agency.

63 '
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dote of tronscription.

..Special Agent in Charge (SAIC) l

Technical Security Division (TSD), United States Secret
Service (USSS), Washington, D 0 C 0 (WDC), was contacted
at the Washington Field Office of the USSS, WDC.

On January 21, 197*1 » was interviewed by
Special Agents (SAs) of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI) relative to his knowledge of and participation In the
tapings of Presidential conversations at the White House
and at Camp David, Maryland* I Ithereafter provided
to SAs Qf the FBI a copy of th|e file which is maintained
by the TSD, USSS relative to the White House tape recording
system and tapes produced by that system.

SAIC
| | was advised! that this interview would

cover the following topics;

1) Information possessed by SAld Icon-
cerning specific documents which are con-
tained in the 73D, USSS, file noted above?

2) Information possessed by SAIC l Icon-
cerning the USSS protection of those docu-
ments and files currently maintained in
rooms 8H and 522 of the Executive Office
Building (EOB) ; and

ALL INFORMATION CONTAIN®

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED J

'secure areas.

nation;
subsequently provided the following infor-

.Date dictated.

this document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is tha properly of the FBI ond is loaned to your agency;

I) ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency. ,
-

iqft ^\7^o-n
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WO 74-290
3

SAIC indicated that he would provide the
FIJI with a cony of the -noted memoranda received bv the
US5S from the \?hite House concerning security measures for
EOB rooms 34 and 522.

SAIc I Inoted that the Office of the 1.7atergate
Special Prosecutor previously requested the TJSSS to provide
then with a copy of those logs which are maintained in rooms

[

M-and 522 at the EOB.
ftp th,->* I

Subsequent to the USSS’s receipt

1- directed -the—g5S5 not to release those documents
to the Office of the Watergate Special Prosecutor. SAIC
stated thatf ir. view~of the directive olf

]

did not fuel that the USS£ could release those logs to the Fi?

without first clearing the request through I

~l

200
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b2
b7E
b6
b7C

SAld Iwas requested to contact the Office
of the White House, Le^al Counsel, and secure the appro-
priate authority

.
for the USSS to release the noted material

to the FBI.

I brovlded the f'ollowlnr: information in connection
with the below described documents:

A one pan® memo, dated Uovenber 12, 1973, from
Assistant Director WDT.LiTY to Director, USSS . in
which KT5LLEY recommended the preparation of a
complete report of the history of the USSS
participation in the White House taninn system.

SAIc I lirdicated that a report concernlrtp; that
topic wa3 nrehared by Inspector DAGO, Inspection Division,
USSS. P Ivmn unaware of the specific nature of material
present in this report. He noted that several TSD personnel
had supplied a detailed memo to 'the USSS, Inspection Division,
relative to their knowledge of and participation in the White
Ilouse taping system. Ke stated that he was unaware if any
other material was also present in the Inspection Division file.

201
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On October 1. 197^ . Supervisory Security Specialist

_ was contacted by Q(SSS)
I
was contacted by I I

requested the USSS to provide bin with a tape recorder which
could be run by foot pedal control.

SAIC
with that
receipt of

indicated that SSSE H Is familiar
are recordlr.fr equipment maintained at TSD. After

•eqnest
j

~l directed SSS[
TSD, to attempt to detemine if TSD had the necessary
equipment on hand to fill the request

.

It was SI”S ’ recol*
lection that neither
necessary equipment on hand to fill

Q

then contacted SAIC at USSS headquarters
and apprised him of the White House reouest at that time
noted that TSD did not have enuipment on hand to fill
the White House request. I

attempting to borrow the necessary equipment from another
agency..

I I again, later contacted I I and nutrmested
the USSS utilise I

Jbelieved TSD had the

] request.

]was

from
jsiTTS then received Information

Ifchev located a machine available for purchase
in WDC.

| |
then advised Assistant Director KELL?-T"of . the

situation, and he approved the purchase of the recorder, if
the recorder could later be utilised by TSD during the routine
Operation of TSD.

b2 ...

b 6

b7C
b7E •

On the same day
purchase the machine

TSD, vras dispatched to
He returned with the machine to TSD between

12: 3b and 12:^0 p.m. that day. ssi 1 ’n.PD, then checked
the machine to insure that it was operable. About 1

:

15 n.m.

,

Undlcated] delivered the machine toll
his recollection of the tine was based upon the fact that
Initially requested to be furnished the equipment by noon on
that date. As he recalled that I

or forty minutes past noon,l__^able to estimate the time
of delivery of the machine as about 1:15 p.m.
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I I recalled that I I indicated a desire to
receive the equipment described In the above nemo in order
to accomplish tents in his office, I Idld not indicate
the exact nature of these tests.

• On July lB s 1973 » equipment utilised in the White
House taping system was disconnected and returned to routine
use. On October 13, 1973, one of the machines, which had been
used in the system, nurrergd damage nnd wan sent to the maintenance
section of TS5 for repair. In Uovember, 1973 , the ITSSS was
directed uo turn over all equipment utilised in the White House
taping system to United States Histrict Court, Ur»on receipt
of that directive, it was determined that one of the machines
utilised in the system, was beinr. repaired. The above memo
was written to document what caused the malfunction.

provided the following additional information:

On June 29, 197?, |
Ireceived a telenhone call

from l I White House Staff, twho was at that time in
California . Idirect.ed S I* IS to obtain a specific White
.TTniinr tanr and furnish it I

I With the assistance of SSS I \

located the tape and delivered it fed
subsequently reviewed the tane in his office in the present

from I

California <

subsequently reviewed the taoe in his office in the presence
of

|
I this van the first

occasion on which he believed l Iwas svar»e of the exis-
tence of the White House tape recordings. I stated that
he did not listen to the tape recording himself. He recalled
thatCZ .... Ihad located a specific portion of the tape for

~1 request

.

I I indicated that during his tenure as SAIC, TFP

,

he was unaware of the use of any equipment in the White House
tape recording system, which equipment had been borrowed by the
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USSS from the White House Communications Agency. I I did not
know whether any such equipment had been utilized In the system
prior to hia appointment as SAIC, TSD.

I I office, the office of I

and several other offices In the Vfhlte House are equlnoed

stated that he was not very familiar
with the device hut Indicated that he did lenow such a device
existed. He stated that the device was not associated with

It was noted that I I had previously provided the
F3I with copies of sunply locator cards maintained by the
TSD, TJSSS, on certain tape recorders. | kas requested to
provide those supply records of t he TjfSPS pertinent to the
whereabouts of several I I tape recorders during the
period from 1971 to 1073* It was noted that these tape recorders
had been available In TSD , USSS , 5uop1 ie3 at the time the
US3S had been requested bv l I to furnish the* White
House a tape recorder wlth| |

on October 1,
1973. SMC | lapreed to make the requested material available
at a later date.

The forefsoinp; Interview was initiated about 1:35 p.m.,
January 30, 197*‘J „ and concluded approximately 2:35 p.m. , on
the same date.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1/2V7*
Dole of tfortfcjf iplion_

Special Agent ,(SA)| I U.S. Secret
Service (USSS) , was contacted cn January" 21, 197^ at the
Washington Field Office, USSS, Washington, D.C. (WDC)

„

I has served as the Special Agent in Charge
(SAicj, Technical Security Division (TSD) , USSS, since
November 1972 .

A) , . .

was advised that the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) is conducting an investigation at the
request of the Watergate Special Prosecutor relative to the
destruction, alteration, and/or theft of White House tapes
and documents. It was noted that the USSS had participated
in the formulation and installation of a White House tape
recording system; had serviced that system; and had during
one period held responsibility for the safekeeping and
maintenance of those tape recordings produced by the
system.

It was indicated that the purpose of the interview
was to determine the complete history of the USSS involvement
or connection with the White House tape recording system
and/or tape recordings produced by the system.

SA
|

"provided the following informations

SA I 1 has recently testified at length in
hearings held by Judgs JOHN SIRICA at U.S. District Court,
WDC, which dealt with the White House tape recordings.
The USSS has been involved in matters relating to the
White House tape recording system for about three years.

Ipersonally became involved with the system in November
1972, when he was assisted to his current position, SAXC,
TSD, USSS. In that capacity, I lhas held responsibility
for the supervision of those US3S personnel responsible for
the maintenance and operation of the White House tape recording
system.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED!

waasseu.

Interviewed on_

Dole dictated..

Thit document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the F9I.- tt is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency. - . . . t ^
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maintained by the USSS relative to the Whit® House tape '

recording system. Slnoe that date * the USSS has maintained
documents and memoranda which relate to that topic.

At
I |

direction , documents maintained by the
TSD, USSS, which are concerned with White House tapes, hare
been gathered into one administrative file.

|

(displayed
the file to the interviewing Agents, and agreed ti make
available a copy of the entire file at a later date;

At the direction of Assistant Director THOMAS J.
KELLEY, USSS, SA I I prepared a detailed memorandum,
dated December 6, 1973, for the Xnspecton Division, USSS,
which sets forth his knowledge of, and participation In the
taping of Presidential conversations at the White House
complex, WDC and at Camp David. The purpose of this memo
was to provide the USSS with a complete history of its
Involvement with White House tapes and the system utilised
to produce thOBe tapes.

With the exception of schematic designs of the
tape recording system (prepared by Supervisory Security
Specialist (SSS) I I notes
which show the dates of the system's Installation and
access granted by the USSS to White House personnel to
tape recordings of Presidential conversations , information
In the memo which predates July 18, 1973* Is based primarily
uponl I personal recollection.

I Iprovlded the interviewing Agents with a copy
of the described memo. He suggested that the memo would
provide a basic summary of his knowledge of the USSS
participation and Involvement in the recording and
maintenance of Presidential conversations. He also offered
to attempt to provide any additional Information which
might be desired by the interviewing Agents.
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The memo described above and SA
comments are set forth as follows

:

additional

"December 6, 1973

"I first became aware Of the White Hmim»
taping

-
system on approximately November 20,

1972 , Just prior to my being assigned as
SAIC of the Technical Security Division on'
November 26, 1972. Former SAIC Wong advised
me. In the presence of AD Kelley (PI), that the
system Included I I

Also.
was advised that my contact on the White House
staff would be I L as
only I H

l l were aware of the system

.

I was advised during this same meeting that
l had requested that no paper

work be generated on the system and that b2
no other persons withirr. the Secret Service, be
Treasury Department or White House be made b7c
aware of the system. SAIC Wong advised that b7E

SSS l Idealgned the system and
that he and SSS I I malntalned the
system. He further advised that on at least
one occaslonf ~l ha<f~requested
tTTape and listened to It, and on another
occasion he asked Tor cine and It was determined
tfiat~it was blank because of having been placed
on the recorder incorrectly (the dates of '55th
requests and the date the tape was reviewed
are not known as no record was kept)."

was unaware of the Identity of the specific
telephone lines which had been monitored by the tape recording
system. However, he was aware that a telephone line, located

ras monitored by the system.

?13
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"Immediately after November 26, 1972, SSS|

explained the Bystem to me. Including offices
covered, the handling of tapes until storage,
and the location of thei storage facility with
access limited to SSS I land myself.
The type of equipment, maintenance, and
changing of tapes were discussed very little,
if at all,, except that SSS

| I
changed the

tapes as necessary and generally operated •

the system under SSS I I supervision

.

Also, countermeasure teams had been Instructed
that when sweeping I

certain areas were off-limits. The Security
Specialists handling Camp David carried an
unlocked metal case with a combination lock,
for which only SSS ’ s I I had the
combination. As soon as they removed tapes
from the recorder ,_the tapes were secured

b2
b6
b7C
b7E

in this carrying ease,
v/as then locked
unlocked by SSS
securing in the Tape Storage Boom

The carrying case
Ined locked until
here at TSD for

system from[
received only a general explanation of the

J Recorded Presidential conversations were
Initially stored In the cabinet Which housed the tape
recorders for the system. When four or five tapes were
accumulated, they were marked appropriately for storage
by USSS personnel and then taken to a tape storage facility.
The door to the tape room was secured bv a key lock.
Keys to the lock were held by SS&I I

and SA
| |

A combination lock secured the cabinet which
contained the tapes. Access to the tape storage facility
was further limited by an alarm pystem maintained by the
Executive Protective Service (EPS), USSS. Tape recording
facilities atf 1

was accessible only to TSD, USSS personnel . Further, only
a limited number of the TSD personnel, about ten Individuals,
were granted access to the tape Recording room Itself,,
These technicians were briefed on their duties by SSS

I**.WjW t
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Tapes made at Camp David were transported directly
to WDC by the noted TSD technicians and turned over to
SSS I I was unavailable

.

I believed the
tapes may have been deposited in a safe until thereafter
obtained by SSS I I

:, Xn early Decenfoer 1972. I discussed the system
with in his office, and he
explained the method he used to record

I meetings.
oTE
advise either SSS

Each time he learned
1 he would

possible so that thisi
|_

or me as soon as

] could send two

the taping system there
advised that the system

Security Specialists to Camp David to handle

wet forBuustunuj.aj.xjr
historical purposes and to refresh the
President's memory when reviewing a particular
meeting as to conclusions , agreements reached
etCo At no time did I I express
any dissatisfaction with the system nor its
operation."

b2
b6
b7C
b7E

The tape recording system serving the Cabinet Room
was turned on through use of a button located on a phone in

i office in the White House. The tape
recorders themselves were voic(s actuated. It was necessary
for the system to be turned off when not in use

.

recalled I I told him that the President also
had the capability of turning the system on and off but had
never used It. Af*«”»l l rtnrmjture from the
White House,

The assignment of Security Specialists to Camp
David to perform duties related to the tape recording
system was handled by | 1 his Deputy, SA I

(now assigned to Philadelphia) „ and SSS I I Two
Security Specialists were always held free from other
assignments to be available to perform duties at Camp David
during the President’s visits there. Assistant SAIC

USSS, ha<J.

recording system. SA
also limited.

general knowledge of the tape
|
knowledge of the system was
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"In about January 1973*1 I

called me to his office and discussed starting
a program to transcribe all tapes* He also
said that tie was considering a system at
San Clemente and Key Dlscayne* I advised
him that If they desired to keep the taping
system a secret operation , I would recommend
that transcribing not be done, except perhaps
a specific tape, until the administration
leaves office. Also, th^t If systems were '

Installed at either San Clemente or Key Dlscayne,
the SAIC and perhaps one technician at each
location would need to be aware of it. lie

never again mentioned either request.

Ilndlcated to I I

tapes were ultimately destined for
that the White House

"In late February or early March 1973

,

|
called me to his office

and advised me that he wa|s leaving the White
House to go to FAA. During this meeting,
he calledp llnto his office
and advised him of the recording system In
general terms. He toldL l that only

were aware of it and it should be kept to
only a few persons. I Halso
advised I

~1 that he had listened to
tapes on a few occasions and found them
to be of good quality. I I

advised I

~1 that either SAIC Sims
or SSS |

"[were his points of contact

,

as only a few individuals in the Secret
Service were aware of the system.

"In approximately March 1973*
requested and was taken P-

~l

I.
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and the system was generally explained
to him by sssl

about requesting that I I

be Included in the system. SSS
surveyed the actuation and within a few
days I kas advised that a separate
system would be required in that room (it
could not be done by Just adding another
microphone (s) and connecting It to the
EOB Office recorder) „ I ladvised
that if this was to be done he would so advise
me. He never made that request.

'I also discussed with[
previously discussed with [

b2
b6
b7C
b7E

discussed with
Removal of the Camn Davljd system was flrSjt-

_p»rirt ulfch [_
It was the fear of TSD that because Camp David was sometimes
used by foreign visitors* the tape recording system would
be found by foreign electronic experts. Such an incident
would have the potential for a serious international incident <

As a matter of practice, the system was not used at any
time when the quarters at Camp David were occupied by foreign
visitors

.

’At the time took
place as the White House representative

] statedconcerning the taping system,
|

that he would be listening to the tapes from
time to time to check the system etc. Both

I I had been advised
by me that under no clrctlimstsuices are any tapes
monitored by representatives of this Service.
As indicated in the log Burned over to .

'

Judge Sirica's <5ourt by [
oheeked out specific tapes between March and
July 18, 1973

o
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"On the occasions that
|

(requested
tapes, I asked him who was requesting them,
and on each occasion he would either state
directly or imply that the President was
requesting them* I ~lmade the requests
to me, when avallable , and to SSS l

when I was not available. If the request
came to me, I would advise SSS l I to
obtain the tapes and to either deliver them*
to I ~l or hold then; for pickup by[
from either SSSl |or me. I also advised
SSS l I to keep a record of the tapes
checked out and returned. Each time tapes

if SSS [ ]were checked out by [
received the request , he would contact me
and advise me of the request prior to delivering
the tapes to | I Also, until the tapes
were returned. j would advise me

b6
b7C

either
wanted

SSS |_
us to

of their status and also inform me that tapes
had been returned and secured. On occasions
when l I was to keep tapes overnight

,

I or I Would ask him if he
secure them in the tape storage

room overnight. On a few occasions he asked
that this be done, and oh other occasions he
said that he would secure the tapes himself.
At no time did he ever indicate that the tapes
were utilised bv anyone ouner than the

np time did he everand himself. Also, at
giVe anv indication" of the
tapes~waa~a~ pro^T«>»" «•»•** Ho haH any difficulty
in reviewing them."

could not recall any occasion in which
(requested r tape from him. However, he was

aware that prior to|
|
assignment as SAIC. TSD.f

had requested a few tapes. Normally when
tape he wanted almost Immediate delivery service.
received the request directly fronjIt

]r*equestad_a.

he would have

$5
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1 obtain the tape and either hold It for i ~lor
deliver It to him. If I Iwas Unavailable for oontaot
and | |made a request for » tana' from I I

always related the request to l Iwould then
contact I I to personally affirm that he wanted a specific
tape. When a tape was requested, the USSS always furnished
a tape recorder and headset along with the tape. Additional
tape recording equipment and headsets were furnished In
those Instances when they were requested by the White House,

''Upon arriving at TSD in November 1972 and
In the following months,, I found (as SAIC
Wong had stated) no records as to dates the
system was Installed, equipment used Initially,
and maintenance t replacement , changes In the
system, i.e., adding timers etc. SSS I

had notes In his notebook which reflected the
following locations and dates of Installations,
other Information (dateq disconnected and
disconnects requested by) is not from SSS

Inotebook but from records in this
Division:

Location
Installation

Date
Date

Disconnected
Disconnect

Requested by

2/16/71
M/6/71
5/1M/71*
M/6/71

7/218/73
7/18/73
7/218/73
7/218/73

5/18/72 •3/18/73

5/18/72 7/18/73

"Cabinet Room tapes Indicate Installation approximately
2/16/71."

I
|
stated there is no way to reconstruct a

record of maintenance, replacement or changes In equipment
use In the tape recording system. Equipment normally
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Klven to 'PSD employees Is recorded on the basis of hand receipts whieare destroyed upon the return of equipment. It was not
until after July 18, 1973 that hand receipts and other
records pertinent to equipment used ffir_Mhite House tapes
was maintained on a permanent basis.

| |was not aware
of any use of equipment in connection with the White House
tapes, which equipment was obtained from another agency.

"On several occasions between November 1972

and July 18, 1973 » both I I

Iwanted to know the names of the
persons In the Secret Service who were aware
of the taping system. On each occasion I
advised them that, to the best of my knowledge,
it was AD Kelley, SAID Wong, SSS I I

SSS I I SS I I , HS I I
ss l I

and myself. Immediately after I ~l

said that he would~not~gg made & 'scapegoat

.

wanted to know if knew of the

CTSSS. was al

the system. SS
1

tapfhg-

w

ywfcem --—I advised him Ural I could
only tell him that no one In the Secret
Service had informed Kean of the system."

ASAIC, CTSSS, New Orleans, Louisiana,
was present at the time of the Installation of the taping
system. SA l

~| CTSSS. was also aware of the
existence of the system. SS I \ is one of the technicians
who serviced the Camp David tape recording facility.

"On July 18, 1973 .1 I in
coordination with I

advised that the taping system was to be
disconnected and equipment removed , but that
microphones and waw» In
place . Also, the tapes were to be turned
over to the President on the same date, with

I being the President's
representative. AD Kelley was advised of
this and, since there was no inventory of the
tapes, I suggested that an Inventory be
made prior to turning them over to the
White House. I also advised AD Kelley that a
record was being made of specific equipment
removed from eadfh location and the name of
the person removing it. AD Kelley was also

22fi
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advised that the reoords kept by SSS I I

concerning the tapes checked out and returned
were to be secured In the safe with the tapes
so that this Service would have no documents
(except inventory) in ciur possession concerning
White House tapes. AD Kelley concurred , and
the above was done with the Inventory taken
by SSS's I "l and myself,
concluding at about 10 p.m. on 7/18/73."

While the tape recording system was operated at
the direction of I I no chargeout system
for the tapes was maintained by I I or his staff. When

I I received the first request from I I for a tape,
he decided of his own Initiative to institute a chargeout
system, I lassigned responsibility for this chargeout
system to SSS I ~lbut did noi dictate the type of
system to be used.

| |
played no personal part in the

recording of Information pertinent to tape chargeout

s

performed the inventory of the
tapes on July 13, 1973. At that time, tapes in the storage
room were kept in five file cabinets each containing about
five drawers. Each oablnet was marked in such a way as
to Indicate from which Installation the tane had been
obtained, that Is,

I

I I The tapes wer?e stored In each file
cabinet In groups wrapped In brown paper. Each individual
package was marked with the inclusive dates of the tapes
which It contained. Each tape botx was marked with the
specific date of the recording. The three men unwrapped
each package; and recorded Information from the individual
boxes within each package on an Inventory sheet. The
package was then rewrapped and remarked . In recording the
Identity of each tape, they tried to be as orderly as
possible, however, occasionally tfiey found a tape filed
in the cabinet out of place chronologically. Rather than
try to insert such a tape Into its proper chronological
place on the Inventory sheet, such a tape was listed at the
end of the inventory.

b2
b6
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"The notes located in one of the tape cabinets,
listing tapes checked out and in, were transferred
into a spiral notebook In a very orderly
manner by SSS | L at my request . In
view of the entries being made in the spiral
notebook at one sitting, the notes from which
the entries in the spiral notebook were made
were placed in the back of the notebook and
retained as original notes. The installation
dates as taken from SSS I I notebook
were entered on the back of the front cover,
in the spiral notebook. The original inventory
was signed by

|

~1 with the
original being locked up with the tapes and
a copy sealed and secured in my safe in TSD.
The combinations were changed by I . , . ]

1 (TSD) | I

KPS UOritrol Center was Immediately Informed
by me that access was limited to the
President. This was followed up with a
memorandum on 7/19/73 . AD Kelley was kept
advised of the above and concurred . With
regard to dates of installation as indicated
on /page four,

| |
installation

apparently occurred on or about 2/16/71
Instead of 5/1*1/71. Inasmuch as the first
tape logged for I Iwas 2/16/71 o"

room Itself
inventory

The Inventory was conducted within the tape
]was not present during the

At the conclusion of the Inventory.! I

]came to the tape storage room. I Iwas shown

b2
b6
b7C
b7E

where the tapes were kept in the room. He made cursory
examination of the Inventory sheets and then signed the
Inventory and accepted custody of the tapes.
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uOn 9/28/73, advised me that
]

when entering the tape storage
room (Zone 128 is doing so at the request
of the President and, until I am advised
otherwise by[ ]
Is authorized by the President to enter
Zone 128. The oraetiee continuing to date
Is for the E?S control Center to notify me
of entries by~T handrwhen the
room Is secured. EPS also responds to
Zona T2B to determine that
Is actually the person entering » and upon
his departure an EPS officer checks the
door to determine that It Is secure .

*

|
does not believe that EPS records Identify

the EPS officer who verified the entry of an Individual Into
the tape storage room. 1W-

n0n_lQ/22/73, [ advised me that the
microphones and cable should be left in place
but could all be disconnected . I advised him
that the telephone circuits were still being
paid for, and he advised that they should
be cancelled. The above was accomplished on
November 1, 1973* concerning all disconnects,
and on 11/9/73 the circuits were cancelled.

b6
b7C

in/??/7? SSS

| |
at his request

and I met with
and he asked

questions as to how the riystgm In the
1

EOB Office functioned so as to have the tape
run out at 2 p.m. on Sunday afternoon and
another recorder not pick up the recording
function. SSS I

lexpjained it and, with
that explanation. I Irequested that
he be furnished the explanation In writing
the following day. This was done after
discussing it with SSS

| 1 and copies
have previously been furnished to you.’’
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A copy of the written explanation furnished to
is maintained in thje TSD, USSS file.

"On 10/30/73,
£
advised me that
flee had asked tothe Special Prosecutor 's 01 __

interview SSSl I With regard to explaining
the White House taping system in view of a
conference held with Jujdge Sirica on tl>at date.
Judge Sirica had scheduled a hearing to commence
on October 31* 1973 s in view of I I

reporting to Judge Sirica on 10/30/7? that

ajndl
land

land
the
the

conversations between]
President on 6/20/72
President on 4/15/73 were never recorded because
of the way the system w!aa set up,

On this same date, I met with I I

I ~1 DD Boggs . and SATAa
In | lofflce a-nd discussed this matter
and the forthcoming interview of SSS I I

by the prosecutor's office on 10/31/73 and v

his testimony in court also on 10/31/73

•

I ladvised that it was a White House
matter and the Treasury General Counsel's
Office would leave it to the Counsel to
the President . On this* same date , I advised
SSS l I of the forthcoming interview and
testimony, and that he would be asked to
explain the entire White House taping system.
I also advised AD Kelley on this date of the
forthcoming interview and testimony."

b6
b7C

I further identified the individuals mentioned in the
foregoing paragraph as I I

I I Deputy Director of the
USSS LILBUftN BOQQS. and I I

,
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On 10/31/73, prior to I \ and I

proceeding to the Special Prosecutor's Office
to meet with

I I per
directions ofi land concurred in
by Treasury General Counsel Sehmults* office,

I telephoned me and advised that
I should have SSS 1 Iprocead to his
office and that I should follow him by about
one hour as they also wanted to interview me

.

I Informed him that I have been advised by
I that I was to accompany SSS

|

and was to be Interviewed as his supervisor
only a | \ asked that we proceed
to his ornce ana he would contact I

concerning the matter. I then contacted
i - . lofflce , and
advised that he knew nothing at all about the
matter but he would accojnpany us to the
Special Prosecutor’s Office. Upon arrival,

I ~l advised that he had not yet
been In contact with I I

I 1 proceeded to interview SSS I

in the presence of | l and me . Approxi-
mately 15 minutes into the interview I

I

~1 called and hnth I I and
I talked with him. It was agreed that

|

and SSS I 1 would stay and I would leave.
Upon leaving. I I advised me that
I should return at 12 nopn for an interview.
I advised him that it way not my understanding
of the agreement between him and
that I return for an interview , and that I
would confer with! I

and I would leave.
ZZI advised me that

Inasmuch as the legal counsel for the USSS had
resigned a short time before this incident, the USSS could
not furnish its own legal counsel for this meeting at the rSpecial Prosecutor’s Office. As a result

.

1 I contacted

L

H and requested their assistance

.

23.1
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''Upon leaving, I proceeded tol
|

office end hyjgfeti I I I also
contacted! concerning I I

I request. and I ]

ftwirt that I I wftR not to Interview
me except as SSS I s supervisor , and
he would so advise him. SSS I I returned
to TSD at about 1 p.m. At approximately
1 :

4

0 p.ct.

,

I I requested that
SSS I I SSS I I and I come to his
office. Upon arrival, he advised that
we would depart for Judg|e Sirica’s Court
within the next few moments. In the car
en route to court. I _| conversed
with SSS * s | Concerning the
timer, how It was set etc., so as to explain
why the tape ran out in the BOB office on
4/15/73 at about 2 p.m. Just prior to
departing for court was the first time
SSS I I had been mentioned by |

SSS ’s i I in attempting to
reconstruct the workings of the timer, how it
was set etc., were both quite confused Inasmuch
as there were no records to refer to (per I I

I I request) and they were going on
their memory since February 1971. In the
car and walking Into the courthouse , the
conversation continued with I . , L and
at that time both SSS i i and SSS l \

were explaining that the timer changed from
one recorder to the other each night between
II and 12 midnight for the EOB office. Just
prior to entering the courtroom

.

1

asked me to discuss the matter with SSS T s l

I further in an attempt to clarify
the matter. After discussing the matter for
a few moments with SSS ’ s

|~ —
-

j

there was still confusion as to exactly how
the system worked."

I I Identified I I

bf the Treasury for Enforcement
indicated that neither he nor 1 SSS * si
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were aware , prior to their arrival in I Office

,

that they would be called upon to testify in Judge SIRICA’S
court on the noted afternoon . Consequently, they were
unprepared for what followed »

"Prior to the start of the hearing, I telephoned
DD Boggs and I I office, advising
them that we were at Judge Sirica’s Court, etc.
I also asked I I if he or

I | were going to appear in court'
with us, and he responded that in all
likelihood it would be himself. SSS

s

|

I ^and I then entered the courtroom
per l I instructions . after I
advised him that it was still not clear
exactly how the timer was set, etc.

"After a preliminary statement by l

~

he called SSS I I tio the stand. Within
ten minutes, SSS I I had identified me
as his supervisor and SISS I I as his
associate in maintaining the taping system.

I hequeated that SSSl. I

and I and any other witnesses be excluded
from the courtroom. Judge Sirica then
asked that SSS I I and I leave the courtroom.
On the same date, I advised AD Kelley/DAD Wong
that we had been excluded and someone outside
TSD should sit in the courtroom on behalf
of the Secret Service. Upon leaving court .

,

I again talked wlth l I and
he stated that since I I was in
court handling the case, the General Counsel’s
office would not attend.

Si

"On 11/1/73, ASAIC l

~ ~~| (Liaison)
commenced monitoring the proceedings.

"Upon leaving court at about 5 p .m. . SSS’s
I I and I returned
to the Old EOB

r
and I I advised that

he wanted to talk to each of us that evening
in preparation for the following day. At
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that point, % advised AD Kelley/DAD Wong
and | __| At approximately 9: *15 p.m.,

I I asked to see sssi ~ "•
i

I leas also present. I

subsequently talked to SSS I land me
Individually In the presence of I I

concerning testifying the following day. At
this point, t had no reason to believe that
the testimony of SSSI I had gone any
way other than satisfactorily. I I

asked that we meet in his office the following
morning at approximately 7=30 a.m. , and we
would leave for court about 9 or 9:30 a.m.

[

On 11/1/73, Just prior t

discussing SSS[

Just prior to meeting with
1 SSS I I and SSS I

^examination of an
] were

i

actual timer 1 on the night of 10/31/73.
The discussion refreshed their memory that
the timer had to be set for six days Instead
of seven, which meant that Saturday/Sunday was
considered as the 6th day In view of the
history of inactivity in that office on
those days. The previous day they had
recalled that the timer changed each night
between 11 Bind 12 midnight . I requested
SSS i I to obtain one of the timers,
although It had been re-set and used
elsewhere since being removed from the White
House taping system,

and he and SSS^
SSS Jobtained

^proceeded toone,
attempt to determine exactly how the time
was set and why. Because of no records
being available except those made at the
time the system was removed* all recollection
of when the timer was initially Installed,
how it was set or re-set, and why, was a
matter of memory since 1971. Although the
matter was partially clarified, it was still
confused to a degree.

•>
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1
Dale of Iranscriplion. 1/18/7*1

Special Agent, D. S. Secret
Service (USSS), presently assigned to the Washington Field
Office, 1900 Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest, Washington,
D. C, (WDC), 20226, adviced that he Joined the USSS in
June, i960 and was assigned at that time as a Security
Specialist to the Technical Security Division (TSD) , in the
White House,

Along about January, 1971.
charge of TSD at .that time, instructed „
in the matter by

I I. to Install a tape recording

ALFRED WONG, who was in
\ who was assisted

system in certain areas in the White House.
I I. WONG was relaying a request from [

According to
]

who in turn had stated that "the President wants this system '

WONG instructed I that he should install a discreet
system, that a bare minimum of individuals were to know about
the system, that it w&3 not to be discussed with anvope and
that the tapes were not to be listened to by anyone,

installations—

-

live ucuuie I'jmw auouir me initial INFORwIAmUN UUKIAH

HFREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED.II
According to the White House tape recording

system encompassed the following areas:

L° About rIt TTli firnnhnnpa :fU awoon v hirlr1g>n In tVin

b2
b6
b7C
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2» About six microphones discreetly hidden in

3. Microphones in

Interviewed on%
1/17/7*1 Washington, D. C, .File #

.

WFO 7*1-290

SA
SA HWS:ags

.Dole dictated. 1/18/74

This document contain* neither recommendolions nor conclusion* of the FBI. It is the properly of the FBI ond is loaned to your ogency;

if ohd its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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|
I stat ed tho.t following the installations

described above, he

.

I I and a little later . [ I

~[v;cre responsible for checking the operations of the
recording machines employed in the system and in changing
the tape's as required. This was a daily function from Pondav
through Friday. I I said he never bothered with checking
the recording machines on weekends,!

|

was assigned to this particular detail.
| fc

sald
he can not recall ever changing tanes on weekends. He indi-
cated about six hours of sound could be recorded on one reel
of tape. I I said lie can not recall any recorder running
out of tape during the period he checked the White House
recording machines

.
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After gaining. access to the above cabinets,

E

v;ould check to see whether any rcel3 of tape needed replacing.
This decision was usually rerulated by the President's work
schedule for the day. Uhen l [ removed a taoe for safe-
keeping, he v/ould place it back into the box from, vinich it had
cone and complete the legend on the box that is , the origin
of the tape I ,1 thri date on which it was
removed and his initials or Vfnoever had olaced the
tape onto the recorder for use would have entered the starting
date on the box. The used tape would then be identified by
origin and date, and initials or I IThis box and reel
would then be placed bv I I onto one of the shelves in the
cabinet mentioned above. He indicated that sometimes as many
as tvfelve or fourteen used tapes might accumulate on the shelves
before removal. According to 1 :
responsibility to remove the used tapes for safekeeping

]
alvmys removed the tapes.said he must assume that

although he can not be certain, since the accumulated tapes
many tines were gone when he came back to the cabinet for his
operational checks. acknowledged that any one vrith

access to the room containing the recording cabinet and with
access to said cabinet could have removed any or all of the
used tanes. 1 noted that ’whenever ho observed [ Ire-
moving the used tapes,
tapes wore not carried out in the open.

150

lmade U3e of a briefcase, The
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I I said he was not aware until January 17,
1974, of the exact location of the cabinets in which the used
tapes were ultimately stored . lie, consequently , never had
access to the area. Isaid he was aware of no logs or
records maintained to reflect the use or storage of tapes.

| was assigned to the' above-described detail
until January, 1972, when he was technically transferred to the
Washington Field Office (WFO) of the (JSSS. Actually he remained
on temporary assignment with TSD, White House, and performed
certain other security functions until his permanent transfer
to V/FO in June, 1972. During the period January to June, 1972,

|

was not involved with the Whitt-; House tape recording
i

system. I lwas succeeded in January, 1972 by

I Isaid that in connection with his White House
assignments he had contact with most , if not all, of the White
House staff members. Ho one of them ever discussed with him
the White House tape recording system, nor did any one of them
or any other person, for that matter, approach him for any
information whatsoever about or any access to any White House
tapes. I Isaid he never heard of any strange or unusual
requests for information from the tapes from any source. He
said he was never asked to acquire Tot any one in the White
House, any playback unit, or previously recorded tape.

Regarding the report that the conversation between
President NIXON and 1 Ion

June 20, 1972 was not recorded, commented that if no
recording was made, as reported, either the call was made on
a phone not equipped for recording or the equipment failed
if the call wa3 made on a phone equipped to record the conver-
sation. I 1 noted that to the best pf his recollection
he could not rocall a breakdown of the recording equipment
during his tenure at the White House.

commented that the report that the 18 minute
erasure on a tape of June 20, 1972 was performed on a specific

Vindicates that the perpetrator had in his pos-
session the tape and unit in question, lie did not know who
that was.

Regarding the report that a reel of tape "ran out "

during a conversation between President MIXON and I I on
April 15, 1973, said he had no knowledge whatsoever
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regarding that situation, but added that during his concern
with the White House tape recording system, he cannot recall
any recorder running out of tape.

| |
said he had nothing whatsoever to add which

might be of interest in resolving the above discussed
matters or any other information which, night throw any light
on these matters. •

This interview commenced at; 1;04 poin, and terminated
at 2;17 p.m.

b6
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of Ironscr ipHon_ 1/24/74

|
was interviewed m me wasnmgton nexa ornce

of the United States Secret Service from 1:50 p.m. to 3:45
p.m. on January 21, 1974c

lof the Physical Security
Branch, Technical Security Division (TSD), Office of Protective
Intelligence. Addressing himself to the question of the
electronic taping system Installed in the White House and
Executive Office Building (EOB) , I ~l explained , some
time in the second week of February, 1971. ALFRED WONQ,
Special Agent in Charge of TSD , I Isuperlor. informed

|of the White House Staff
had requested ! Ibe wired
for sound. Accordingly, on or about February 12, 1971

»

a meeting was held in I lofflee , attended by
WONO, I l and hvl I

of the Countermeasures Branch, TSD. L |
sald President

NIXON had requested this installation be made and had instructed
that a mi ni sum number of personnel have knowledge of the
installation. Further, the President had emphasized he did
not want the military to know of its existence.

how the system should work.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAIN©

Interviewed on_
1/21/74 Washington, D. C< l

f-290

Dote dicioted_
1/22/74

Thi* document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. tt is the property of the FBI and is looned to your agency;

It ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your ogency. ^\~1
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wired

stated that during the Bame meeting.

f

announced the President also wanted
I 1 could not recall whether any statement was

made as to why the President wanted these installations,
but he recalled the decision that

3 note<3t that- wanted all of the
President's telephone conversations rrom those locations to
be recorded on a single recorder in order to maintain their

2 !
i 7
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b2
b6
b7C
b7E

chronology on tape.

said he personally checked the system dally
when It was newly Installed, performed routine maintenance
such as cleaning recorder heads, and changing the tapes.
There was no organized maintenance program In existence and no
maintenance records kept.

[_
said that a spare recorder

was maintained In each cabinet anifl was used to replace any
hotedrecorder found to be not running loroperly

. i i

that he occasionally got
| | and perhaps once,

I I to put_new tapes on the machines. In the
Spring of 1972 . [

to
[

^assigned the maintenance of this system

Requests For Tapes

I

JCronj

recalled having received a request from
on one occaa lftn

r date not recalled, for a tape
He tooK unis tape from Room WT-1 , took
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it to ^ |,
waited while I

turned the tape to WT-1,
I listened to it
H recalled that

I On another oncaaion. I I Had
asked I Ifor a telephone tape. I I obtained
the tape from Room WT-1, took itto I I only to
learn that the tape was blank because it had been improperly
inserted into the recorder J Inoted that on both of
these occasions he had personally remained with the tapes

.

and therefore, had made no record of their withdrawal. I I

Idld. however, make a record of the only times that tapes
were removed from his custody. He said he furnished tapes
on April 25, 1973, April 26. 197 3, June 4, 1973, July 10, 1973

.

and July 11, 1973, to I I of the White House Staff
and on June 25 , 1973 to l bf the White House
Staff.

I I identified the following tapes as having
been removed from his custody at 1:1)5 p.m. on April 25, 1973,
and furnished to

| ^ They were returned to storage
on the same date at 5 :2fl p.m. The same tapes were taken from
storage at 11:Q0 a.m. on April 26, 1973 for| land returned
by

| |
at 5:05 p.m.. May 2, 1973:

Tape Source Recording Date

3/12/73 #1
3/12/73 #2
3/13/73
3/14/73
3/15/73
3/16/73
3/17/73
3/19/73
3/20/73 #1
3/20/73 #2
3/21/73
3/22/73
3/18/73 (1:45 P.m.)
3/19/73 (9:45 a.m.)
3/9/73 (12:30 p.m.)
3/12/73 (7:50 a.m.)
3/13/73 (1:00 p.m.)

2 !:S
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Tape Source Recording Date

3/30/73 (10:00 a.m.)
3/9/73 (3:05 p.m.)
3/15/73 (8:10 a.m.)
3/15/73-3/20/73
3/20/73-3/23/73
3/20/73-3/28/73
3/23/73-3/27/73 (5:15 p'.m.)

2/28/73-3/22/73

3/2

3

/7

3

-^/1 3/7

3

The following tapes were furnished to|
June 4, 1973 and subsequently returned but the date of the
return was not recorded by | I

on

Tape Source Recording Date

3/6/f3 #1
3/6/73 #2
3/7/73
3/8/73 #1
3/8/73 #

2

3/13/73
3/14/73
3/15/73
3/16/73
3/17/73
3/19/73
3/20/73 #1
3/20/73 #2
3/21/73
3/22/73
4/17/73 #1
4/17/73 #2
2/28/73
3/1/T3
2/27/73-3/20/73
3/9/73-3/15/73
4/11/73-4/16/73
4/10/73-4/20/73

2/27/73-3/22/73

210
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Tape Source Recording Date

4/13/73-4/25/73
3/8/73-3/19/73

The following tapes were removed from storage on
July 10, 1973 at 2:45 p.m. and furnished to I I and
returned to storage on July 12, 1973:

Tape Source Recording Date

9/15/72 #1
9/15/72 #2

9/6/72-10/3/72

The following tapes were removed from storage on
July 11, 1973 at 2:45 p.m., furnished to|

to storage on July 12 * 1973
and returned

Tape Source

received a telephone call from
California, and requestedf

Recording Date

3/13/73
3/20/73-3/23/73
3/20/73-3/28/73
4/11/73-4/16/73

2/27/73-3/22/73

4/13/73-4/25/73

] stated that on June 25. 1973

from the White House Telephones for the per*ir>rt. February Pfl

1973 through March 2
In the White House

.

"book it and f

1973 ji

in San Clemente,
arrange to have the tape

lelivered to
located the tape and he and

June 25, 1973.
satlon between

r
I at the White House at 11:30 p.m. on

lasked I Ito find him a conver-
sion that t i>etween |on that t^oe

.

]said he rememoers specifically that the call |__
wanted was near the end of that tape because he first located

e>
r

?5i
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another call from I [but it wats not the one I I wanted.
He said the one l I wanted was a 12 to 14 minute tele-
phone call between the President and

|

noted that the tape recorded the telephone operator's
announcement of the caller and that is how he determined that
the conversation was between the President and I hnd
he did not listen to the conversation. As soon as he located
the right conversation, he gave the earphones tol I

who listened to the pertinent call twice . and then handed
the recorder and tape back to I I said he then
placed the tape In storage.

According to I Ithe first group r>_r t.»no« wbt»»

returned by I Ion the same date he "obtained theml'

''

I All of
the tapes maintained and stored bv the TSD were released to

I of the White House Staff on July 18,
1

1973, and none have been In the custody of the United States
j.

Secret Service, TSD office since that time. j.

I refreshed his recollection of the above trans-
actions from a copy of a "LOG" prepared by TSD and furnished
to the Special Prosecutor's Office. This "LOG" was Identified
as Government Exhibit 7.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dote of Iromcription.

who is employed as

I White House, WDC, was Interviewed at the
Washington Field Office of the Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation (FBI), Fifth Floor Interview Room, on Saturday,
January 19, 1974 • The Interview Commenced at approximately
11:00 a.m. and was terminated at 1:49 p.m. I I was
provided with the names of the Special Agents conducting
the interview?

_Prior to the interview being conducted,
I I inquired if It would be permissible for her
to take notes on the questions asked, She was advised
that was permissible. She was asked if she was going to
take the notes in shorthand, to which she replied that she
was and would so record her answers, at which time a
comment was directed to her that the Agents would assume
she would provide the FBI with a copy of any transcription.

She Inquired as to whether or not the Interview
was being recorded. She was told that it was not being
recorded, and the Agents assumed the same was true as to
her presence.

She was informed the reason for the investigation
was that the FBI had been requested by I

Special Prosecutor, to assist In conducting certain investi-
gations relating to the disappearance of some White House
documents or correspondence and tape recordings, or portions
of these items, that have been Inquired of in connection
with the present court proceedings. She was told that the
results of the investigation by the FBI would be furnished
only to the Special Prosecutor’s office. It was pointed out
to her, however, that since she was taking shorthand notes
on all questions asked and noting her answers, the White House
would have a complete report of sit least the interview of her.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

Interviewed on 1 /l 9X7^

SA's

-°Was-hing-ton-.
, D.C.

Dole didoied_

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of tf*e FBI., It is the property of Ihc FBI ond is looned to your ogency;

If ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside yovr agency. /t

^
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She vms acquainted with the facts that the inves-
tigation may disclose information relating to possible violations
of laws over which the FBI had jurisdiction such as Perjury,
Obstruction of Justice, Destruction of Government Property,
and Furnishing False Information In Connection with an
Official Investigation.

She was advised that in connection v.’ith the interview,
there may be questions asked by the Agents which she might
feel for some reason or other she should not provide an
answer. If such was the case, she was asked to provide
a reason for not answering the question. She was told*
that she could consult with anyone of her own choosing
in this regard. If, after consulting with someone it
was determined she could provide an answer, she vms asked
to recontact the FBI and to let them know what the response
would be

.

She vms also advised that the conditions for
the interview of members of the White House staff by the
FBI had been previously. discussed by members of both the
White House and the FBI. As a result of these conditions
agreed upon, she was being interviewed at other than on .

the White House premises. She was told that one of the
reasons the interviews were being handled in this manner
was to preclude any criticism of either the White House
or the FBI, and to avoid the situations which existed
during the early Watergate investigation when a member
.of the White House legal staff was permitted to sit in
on some interviews of White House personnel.

| |
was told that she should not consider

this interview as relating to any kind of an accusation
against her. She was told if she did not understand any
of the questions, she should ask for an explanation before
providing her answer.

The following informat ion is not a verbatim be
transcript of the Interview with I I as it .was . b7c

not so recorded by the Interviewing Agents. It represents
the information which she furnished to the best of her
recollection as to questions specifically asked of her.

|
f stated she has only been in contact

v/ith I I for
the White House, who had set up the date and time of the
interview.

17b
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I advised that as an assistant to
I I that she herself does not have an assistant,
however, there are two other women employees working in

I I They are I

1

I I She is not cognizant of the Civil Service status
or grade equivalent that these women hold.

In regard to questions asked of her regarding her
possible knowledge of microphones located in telephones or
rooms of the White House or the Executive Office Building (EOB)
wherein recordings had been made and were the subject of
current inquiries by the court, she furnished the following
information:

She first became aware of the existence of tapes
obtained from recording devices whcnC
appeared on television and testified before the Senate
Watergate Committee:. Prior to that time, she had no idea
that such a system existed in the Ifhite House or EOB.

She personally has not ordered or purchased any
tapes or equipment, nor has she assisted in the filing- or
storage of any tape. Her recollection is that I

b6
b7C

testified that these tapes were stored and filed by the
United States Secret Serijvce.

She has no personal knowledge as to how the tapes
could be obtained from the United States Secret Service.
She has no knowledge of any instruction being issued on
the use or availability of the tapes by anyone in the
form of a memorandum or personal conversation.

House during the period of

[

her absence from vork[

] She did not return to the White
During

Jit is her
understanding that no one replaced her in the performance
of her duties at the -White House.

She was not asked to, nor did she perform any work
for the White House at her residence during the period of
her recuperation.

17c
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During the period of recuperation , she received
many telephone calls and visits from members of the White
House staff. She was visited on several occasions bv

In those visits or conversations with
|

was no discussion by

[

] about the tapes
J
there

that
When* she returned to work, she soon became aware

I
was working on a special project for the

President, however, she did not know what the special
project entailed. While working on this special project,

I I kept the door to her office closed. This was
not unusual Inasmuch as

| |
usually has the

door to her office closed.

The first knowledge thatC

j |
testified

no comment to [

] had that
"lwas transcribing any tapes was when I I

Prior to that time, she had made
]about the special project she,

1 was working on for the President. During
this time,

|
|was working on special matters for

the President and attempting to geit caught up on work
which had piled up in her absence.

b6
b7C

advised that when she worked on a
special project for the President *

l I

would be aware of the nature of the work. However, the
same was not true when I I was involved in any
special work for the President , in the performance of
their duties,
the President.

and herself work only for

[ ] has seen E
of tapes. These would be reels of tapes.

1 was working
President

,

1 lhad a

I in possession
While I I

placed near her typewriter. This machine, as far as I 1
knows, is the same one which was later produced

to the court by the White House at the direction of Judge
JOHN SIRICA, U.S. District Court, WDC.

17d
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Prior to returning to work and learning of the special
project which I ____ J_

wa a doing for the President

,

she had not observed in I I office the type of equipment
whichl I was then using. Prior to this, she had never
asslsted l In transcribing tapes.

In late November, 1973, at the time I 1 was
preparing to testify, she was asked by the President through

I I to listen to one of the tape recordings which
?

was apparently from the system had testified
about. She thinks the request was made on Thanksgiving Day
•(November 22, 1973). The tape that she was to monitor and
attempt to obtain the gist of the conversation was one which
was - kept in I I

~| The tape was given to I

It is i I understanding that this tape, along with
others, had been provided to l

~lin the company of t'wo other individuals she believe:
to be Secret Service personnel, took the original tape. The
original tape and a copy of it wsts returned to her the following
day by I I The original and copy were returned by

|was not present
when the copy was made, does not know where or by whom it was
made, but assumed it was made at I I

|
forked from the copy. She may have listened

to the copy a few minutes the first day, but she prepared no
memorandum of the gist of the tape at that time. Either the
following Saturday or Sunday, she again listened to the tape
for a. relatively short period of time. The tape was of extremely
poor quality and much of the conversation unintelligible.
She prepared a memorandum for the President of those portions

17f
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i

she was able to understand. The memorandum was personally
delivered to the President bv her. The conv of the tane
was returned I

At anv time I Iwas not listening to the tane . It

She felt the only comment she could make as to
the conversation on the tape was that it concerned a period
of around January. 197^. and dealt with a discussion relating
to the bombing' of Haiphong Harbor.

" In order to monitor the conversation on the tape,
she used | Irecordln sr system . She obtained this
Instrument from the office of I iThe tape
recorder was located near the typewriter of

|

It was indicated to her by l l that this would
be the Instrument that she would use. This Instrument had
been in ~| office a cousple of days prior to
the time she obtaihed it to start monitoring the conversation.
She recalls that the instrument hac3 a label with the notation
"Secret Service" on It.

It was this specific machine that she used which
was taken from the White House and presented as evidence
to the U.S. District Court. This is the reason

|

stopped using the instrument . She recalls the machine was
taken from her desk on a Sunday bv I I as it had
to be produced in court by I I the following day,
Monday

.

Since thi s instrument waa taken to be produced
at court, she asked |~

|
to secure another tape

monitor the
provided her

with a Sony tape recorder the next day. The tape which
she listened to was on a round reel, rather than a s a cassette.
The transcription and monitoring which I I had done
with relation to this tape was performed at her desk in
the outer office.

recording instrument which she could use to
tape she was listening to, and I

17g
!
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VJhenl

involving the tape, no one assisted |_

|was working on this pro.lect

Jin monitoring
the tape to obtain the gist of the conversation or in preparing
the results of her monitoring.

After completion of the use of the tape, it was
returned by|

I

Concerning visits ofE ] with the
President, she is not cognizant if a log is maintained of
these visits, and

[
does not. specifically recall

whether she was logged into the President's office when she
turned over the transcript of the tape to him.

At the timet ]was using the [
1 recorder to monitor the tapes she was listening to,

Jias some recollection that there may have been
a similar tape recorder in the office of

[ recalled that
| ] being

used by her to make the transcription was taken from her
on Sunday (November 25, 1973), and it Is her understanding
it was presented to the court the following day, Monday,
at the tlme[ was to testify,

I

felt that she was asked to listen
to the conversation on this one tape as the result of

]having to prepare to testify. She has
listened to no other tapes nor has she been requested to
monitor them and prepare a gist of the conversation from
any other tapes of this system.

With respect to the handling of dictabelt.s on
which the President would dictate his recollections of a
telephone call or some meeting, these are forwarded by the
President to only or herself.

b7E

17h
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These items are regarded as the President's own
private personal papers.

j

c ^handles the filing of these dictabelts.
When they are received at her office, she places them in
a sealed envelope and places, on the envelopes the date that
it is received by her. There is no transcription of the
dlctabelt made at this time by herself or, to her knowledge,
by |

~1 They are not monitored or listened to.
She does not maintain any log of the dictabelts as they
are filed only by date. There is no index system maintained
by her as the subject matter would be unknown.

It was the understanding of
|

|that
some of these private personal papers were made available
by the President to the Special Prosecutor's office.

During the interview',
|

|
advised that

she has had a long and exceptionally pleasant association
with both the President and | E which has continued
from 1951 • She said her personal feeling was that the
Administration was strong and after this Investigation was
completed, the Administration would, come out of this very
strong.

advised that
is not employed in any capacity at the White House, and is
employed vrithl

She stated that she is one of the selected
secretaries who has traveled extensively with the President
and the White House staff on official business. She stated
that she always goes with the President ’ s staff when they
travel to San Clemente, California, as the President has
so many friends and associations there.

sheIn connection with the interview of
was picked up at the West Wing of the White House by
Special Agent C. EARL SHAW in a. Bureau automobile and trans-
ported to the Washington Field Office. Following Interview,
she was transported by Special Agept SHAW back to the White
House.

I7i
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Dale of transcrlpllon.

| |
United State.1

:; Secret Service,

Room 23, Executive Office Building, was interviewed in the

office of I land in the

presence of
| |

He
provided the following information:

On Monday , June 1

9

„ 1972, he received a call from

his supervisor, I |
informing him that I

.of General Services Administration (GSA) at the White House
had arranged for Safe Master representatives to come to the

Executive Office Building to open I:a safe. It is standard

operating procedure for him to accompany these people and

decide if the contents of the opened safe require storage.

At 7:30 p.in. that evening J j
himself called

to advise him that the Safe Master representatives were there.

He met I l and the two safe men, and they all proceeded to
Room 522. I-Ie explained Room 322 is the storage room and the safe

to be opened was stored there.,
(

The four of them entered the room and the two safe men
drilled the safe open in approximately 20 minutes. Before

opening the safe drawers, the two cafe men were excused. He
then opened the top drawer to determine if any classified docu-
ments were contained therein and the first envelope he picked up
was stamped "Eyes Only*’.

*
- - ......

He immediately closed the drawer and I I

called T I
determined tha t! I

would take responsibility for the contents and then called: fcr

cardboard boxes to be brought to Room 522 for the contents in

the safe. He and I Hwaited approximately 15 minutes

UMSliffl

Interviewed on.
6/29/72 Washington, D.C.

REL:vjm

i/WO 139-166
_Flla #.

7/5/72
.Dote dictated..

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI, U is the properly of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

ll r*nri lit raoltnU are not to ho distributed outstrip your oo«ncy,
,
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^til arvived o i;:/^ ;that.-i.ppinfrj : he: :ms; .told there
v?as no f urther need for hiin

;
to' renui in; and ha returned to the

duty "desk where he was night supervisor that particular
evening.

.
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Dote of transcription.
1/21/74

was interviewed from 1:03 p.m. to 3:35 p.m. in the Washington
Field Office of the U. S. Secret Service, He advised he has
been employed by the U. S. Secret Service since January 14,
1968,1 \

He has held that position for the past three years,

About March-April, 1972. I his
immediate superior, assigned him the responsibility for ser-
vicing the taping equipment for the telephone and microphone
installations in the White House and Executive Office Building
(EOB). At that time, I I did not know the number or
identities of any other persons involved in this operation.
Subsequently . \ ltold I I that any necessary repairs to

I I In addition, maintenance of the recorders and hny
necessary repairs would be handled by the Maintenance Section
of the Technical Security Division under the supervision of

|
of the

Technical Security Division also knew of the electronic installa-
tion, as did]
„ ' _ ,, | |

«Ll WUKIviHlTOIT COT'

House- Staff. (HEREIN IS UPiCLASSIFl

|

| said it was his responsibility to check the
recording equipment at the beginning of each work day to be
certain it was operating properly. He also checked it during
the work day and changed the tapes as needed. If any of the
recorders malfunctioned, would personally remove such
equipment and deliver it to the maintenance shop for repair.
The maintenance shop was not officially aware of where the
recorders came from, or for what purpose they were being used

Interviewed on. 1/17/74 Washington. D. C.

HBM:dah
.Dole dictated.

WFO 74-290

1/18/74

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the properly of the FBI and is loaned to your ogency;

tt and iti contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. .
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make available any tapes from either temporary or permanent
stnrayp . and If there are any records or logs pertaining to

that.j |said that, to his knowledge, there were no logs
or records kept other than his own notation on the tape boxes
as to date covered by a particular tape. He further commented
that the reason for this was that the operation was—such a
tightly. held secret.

|
|said he could not get any tapes

from the permanent storage location because he had never had
the key to it 0 nor the safe combinations.
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I
had asked for tapes for

certain dates, however.! Id id not remember these dates,
and could not recall exactly when made his request,
but was certain it was before any of the tapes had been sub-
poenaed, but subsequent to the Watergate break-in.

The only other time that| |was requested to

remove tapes from temporary storage occurred prior to the

Watergate break-in (June 19, 1972) when
|

and

|
with |

to get a

telephone tape. I recalled vividly the incident because
the particular tape was blank because had incorrectly
inserted the tape into the machine.

|
I said he did recall assistingl I to carry

two I recorders and some tapes over to|

of the White House Staff . \ I could not recall the date on
which this occurred nor did he know whether the tapes were
fresh new ones or used ones.

Concern ing equipment.,

used only five Sonv l

recorder which was used to reco

installations.

said that
and the on

| said the only knowledge he had of a|
|

was that he had lust seen the purchase order for the one bought

for I the day before (January 16, 1974) in Mr.

SIMS office where SIMS was making up a folder for that and some

other data.

: then said that he does recall that

did work cn a l Irecorder for i

some time in October, 1973, altering- it so

157
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uld not record nor thereafter erase,
would probably have a record of this.

said that

| was asked if he could explain why the recording
system for the President's EOB Office ran out of tape on
April 15. 1973. and, accordingly, the President's meeting with

pn that day was not recorded.

advised it Was his policy to check the equipment
on Friday evening before departing work, and to determine
whether sufficient tape was in the recorder to handle the
normal demands for a weekend. His determination as to whether
to install a new reel of tape was based upon his judgment in

light of demand on previous weekends. He said that the
President usually used his EOB office to prepare speeches during
the work week and rarely used that space on weekends,

j j

pointed out that the tape on this recording machine was capable
of operating for six hours continual operation, and if the
President had utilized that office for more than six hours on
a weekend then the tape would have run out. |said that
this recorder was also actuated by conversation or other sound
in the room and would continue to run as long as the sound
continued.

|
said that the computer log Had been reviewed

for the weekend of April 15, 1973, for Room 175% where the
recording equipment for the President's Executive Office
Building Office vTas located and this log showed no entries
into Room 175%.

said that when a tape neared completion on the
recorder a conversation being taped would tail off because of

lack of tension on the tape, but that the voice would be

recorded up to the last couple of inches on the tape. He could
not explain how a space of eight to ten feet at the end of a

tape could be blank since the recorder would only operate if

sound of some kind were being recorded. If the sound ceased,
the recorder would shut off in a very short time, and only a

f.ew inches of tape would be blank.
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| |

advised he was also aware of the existence of
an electronic recording system at Camp David. Although he
himself had never seen the system, he had received tapes
made at Camp David which he subsequently stored in the
cabinet in Rnnm 17^ nf 1~hp EOB. The tanas_izere given to
him by| pot storage. did not know
what equipment was used at Camp David.

b6
b7C

With regard to the weekend of September 29, 1973,
kaid he is almost sure that one of his employees,

was the driver of
the countermeasures vehicle that was taken to Camp David
that weekend. He did not kndw of any other Technical Security
Division personnel who were there on that weekend.

said he had never received any requests to
remove tapes from the storage cabinet which were made at
the Camp David installation. He commented that there would
usually only be one or two tapes from Camp David after the
President had visited there. It was his recollection that
the electronic taping system had been removed from Camp
David sometime prior to the weekend of September 29, 1973.
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and Camp Davido
|

|stated that It was at this
meeting that he first learned of the taping system and it
was his distinct impression from the meeting that the whole •

idea behind his assuming custody was the security of the tapes,
Xt was his impression that there was no intention that any
of the tapes would ever be removed from the room in which
they were being stored and that the tapes were being main-
tained for future historical purposes.

Subsequent to this meeting* he Inspected the room
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of the USSS personnel present when the turnover was completed
knew the combination to the safe cabinets

.

] advised that he left th© original
of the receipt in one or the rile drawers witn the
secured the storage room and returned to his office.
approximately 10:30 p.a. on July 18,, 1973* he advised

|

I I that the takeover of custody of the tapos had been
completed. ptated that h© then placed th®
two keys and th© card bearing th® combination to the safes-
in a white envelop© which he sealed. He then wrote hia
name across the flap of the envelope and then placed trans-
parent tape over th® flap and his signature. He then placed
this envelope I 1

dvisedi that wh®n[
told him in&p ne wouiq d© In charge of maintaining custody
of the tapes, he decided that h® would privately keep notes
and records of anything having to do with the tapes, th©
storage room contains the tfltvsB

, or any transaction relating
to the tapes. I I stated that h© was not told
by anyone to maintain such records, but that he just did it
to be sure that he would be able to give accurate informa-
tion should such be requested in the future.

stated that even though he did
not personally inventory all of tlhe tapes at the time he
signed a receipt for them on July 18, i973, he subsequently
undertook a personal inventory of every single tape in the
storage rooml He spastsd that he initiated this inventory
on January 21. 1974, and completed it on January 26, 1974.

stated that he" removed the brown paper from
each of the groups of tapes and cheeked each tape box against
the dates, nf the tnn«p listed on the inventory furnished
to him by V July 18, 1973.
stated that from his personal inventory, h® determined
that a tape existed to correspond with each of the entries
made on the USSS inventory of , July 18, 1973. Re did note
that a couple of numbers were' transposed, i.e., the Cabinet
Room tape for Mav 12. 1971. was incorrectly listed as
May 21, 1971 . Ke further advised that

;ea'sber 7* is V

:

tape covering the period Septe*

b2
b6
b7C
b7E

2 through October 2 t i.9?2
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waa incorrectly listed twice on the Inventory and that actually
there were only S3 tapes ofl [conversations wh'il®
the USSS Inventory Indicated that there were 84 such tapes.

~| stated that he filed the approximately ’900
tapes in chronological order in the safe cabinets and that
it is now possible for him to locate cry tape which slight
be requested in a matter of minutes.

I 1stsited that th© notes and records „

that he made regarding the tapes were kept in a sealed en-
velope in his office safe or in his personal possession un-i“

til the time that they were turned over to the U. S. District
Court during hie testimony before Judge JOHN J. SIRICA.

\ stated that each time he made a new* notation
he would place the papers in a new envelope, re-seal it> and
initial it so that he could detect if anyone had ever opened
the envelop®. He stated that he did this because his secre-
tary had access to his safe and hd did not want her to ever
get involved with the tapes.

[stated that h© has never had any-
thing to do with the actual tape recorders or tape recording
equipment which was used in I I ;

I

_ _ J
He that ho had nothing to do with the re-

moval of the taping equipment, but recalls that th© decision
was also- made by I

Orations as of that date.

I Istated that at approximately 8:10 r

a.m. on July 19 > 1973* he turned over to I I th®
envelope containing the two keys tio th® storage room door ^ r

;

and the combination to the safe cabinets. He, stated that
this was the same envelop® which hie had sealed and signed
on the evening of July 18, 1973. I — \ fit at
that he was instructed at this ti^ebyl Fo

have the access list to the tap® storage room changed so
that only President—NXXON-^afT on the access list, i I

[farther stated that at approxliaafeelv 9:55 a.m. £n
that date he advised I tot change the access list
so that USSS no longer had access to th© tape storage room.

I

:— I *. _
* - * V ’

stated that he had nothing to r

do with tne tapes IPOM the time he advised I I to
change the access list until July 29, 1Q73. On that date
at approximately 1:20 p.m. he met with I I snd
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at which time gave him back the en-
velope containing the keys and the combination and advised
him that he ] 1 would soon receive a list of some
tapes that would bs needed from the Tape Storage Room. He
recalls that I I also told him at this time that

I . I would hare tq snt ir.a neo&ssary equipment to
Lphould stand by until the
was contacted.

tplay the tapes and that
list was made available and

[ 3 stated that h© is positive that
the envelope containing the keys snd combination which was
given to him by

| |
on July 29, 1973* was the same

envelope that he had given to I Ion July 19, 1973. He
stated that because of his handwriting on the envelope flap
and the tape on the envelope, he is positive that it had
not he«n onaneri since the time thfijt he gave it to I 1

Icontinued that he did not receive the ^

list referred to by
jand that the envelope con-

taining the keys and the combination was maintained in
his safe from July 29, 1973 until .September 28, 1973, which
waB the next date on which he had anything to do with the
tapes . [
opened or tampered with during that time,

stated that this envelop© was not

-At approximately 2 : 15 p .ft». on September 28, 1973
Instructed

a list which would Indicate au
1 to-pl ck up frem

[

of the tapes that had been
requested by either the Senate Select Committee or by the
U. S. District Court. I~ told h|.m that after getting
the list from! lhe sneJh© should (50 to the tape storage
ranm and obtain the tapes and thereafter bring them to

office. I bold him at this time thatQ
Jwere going to take the tapes to Camnto C

Djuvirt th^at weekend to begin transcribing the tapss_. [

]

. stated that h® specifically recalls that I I

Used the word transcribe" when referring to the project
thatl Hwere to undertake.

At approximately 2; 20 p.m. on that date
|
to

] lEffleqiatejLy

.

ap
.
called]"

would bring the j.ast uof

I lbrought to f

sheets whlch|
the tapes.

told him that he
Subsequently,

two lontg legal-sized mimeographed
believes were the subpoenas issued for

b6
b7C
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|
continued that h® took the two

lists and went to the storage room in the EOB at approximately
2; 30 p.m. on September 28, 1973» He stated that he was in
the room until approximately 3:45 p.m. that date at which
time he secured the Storage Room and returned to his office

.

I 1 stated that it took him approximately an
hour and 15 minutes to find what fee thought were the tapes
that would satisfy the subpoenas because he had to unwrap
the packages in which the tapes h$id been placed by th®
USSS personnel on July 18, 1973.

ladvised that he removed a total
of 13 tapes from the storage room on September 28, 1973.
He listed the dates and location pf each of these tapes
on a page in the stenographic note-book which was in one
of the drawers of the safe cabinets with th® tapes.

I I stated that this was the same stenographic
notebook which had been left in th& safe cabinets on July
18 , 1973 . when USSS turned over the custody of the tapes
to him. 1

~1 stated that he believes that the
page on which he made his notations on September 28, 1973,
was th® last page in the stenographic notebook, but that
he cannot be positive that he used the last page. |

~

"l advised that th© list of the tapes which he re-
moved from the Storage Room on September 28, 1973, was
subsequently introduced into evidence during his testi-
mony before Judge SIRICA and was marked as Government
Exhibit Number 33.

I latatad that he transported the
tapes from the Storage Room to his office in a briefcase.

Shortly thereafter, I Icame to his office
and he and I ~l checked the tapes which he had removed
against those described in the subpoena to be sure that
all of the tapes requested had basin obtained. I I

1 stated that he made notations on th© reverse side
of the tape boxes to correspond wfith th® sub paragraphs
of the subpoena. In other words, he placed the small letter
(a) on the reverse side of the tap® box which would correspond
to sub paragraph (a) on the subpoena, et cetera.

During the time that|
going over the fcapesJ~ |ld<5fflj?

|was in his office
one of the tapes as a
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tape that he would not need at Cajnp David.
stated that he then took that tape and sealed It in a raanlla
envelope. He wrote his name across the flap and placed tape
over his name and put that tape in his office safe.

12 tapes which
in a briefcase.
briefcase in El

|had

on the morning
gave l

he would not hi

tapes fori
know howl

which was left

l&tatcd that he placed the remaining
he had obtained from the Tape Storage Room
which belongs tol hnd placed this

(Inasmuch as
anticipated leaving for Camp Davln eariv .

of Saturday, September 29, 1973 »

I

I so that
ive to come In the next morning and get the

Istated that he does not
I was able to determine that the tape

in | kas not needed.

|stated that at approximately 6:15
p.m. on September 29. 1973. he received a telephone call
at his home front

|
|who Was at Camp David, Maryland.

|told him that there was an Additional tape for the
EOB on April 15, 1973, that should have been included in
the times brought to Camp David and he requested that

1 obtain that tape and britfig it to Camp David that
evening.

After receiving the telephone call from
|

I \ traveled from his home in Maryland to the
White House and went Into the storage room where he looked
through the tapes and found an additional tape covering the
April 15, 1973 period for the EOB.

|
lstated that he contacted the White

House Motor Pool and asked that a car be furnished to drive
him to Camp David, Maryland. He* stated that he was driven
to Camp David, Maryland, by a military driver whr>ae Twjg fc

name may have been! I (phonetic). T stated
that he arrived at Camp David at approximately 8:00 p.m.
on September 29, 1973*

Upon his arrival at Camp David . I~

left the car and went into one of the cottages where STEVE
I was having supper.

| described this
cottage as being one where the secret Service and other
staff personnel would ©at and sit around and read the newspaper.
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~| stated that he gave the tape to l H
and told him that this was the only tape that he could lo-
cate which would cover the April 15, 1973 period, I I asked

I Hf he would like to come in and meet some
of the other people at the cottage and stay and have something
to oat o

|
[told r»ci wawteu to bacit

to Washington, D. C. (WDC), and I l acked If he would like
to have a hamburger made which he could eat on the way back
to WDC J I again declined, stating that he
would like to get back to his home.

J
|then told I

1 that he was very sorry thi^t fra
-U2a to travel to Camp

David on Saturday night and further stated that the President
knew that he had come to Camp David and was appreciative
tfhatl I made the trip. Thereafter

T |

returned to his residence.

On Monday morning, October l s 1973. 1 I

came Into his office and I Ihad with him at that time
five tapes that he wanted to return to l

'
I

Of these five tapes, four were among the i ? wh-t r>h I I

I | took to Camp David with him On September 29, 1973, and
the fifth was the tape that I Idelivered to

I I at Camp David on the evening of September 29,
1973» I \stated that the notations that he
made regarding the specific tapes which were returned to
him on October 1, 1973, were entered Into evidence before
Judge SIRICA and listed as Government Exhibit 32-C.

tapes returned by
[

ladvlsed that he placed the five
together with the tape that was al-

ready In his safe In a new envelope, sealed the envelope,
wrote across the flap of the envelope and placed the tapes
in his office safe.

L I stated that during the time that
was in his office on October 1, 1973, there was

no conversation between the two man regarding what had
transpired at Camp Dav,id on the nrevlous weekend. The only
thing he can recall is that I Itold him that the tapes
were no longer needed and that wan the reason they were
being returned to

| |

I I stated that he can furnish no
information regarding President NlXON's trip to Key Blscavne.
Florida, the weekend of October ^ through 7, 1973.

b6
b7C

•eveM&b&fUi

*»0
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1 stated that he is aware that I

Iaccompanied the President to Florida on that weekend* but
he has no idea what transpired at Key Biscayn®, Florida* on

'

that weekend. He stated that he had no conversation with
anyone at the White House regarding vrhrt ras planned, for that
weekend prior to the time that the Presidential party left
WDC or what actually happened at Key Blscayne, Florida, after
the party returned to WDC.

~1 stated that he had nothing further
to do with the tapes until the morning of October 31. 3973.
On that date at approximately 9: 15> a.m. he met with|

in the office of I \ and he learned at this time that
some additional tapes were needed. Subsequently, he went to
the storage room with I

Before going to the storage room* I I returned
to his office and removed the envelope containing the six
tapes from his office safe. He then proceeded to the storage
room with the above merit. 1 onfid .1 ndjvlduals . - When they arrived
at the Storage Room,

|
ladvioed him that they wore looking

for some tapes from the BOB Office which would cover the period
April 15. 1973.

A

s It Happened, tne three tanas that | I

wanted were amomT the six tapes which!
I
brought

from his office safe. I latated that he placed
the three tapes that were not needed baek in the safe cabinet
and took three tapes back to his office The tapes that
were brought back to his office wore the White House tape
for Jlflay—257-1-9?^- the EOB tape for April 11, 1973 and the EOB
tape covering the period April l6

:, 1973 to April 20, 1973.
I 1 stated that he personally carried the tapes
back to his office.

Hcont inucJd that
|

tlien
went and obtained a tape recorder.* with earphones, which he
brought to l lofflce. Thereafter, for a period of
approximately one and one half hours

,

I I

”| played two of th® tapes on the tape recorder passing
tne earpnones back and forth and discussing the contents
of the tapes. Istated that at the time ho
did not know which of the two tapes th® two men wore listening
to, but from their conversation h® was able to determine
that they were confirming that a Particular conversation
had not been recoyriad.

|
stated that neither

I seemed surprised unon listening to the
tapes

.

[ bentlnued that although ho does not know

9 a.m. he met witl

*tl
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which two tap®

8

listened to, based on

3

testimony before Judge SIRICA he would surmise that they were
listening to the EOB tap® of April 11, 1973, and the tao«s

covering the period April 16 to April 20, 1973. I

I 1 stated that the notations that he made during the
time that I l were 'Listening to the tapes
indicate that the purpose of their listening was to enable

to give direct testimony that a certain conversa-

tion had not been recorded,

tapes in[
back tolZ

Afteif

J office,

L

1 office.
and while en route back to his own office .

I finished listening to the
liccompanlod I

~1

After leavingll^
& - 1

Hoffic®
1

encountered
to notify the Executive Protective Service (EPS) that - he.

instructedC ]

was_2nin£_to enter the storage room.F
the EPS and entered the storage room alone

.

Notified

I ~~l>tatod that at this time he placed the three tapes
that I ~lhad in his office in the safe cabinet
and that he then secured the storage room and returned to
his office.

November 1, 1973 . he was called by[

continued that on the next morning

subsequently he, [_

|and that
J and another USSS

representative proceeded to the storage room. Once they
were in the room, I I that he
wanted to replace two of the tape* boxes and remove the
original boxes from the storage room.
the tapes that he wanted and[
tapes from the safe cabinet.

I Ithen copied the information on the reverse side

identified
1removed those two

ladvised that

of each of these tape boxes on another blank tape box and
added the notation "eopy oS* box" on the box on which he
was writing. The two tapes were then removed from their
original boxes, placed in the duplicate boxes and returned
to the safe cabinet . | 1 stated that the end
result of the above transaction Was to remove two empty
tape boxes from the storage room.

further advised that at the time
that he and the above named individuals were in the storage
room the stenographic notebook with th© USSS notes in it
was also removed from the storage room. However, before

42
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removing the stenographic notebook,!
|
removed

the one page from the notebook on which he had listed the
tapes that he removed from the storage room on September 28,

1973. I ~l stated that he left this one page In
the storage vault with the tapes

.

stated that on Saturday. November 3

1973* at aooroximat

e

ly 10:00 a.m. he went to [

office at
he was advised by [

see the notes that he,[

] request. Upon arrival at the office,
wanted to

eeplng regarding
also wanted thehis handling of the tapes and that

inventory of the tapes that was made on July 18, 1973

I stated that he then went to
I office and confirmed that I I wanted the

above mentioned material

•

After conferring with I I wont to the
storage room where he removed the original inventor& made
by USSS on July 18, 1973* and the one page frrnp the ntano

-

graphic notebook reflecting the tapes that he, I J re-
moved from the storage room on September 28, 1973.

I ~~l continued that he took tbeafl_iiams_
to I I office where he discussed them with! I

During this time, he personally supervised two of
secretaries while they made two copies of each of ~cne qqou-
ments that he had removed from the storage room. I I

I maintained the original documents and the two copies
of each document were given to |

stated that the original documents were never out of his
sight during the time h® was conferring with I I

During this meeting with|
was requested to return to the storage room to determine
if any of the tape boxes had written on the outside such
words as "tap© ran out", "full reel" , or any other notation
that would indicate that the tape was full or had run out.

I I stated] that he then returned to
the storage room where he remained for approximately 50
minutes reviewing tapes for the notations which I

had requested. I | advised that he located 16
tape boxes whicn had the not a:, ion "full ot cetera.

'<3
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6

b7C
b7E

to
then secured the storage room and returned
office with the notes that he made while

he was in the storage room.

n.m. on November 5. 197^

Florida,
call and

I

kitate
7"ne re

instructed

[

thatL

received a telephone call from
who was qalling from Key Biscayn©,
ZLstated that this was a conference

Iwasi also on the line. I I

]to go to the storage room and get the
tape which would cover the period) April 16, 1973> and give
the tape totarn

Iwe

further advised that
as to transcribe a conversation on that tape that

took place between President NIX0N and I I on April
16, 1973* I ~l stated that he used the word
’’transcribe” when making notations on this telephone call
for his records and that he is positive that the word
"transcribe" was used by I Iwhan making reference
to what was requested of|_ ]

Subsequently,

[

] went into office
and asked her to check her logs to see if she could determine
at what location the conversation between President NIYQN

had taken place. The log that[^and had
did not reflect the location but merely showed all of the
events in the President's schedule for that date.

continued that he then went to
the storage room and removed from the room every tape that
he could locate that could possibly include a conversation
between President NIXON and on April 16, 1973-

Jdetermlned that there were six
tapes which covered the period Af>ril 16, 1973 and he re-
moved those tapes from the storage room and h-rmurht fch^m
to his office. After returning to his office,

jfroi

made a record of the six tapes which he had removed
m the storage room. He advised that the tapes were

I He took the tapes
to| jffice, but since there was someone in
the Office with her ne returned to his office with the tapes.
Shortly thereafter, I I game into his office and
picked up the six tapes which he had removed from the storage
room. I

"[advised that | |did not sign
any receipt for these six tapes and further advised that the

LU
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tapes never left his sight from the time he removed them
from the storage room to the time that he personally gave
them to|

I I further advised that on this date^ In i i r a ox x.*<

being eight of the tapes that he Removed from the room on
September 28* 1973* plus the six tapes which he had Just
given her»

I I stated that on Tuesday* November
6* 1973* he testified in U. S. District Court, VJD.C, before
Judge JOHN Jo SIRICA. After court had recessed for the day,
he returned to his offi ce and found a note on his deak lndl-
cating that I I wanted to see him.
stated that he then went into I I office and that he
noted upon entering the office that there was a tape on a
machine on her desk. At the time he entered,

|

was standing away from her desk. She told I
|

"I'm having trouble with this (Indicating the tape) and
there is a gap in it". I Stated that he re-
plied, do the best you can.” I Ifurther
advised that ne had no further conversation with

I

at this time as he did not want to discuss anything about
the tapes. After the above conversation, he immediately
left her office. I Icontinued that he still
has no idea whsl I wanted to see him and that he
still thinks lt 'ta strange that she called him to -her office.

I
|
stated, that He~ is not familiar with tape

recorders and that he has no idea what kind of machine was
m

l ] office on the evening of November 6, 1973.
He did not observe any tape box near the machine, nor did
he observe any other tapes or boxes in her office at that
time

.

I I stated ’that he had no knowleriire
of any gap in any tape prior to the time that I I

made the above mentioned comment to him on the evening of
November 6, 1973.

I

~1 advised that on the morning of
November 7, 1973, approximately one half hour before he
was scheduled to return to U. S. {District Court, WDC. I

|
entered his office and stated that she had read in

the newspaper that he had testified on November 6, 1973,
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]

[

that she was going to transcribe some tapes .

I

told l I

WI .lust want to tell you I’m not
^wanRrHMnp tapes.” I I stated that he replied
td I

when you are called over there
" '

'

stated that thisJust tell them the truth.
wg the extent of the conversation that he had with [

3on that morning and that after the above conversation
she left his office.

, continued that after he returned
ing in court on November 7» 1973* he was re—

]to obtain two tapes from the storage
from testij
quested by
room. At approximately 8:35 p.m. he removed from the storage
room two EOB tapes, each of which covered the period of
April 16, 1973. I I further stated that from
the notes he made regarding this transaction he was able to
determine that these two tapes are the ones for which dupli-
cate boxes were made on November £» 1973.

b6
b7C

[ ] stated that he secured the storage
room and returned to the West Vfing of the White House, but
was advised by| ] when he returned that* the tapes
were not needed. He thereafter placed the two tapes in his
office safe after sealing them in a raanila envelope.

~|stated that on the morning of
November 8, 1973. I I came into his office at approxi-
mately 8:35 a.m. and asked him if he was going to attend
the Senior Staff meeting that morning. I I

stated that he recalls this because the meetings usually
start at 8:30 a.m. I 1

I \ wanted to seel lout In the hall. They
went out Into the hall and L
I ~l f<vr one of the tapes which he had taken out of the
storage room on November 7, 1973. C ] stated
that he went to his office safe and removed the two tapes
that he had placed in the office rsafe on the evening of
November 7» 1973. I that he gave the
tape, which he described as the ”E0B kAO/73 ” tape to l 1

and want to the st-wftd »
i.,L9:00 a.m

meeting and he again met L

this time. T
to[

meeting. At approximately
called him out of the staff

] In the hall. At
1 returned the EOB April 10, 1973* tape

L

both of the tapes in
to his office safe.

] stated that he resealed
a new envelope and returned both tapes

46
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I ~l continued that at approximately
5:30 p.m. on November 8, 1973, he was In the office of

I I when he received a telephone pall from I I

|
who asked him to deliver a tape to

|

l then returned to his office, where
he removed one of the tapes from his office safe and delivered
the tape to I I stated that his
notations made at the time of the above transaction reflect
that the tape which he delivered tol 1 was the "SOB
ii/i 0/7 1" tape, the same tape that he had given tol I

I I earlier in the day

»

[

At approximately noon on November l?- 197 3.

Icalled him and advised him that
his way over to

] was on
office because preparations were

being made to make copies of some of the tapes.

At approximately 12:20 p.m„,
I J arrived at his office and the
first thing that l I told him was to recover the 15

tapes which were in the possession of I 1

—

Thereafter, he, I Iwent to|

]office and picked up the 15 tapes. [
stated that he believed that the tapes were in [ J
safe at the time that they entered her office and that
she opened the safe and removed the tapes. At approrlmately
12:40 p.n. on that date, he. I I

I I went to| I office where they removed each
tape from its box, made a Xerox copy of the reverse side\
of the box and then replaced each tape in its box. They
then proceeded to 2 office whore

[_
prepared

a typewritten receipt listing the 15 tapes. Attached to
the typewritten receipt were copies of the reverse side of
the 15 tape boxes so that there would he nn dnnht exactly
which tapes were returned bv I I

was signed by
The receipt

I I stated that he then opened' his
office safe and removed from the safe the sealed envelope
containing the one tape that was still stored in his safe.
As of this time, there were no tapes in the possession of

I l and no tapes in his office safe. He then
took the 16 tapes in his possession and proceeded to the
storage room in the BOB. Upon arrival at the storage room.

if 7

b6
b7C
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1
deposited five of the 16 tapes In his possession
nets In the room and removed one additional

tape from the safe cabinets.. Thus, when he left the tape stor-

age room he had in his possession 12 tapes. I I

advised, that the five tapes which ho placed, in the ptorave
room at that time are listed in Government Exhibit Number
105 which was entered into evidence before Judge SIRICA.

stated that at approximately 3:30
p.m. on November 13. 1973. he left the Whit© House in the com-
pany of I land proceeded to the office of the
Special Prosecutor where he picked up I

I I Prom there, they proceeded to the National Security
Agency (NSA), arriving there at approxlmat ely 4 : 30_ P.xn.

They then went to the office of I ~l At approxi-
mately 5:00 p.m. he. I 1 and
| |

proceeded to the- Labor-
atory. They checked the frequency rang® for the tape which
covers the period September 15, 19172 and found th$t different
equipment would be necessary to insure the proper fidelity.
They then returned to I I office while the equipment
was set up. I I further stated that while they
were in I I office the first time they conducted
"dip” tests to determine whether fcihe tapes were two track
tapes or four track tapes.

and the three aborted tapes in the tape storage sos&t located
in the EOB.

At approximately 7:15 a.m. on November 1^, 197*3,

I
returned to the tsjpe storage room where he

removed his briefcase containing all of the tapes < He left the
three aborted tapes- in the safe cabinets and took the 12

tr

tr
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briginal tapes and the four duplicate tapes which had been
wade the nravloua evening out of the tape storage room.

| then returned to his office In the White
House where he prepared a receipt for i I to sign
to take possession of the first copy of each of the two tapes
which had been duplicated on the previous evening. This
receipt was signed by I I an& witnessed by |

lh| |
office andl rebok possession or the*

]

|
__

first copy or each of the two tapds . I

stated that
-
he maintained possession of the original tapes

and of the second copy of each of the two tapes which had
been duplicated the previous night'.

At approximately 9:25 a.m.
he received a telephone call from

I

that I ~l go to the tape storage room and withdraw any

on November 14» 1973,~
~]who requested

tapes covering the period March 2j, 1971.
stated that he thereafter proceeded to the tape storage room
where he located two tapes covering the period requested
^ I I

He extracted these two tapes from the safe
cabinets and gave them to I 1 at approximately
9:40 a.m< stated that these two tapes had
nothing to do with the tapes which were being copied at

and that they dealt with some unrelated matter.

stated that he returned to
at approximately 11:05 a.ra. on November 14, 1973, with the
representatives of the Special Prosecutor's Office and that
the remaining ten original tapes were copied during the day.
The copying procedure was completnd shortly after 3:00 p.m.

[ ] continued that 11 of the 12 original
tapes were then packaged together and placed inside a metal
case. The metal case was then sealed with sealing-wax.,
Each of the persons present then made a mark of some type
on the sealing wax so that they would be able to tell at
a future date if the metal case had been oneneri. I

metal box because^
not one of the subponaed tapes.

J
] was not placed in the
had told him that that was

c Stated that he then returned to
his office in the White House arriving at approximately
4:30 p.m. He then prepared a typewritten receipt to be signed

J
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by I |
which would reflect that the first copy of

the remaining: ten original tapes were received by I I

from I Ion November 14, 1973« I stated
that I I came to his office at approximately 5:00 p.m.
that date and took possession of the~~flrat copy of the additional
^etr7crri^nar~tapes. :

'
:

! 1

~ ~
At this time. I I had In his possession

the 11 nrlglnal tapes In the sealed metal box. I I

copy of the 12 tapes that were copied at|

5:55 p.m. that date, [

_ and the second
At approximately

]
returned to the tape

storage room, the metal box containing the 11 original tapes,
the one original tape which was not placed In the metal box
and the 12 second copies of the tapes which had been duplicated.

On Monday. November 19, 1973, at approximately 1: 20
p.m.

.

I I received a telephone call from
|

who advised him that a letter had boon received from the
office of the Watergate Special Prosecutor and that some
additional tapes were required. \ I

to get a list of the required tapes from I lob-

"

the tapes, and give them to l I

I

~1 was on her way back from Key Biscayne,
Florida, and that she was going to prepare "high lights"
of the tapes.

sc

At approximately 1:30 p. m. on that date .T
"Icalled him and he went to L lofflqe.

loffice . |
Returned tol

had given tot.

While
the two

Don November 14,tapes which
1973. I ~l stated that he signed a receipt acknow-
1edging the return of the two tapes to him. I "H then
gave L 1 a copy of the letter from Watergate Special- — rho :

Pros©cutor| land he returned to his,
office and studied the letter. At approximately d p.m.
that date he went to the tape storage room in the EOB.
At this time he placed the two tapes that I I had re-
turned to him earlier that day in the safe cabinets.

Jstated that he then removed nine
tapes from the tape storage room and that these nine tapes
were the only ones he could locate which would cover the
meetings mentioned In the letter from

[j
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After leaving the tape storage room. went
to| |offlce where he made Xerox copies of the
reverse side of each of the nine tape boxes. He stated that
he made two copies of the back of each box.

He then returned to his own office where he made
up a receipt for the nine tapes to be signed by
He attached Xerox copies of the nine tape boxes to the receipt,

At approximately 5:00 p.m. on November 19, 1973,
1 returned from Key Biscayne, Florida. I I

Jstated that he proceeded to her office with the nine
tapes and the rec
the nine tapes to
for the tapes,
was made of what[
tapes.

he tapes gave
and had her sign the receipt

]
advised that no mention

J
was supposed to do with the

ln[
[ ] further advised that while he was

] office to deliver the tapes to her, he
also recorded the aerial number nf her tape recorder on a
three by five card . | stated he had been re-

[

quested to record _ the serial number of the machine in[

J office for He stated that he was re-
quested to obtain this serial number sometime on November
19, 1973, but he does not recall exactly when he was re-
quested to obtain the number or who asked him to get it.

I ~l surmises that the request was made either
when he went to pick up the letter from T I at

I Ioffice or when| I called him earlier
that afternoon. He stated that I I assisted him in
obtaining the serial number from the tape recorder and -

that they turned the tape recorder' over in looking for
the serial number. I

"^recalls that he "wrote
down the serial number of the recorder as well as the brand
name of the recorder. He stated that after

1 loffice he went to the office of 1 and
save the serial number on it to who was

office at that time

in
serial number.

also stated that while he was
office to deliver the tapes and obtain the
he also pushed the record button on her tape

recorder to be sure that it was inoperative. ]
stated that he did this of his own volition and that

51
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nobody had requested or instructed him to check and see If
recorder had recording capabilities, J,

continued that all of the mail that goes to
crosses his desk before going to I

Sometlipe around Wo-
vember 11, 1973. he recalls seeing a memo from
(phonetic) . I

suggested that

The memo was forwarded from
and came across laesk. This memoranda

tape recorder be fixed so that
it could not
mentioned t of

someone fix l l y
or erase. At this time. [

tion of

L

record or erase. Subsequently,
I that it would be a good

fix I I recorder so that
idea to have

it could not record
J that the altera-

] recorder was being taken care of.

[ Istated that he testified h*for«
Judge SIRICA regarding the fact that he had pushed
record button at the time he delivered the tapes to her on
November 19, 1973 , and that he testified in court that he
had pushed a red button. He advised that thi3 testimony was
incorrect and that he later learned that the machine lnl J

I loffice does not have a red button. I

explained that he is not at all fsimlllar with tape recorders
but that the tape recorder ln l l office does
have; a red button on it and he musit have had the mental image
of this recorder when he testified In court regarding the
recorder in I I office. He stated that he corrected
his testimony before Judge SIRICA on the day following his
testimony that he had pushed a red button.

„
Istated that, on November 20, 1973> r

he received a call from I I and subsequently went
tf>T 1 office. Tn the office «t that time were

[

]
had a tape recorder

in his office and they recorded the serial number of that
tape, recorder. Referring to his notes . I I

advised that this tape recorder was I I bearing
serial number! I After the serial number was recorded,

I I
* took this tape recorder pljus a foop pedal

to the office of | I He left this tape recorder
and foot pedal with Miss WOODS and took the tape recorder
and ifoot pedal t-.vmt-. w»t»«» in Vk»t» off-1.0 a* •lm-f, back
to the office of| stated,
again referring to his notes . that the machine that he
brought to the office of on November 20, 1973,

52
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was the same machine from which he had obtained the serial
number on the evening of November 19, 1973* He stated that
he did not check to see if the record button on this machine
was still inoperative on November 20, 1973-
stated that he cannot recall whether there were any tapes on
the machine that he got frora l ~l at tha time he entered
her office on November 20, 1973. Ifurther stated
that he does not know whether the recorder that he brought from

office to | lofflco had a record capability.

On November 21, 1973* called him and
asked him to bring the sealed met al box containing the 11
original tapes to his,[ office.
went to the tape storage room.
box and proceeded toJ^^_^^_

~1office when
f
btained the sealed metal
office. Present ini _

arrived werel

The seal on the metal box was broken and one tape
was removed from the box. I I then began playing
and timing this tape. I Tstated that l

did not play any of the conversation on this tape but
rather played a "buzz" or ’’hum” which lasted for 18 and one
half minutes. Referring to his notes, I ~~l

stated that this tape was the EOB tape the box for which
indicated that it started on June 12, 1972 and ended on
June 20, 1972 (3:45 p.m.).

After they listened to the "buzz” the tape' was placed
in the metal box again and the box was sealed. He then re-
turned the sealed box to the tape storage room.

I

~1 continued that he had planned to
leave WDC for the Thanksgiving holidays, and he therefore
gave the sealed envelope containing!

Istated that this en-
velope was sealed and taped and that he had written his
name and the date on the envelope. He also gave
structions on how to enter the tape storage ****&&

tapes were required during the time that he,
out of town.

in-

rr-i
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On Monday, November 26,
went to the office of I

197
?;and took custody of

the nine tapes that he had given to her on November 19,
197 3. I J stated that he prepared a receipt
for I I for the return of the nine tapes and attached
to the receipt were Xerox copies pf the back of the nine
tape boxes. He then returned the tapes to his office and
placed them in I "Tstated
that he then attempted to contact I I but was
advised by I

L Jhad already left for court,
called him and advised, that he.

at the white House andt
office with the tapes he had recovered from [

s
Subsequent!:

1 was back

ani_

7 * ]

hereafter went to L

[
| to go to the Tape Storage Room and

obtain the sealed metal box containing the 11 tapes. He
then went tot loffioa where ho obtained the

T

sealed envelope containing
X
L
envela

to[

[ stated that this
na was intact and sealed juyt as it was when he gave

and that ho is positive that the envelope was
on November

it
not opened between the time he gave it to |

21, 1973 and the time he recovered it on November 26, 1973*

He then went to the Tapp Storage Room where he do-
posited the nine tapes that he had received from l

in the safe cabinets and withdrew the sealed metal box.
At approximately 12: 45 p.m. on that date he delivered the
metal box to I Ioffice and I

signed a receipt for the metal box.

gave the metal box toL
1 stated that as of the time that he

] all tapes were in the Tape
Storage Room with the exception of the 11 original tapes in
the sealed metal box and the first copy of the 12 tapes that
had been duplicated at NSA on November 13 and 14, 1973-

At approximately 3:00 p^m. on November 26. 197~3.

he received a call from I I and went to I

office. At this tlmal I gave him pna tape which was
marked L

for the
1executed a receipt

.tape. This was an original tape and not a copy,
^advised him that this tape was one that the Special

*U,
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Prosecutor's Office had not asked for and therefore hej I

|did not turn It over to the court. He advised that
he had turned over the other ten tapes which were In the metal
box to the court after receiving the metal box from I I

earlier tiiat day. I I then retinrned this one
tape that he had Just received frora l I to the Tape
Storage Room.

On November 29. 1973.
telephone call fromt

J
received a

_] yho was at the courthouse.
] told him that they needed all of the records that he

had kept concerning the tapes in court Immediately.
i

I 1 stated that he did not have time to make copies of
his notes. He immediately loft for the courthouse where he
gave his notes to the White House lawyers, who placed them
in evidence.

At approximately 2:30 p.ra. on November 29, 1973*
he again received a telephone call from thg. eoiirfchonse and
was instructed to get copy number two of

|
_

covering
the period June 12, 1972 to June 20, 1972, from the tape
storage room and bring it to the courthouse. Thereafter,
he obtained this tape, took it to. the courthouse, and had
Judge JOHN J. SIRICA sign a receipt for the tape.

On November 30, 1973. 1 I requested that
I ~l get two tapes from the Ttupe Storage Room. The tapes
requested were I Ifor March 23. 1971. and

them t©[ ]and received a receipt from
pbtained these tapes, gave

At approximately 5:00 p.m. on November 30. 1973.
he received a call from I I and went to l I

office. At this time I Ireturned t o him the two tapes
that he had received earlier in the day . I 1 signed a
ygftginfc acknowledging the return of the two tapes. He then
left

| |
office and returned the two tapes to the

Tape Storage Room.

On December 1. 1073 , I ~~lagain contacted him
^nd—Eanuested that \ obtain two tapes of I I

fhe tapes requested covered the period March 23, 1971
through March 25, 1971* and March 9, 1971 through March 23, 1971
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I obtained the

and received a receipt from
, furnished them to

|

I for the tapes.

__ On December 3> 1973 1 [received a call from
1-who reciueaied that I I obtain the jssconu copy

of six of the original subpoenaed tapes. I ~lwent to
I office wheral I gave him a list of the tapes

that he wanted and I bhereafter went to the Tape Storage
Room and removed the second copy of the six requested 'tapes

.

He returned to | office, made out a receipt for the
tapes and turned the tapes over to I I All of the tapes
furnished to l I at this time were the second copy of
original tapes, which were duplicated at I I

I ~l stated that according to the records
he has malntalned .1 I never had the original of
the June 20. 1972 . tape which contained the l8 and one half
minute "buzz” in his sole possession. I I con-
tinued that the only time he cannot account for that tape is
the period from September 29, 1973 to November 13. 1973.
when that tape was in the possession of either

| |

I stated that he has never listened
to any of the White House tapes with the exception of hearing
the 18 and one half minute "buzz" on November 21, 1973> when
it was played bv l I

I I stated that the first time he learned
of any gap in any of the White House tapes was on the evening
of November 6, 1973, when I ~l made the remark to him
that there was a gap in one of the tapes. I ... . ,

I

stated that to the best of his recollection he was not made
aware of the 18 and one half minute "buzz" until the time
that he heard it in I office on November 21,
1973« l ~l stated that he could offer no explana-
tion or theory as to the cause of the 18 and one half minute
"buzz".

|
I stated that on the one hand he

feels that the "buzz" was caused accidentally, but that in
light of the report given to Judge SIRICA by the tape ex-
perts, it is hard to explain how the erasure could have been
caused accidentally.
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At the conclusion of the interview,!
|

I was asked if he would consent to a polygraph examina-
tion if he was so requested, 1 replied that
he would be willing to take such a test if he was asked
but that he would have to check with I I and the
White House legal staff before taking a polygraph examination.

The interview of
menced at 9:03 a.m. and tei

com-
Lnated at



.FD-3G2 (RcV. I 1-27-70)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription. 2/5/74

Deputy Assistant to the President,
was interviewed at the vashinrton Field Office HfPQ) of the

—

FBI In the presence of his attorney^
|

and his attorney were net at the Hhite House and transported
back to «POa

At the out3et of the interview!
|
and his attorney

were advised of the nature and purpose of the interview.
Iwas then furnished a copy of the advice of rights forn

uhich ho read and executed. On the waiver portion of the
forn,

| |
in agreement with his attorney, crossed out the

line which read3 !f I do not want a lawyer at this tir.e.*

All INFORMATION CONTAINS

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED „

vn i y- ^

Sometime in late February, 1973 or early March,
1973, the exact date of which he could not recallJ I

learned of the White House taping system from I I

[and members of the Technical Security Division
(TSD) of the Secret Service. I I was asked if he had
any direct or indirect knowledge of this systenbetween
January 20, 1969 and February or March, 1973* I Iadvised
he had no knowledge whatsoever either direct or indirect
that this security taping system was in effect, ,vit caught
ne completely by surprise.” He stated he received no such
information from any of the White T case aides prior to the
disclosure to him by | I

He explained bow he became aware of s. this system
as follows:'

Interviewed on. / h /»T fT (*
_File # rr

.Date dictated

47-3HO-&
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. it is the property of the F&l and is looned to your agency;

i! ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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resnonsibili-
|
was then to take over some of

1E

ties. | |
r.et wlf.hl

and another member of the Secret Sep.vice TSD whom he believes
now to be ALFRED V70NS. This meeting v/as designed to familiarize

I with the operation of the White House tape recording
system. I Irecalled that one of the items first displayed
to him by | 1 v/as a button on the call directory '

telephone which was located ini ~|s office. I I

explained that in talcing over! I responsibilities

,

he was also going to inherit| |office.) To
the best of his recollectionTT" 1 explained that th’is
button operated* or triggered, the activation of. a recorder

nversations occurring in i I

explained that the President could _

explained further that it was his understanding

According to l 1 the locator board was operated
seven days a week while the President!

’ior to leaving his position at
vacated his office and moved to

I then moved into

ie state e pas
month and a half, he has moved to another office which is

8
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•

now located between

finlnrr h^rk to the' explanation of the system given
hin bv l land the members of the TSD

,

|_____|stated
he was taken to I I

I and the activation and
method of recording wa3 explained to hin. He was shown two
locations where tape recorders were in place, one of which

I When asked if he was shown rnnq where the -bnpes

themselves were physically stored J I said he does not
remember whether* I I told him about the storage
room, but in any event he does not recall ever seeing it.

’

|

> during the briefing of
in February or March, 1973, insofar as taring telephone

conversations was concerned, specifically told[ | that
there were taring capabilities only in l

~1

Isaid that the conversations on these
phones vrould automatically be recorded when the phone was
taken off the hook.

|
Iwas asked if he had ever been told

by anyone that there were any other phones that. were capable
of recording conversations and he said "no*®.

I I was asked if he had been told in assuming
fresnon3lbilites that care, custody and con-

trol of the tares would also be his responsibility. He
stated f |

did not tell him that he was to take
"possession of the tapes at any time®®. He stated his first
hard recollection of visibly seeing the tares in the "*

storage room was on or about January lB. 10.74 . when he
accompanied White House Counsell I to the
tare room with | I in order to be a witness to

1 withdrawal or a rape rrdn the vault.

|
He understands

that there is a record in existence compiled by the United
States Secret Service which in effect states that on April
25, 1973,1 I received approximately 22 tapes from the

tr

tr
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TSD of the Secret Service

«

extracting or requesting these t

ofl ] coning out of

[

related his reason for
aoes cane about as a result

into
loffice and related to I Ithat he wanted

certain tapes - I Icould not recall if I

furnished a written list or whether or noq_
read from a list and[

to review
Lhad

]had
]had copied then dovm. In any

event, I Iteleobonlcally contactetd the ?SD, either

[

or
|

'
' ‘ ’ *'

]
and requested the tapes along with a tape recorder.

b2
b6
b7C
b7E
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| was asked if he signed a receipt for this material and
he advised that he never signed a receipt for any tape or
machine that he withdrew or was given by the TSD, U. S.

Secret Service (U5SS). He recalled that after the tapes
and the machine were turned over to nip., he turned over
the tapes and the machine to|

|
To the best of

his recollection, the day after the tapes were withdrawn
fynm Rt.nrflfrs pVeii, he re lurnecPthem to USSS. I I

was shown Government Exhibit Number 7, which was described
in district Court as a log of tapes charged out by the
Secret Service to I Ion April 25, 1973* After

stated it is still hisexamining Exhibit Number 7 S

recollection that the tapes were withdrawn one afternoon
and returned the following day. It is noted- that the logs

1 withdrew 22 tapes on the afternoon ofindicate that|
April 25, 1973, and returned 22 tapes at 5:28 p.m. on
April 25, 1973* The log further shows that at 11: 00 a.m .

April 26, 1973* the same tapes were charged out to
| |

and returned at 5 :05 p.m„. May 2, 1973.

I I stated that although he has testified on
jseveral occasions regarding the discrepancies between his
recollection and the'vSecret Service logs, he stated it is
jstill his recollection that he may not have turned over
jail of the tapes to | | at one time. At this point,
I Iwas asked if he knew that the tapes he had given to

were returned in the same fashion as they had been
/when withdrawn. I [stated he has no record to support
his statement that they were charged out one' day and re-
turned intact the next and therefore he could only assume
that they .were returned in the same fashion, because the*
person he turned them over to was Jiis .'boss''.

Iwas asked if he was given authority to check
tapes for audibility based on I I statement that

I I had requested the tapes in the past to
check their quality. I I replied that it could be said the
"mantle." had passed on to him, but he did not exercise this
right. He was then asked if he fever had any tape in his
possession between the time he assumed the responsibility

Juntil April 25, 1973- [

jei

from
|

the first
replied that

in his possession was whenoccasion he had a tape
he requested the tapes from the Secret Service for
in April of 1973.

11
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was asked Vfhether or not the records of the
Secret Service were a fair and accurate recording of the
events

.

I [stated he was not sure for a couple of reasons;
one being that it would be difficult for hin to characterize
someone else’s note3 and secondly* he himself does not have
a. record of charging out any tapes. He was then asked if,
due to his position and responsibility, he had listened to
any tape prior to June of 1973 and he replied that he did
not. lie stated that he was curious, but it was his preference
not to listen to them.

The next occasion he had anything to do with tapes
was on June 4* 1973, when he was visited bv I I

I who furnished him a list of tapes and at the same tine
infornedl Ithat the President_wi,shed to review them.

I I again called the TSD of UHSS and furnished then a list
of the requested tapes and also requesind—nne or possibly
two machines to assist in the review J ptated that
based on his refreshed recollection, that is, having had an
opportunity to review the ‘-’tape of the tape" which was
an] |tape of a conversation or conversations be-
tween the President and I

~

| 1 Again it was I I recollection
that he obtained only a few of the requested tapes at the
beginning and also recalled that the recmested tapes were
furnished on a piece of paper by I |from the President .

After obtaining the tapes from the Secret Service,
he began to "cue" one up. He was asked how he was able to
find the conversation that the President wished to. hear spid
he stated at the tine he received the tapes and the tape
recorders, he also obtained from the Staff Secretary the .

abstracts of the President’s logs and perhaps even summaries
of the Presidential diaries. By using the Sony tape re-'
corder he was able to advance the tape to a certain portion
or to a portion of the tape where he was able to identify
persons on the recording itself. He would then compare
the diary with the tape and either move forward or backward
to the actual conversation that the President wished to
hear. ’Then he had found the first conversation, I

I I having
the first conversation already mounted on the recorder,
placed the machine with the tape on it in a briefcase and
carried it over to the President ’ s Office for him to listen
to.

12
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was asked if there was any conversation between
himself and the President when he first brought over the re-
corder and he stated to the best of his recollection, the
conversation went as follows:

When he delivered the recorder with the first tape
on it, the President asiced him how many tanps he had and ~

1 [recalls telling the President he had at least two or
Ithat he had t>reoarect~a:Tne Pr

that [

esident
Ir.hnntri

three
list and
kn4w what conversations
to . It was f

then told

ho, -hVx* rjent . wanted to listen
understanding that the President was

going to listen to all of the conversations that took place

3
C

between hinself and,
,

I I He stated this review possibly cane about
an a result of* I I making a statement to the effect
that during the Watergate investigation he may have met
with the President on at least 3Q to 4 0 occasions*

to obtain the list. Ho cannot
S

rent to
|

is thdt the list was marked in such a manner
that the President indicated what tapes he did and did not
want to listen to.

After "cueing” up certain tapes and running back
and forth between the White House and the £03,1 | decided,
it would be more efficient if he physically moved over to
the BOB and did his work in the I

-

J During this time he
had approximately three or four tape recorders and kept
"cueing” them up for the President. He stated he had the
extra machines because he wanted to try to keep ahead of
the President.

L |
vras asked if during this period while he was

"cueing” up tapes for the President and while the President
was in his office, whether or not anyone was in the office
listening to the tapes with the President. I Irenlled to
the best of his recollection no one v?as in the office, however.

13 '
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he qualified that answer by stating that he could not say
positively -hhnt nn nne was in the office because for a .

period or tine, was actually working in the White
had to travel back and forth between i

t

jand-Xhe—SGS-.

[

Sometime after he had moved over into
] he had an occasion to talk with the Presi-

dent and suggested that the President might desire to wear
earphones in listening to the tapes. He made this recommen-
dation because of the„ outside noises which interfere with
someone - trying to- listen to a. tape when the voice of the --*•

recording is coming through the speaker. The President
took his suggestion and I I supplied the President with
a set of earphones. I

|
stated that in reviewing the

’’tape of the tape’’ ail you could hesjr after the President
was given the earphones, was the sound of the recorder being
switched from one position to another.

While performing this duty for the President

,

had, an occasion to make several notes which indicated
how conversations^ began and where they began on certain
tape s . Thene notes, at the direction of the President ,

were turned over to sometime ago.

1—

1

dent di d not.

1973.” I I: _
that he had the tane of April 15, 1973. ready to go on the
machine, but the President said he did not need it and

stated it whs his recollection that the Presl^
listen to any tape beyond the date* t:IIarch 20,
1stated that he recalled telllnm the President

3 uuu uuc i oaau licr ^jiu iiyt/ iJtcuu x o emu.

in fact' instructed |fd ^ a tape re-
cording of”an earlier date

,

was asked if any of the tapes, that the Presi-
dent listened to on June 4, 1973, were in fact" tapes which
later were the subject of the subpoena by the Watergate
Special Prosecutor. I ladvised he did not know for cer-
tain, but after being shown a copy of the Watergate Special
Prosecutor’s subpoena, he noted that there were at least
three or four ‘of the same tapes that he had cued” for
the President on June 4, 1973.

was asked if during the preparation for re-
view by the President, whether or not he, \ |had in fact

b2
b6
b7C
b7E
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listened to any of the tape conversations. I I replied that
all he did vras "skip’ 1 through the tape, and tried to find
a meeting or a certain "bench mark” in order to make the
task easier and also to expedite any request by the President.

I l v;as asked if prior to furnishing the President with
earphones whether or not his being directly outside the
President’s Office enabled bin to hear any of the conversa-
tions which were apparently being I bned to by the Presi-
dent via the speaker In the recorder. I \ replied thaj; he
was not sure if -he -could bear the sounds emannttrtir fror*

the tape recorder inside
|

|
was

then asked how many tapes he actually made available for
review that day to the President and he replied that without
notes he could hot shy how many the President listened to.

was questioned and advised he did acquire some
expertise in locating specific conversations on a magnetic reel
of tape. Particularly, he acquired expertise after June 4 t

1972, when he assisted President HIXOH In locating various
recordings that the President wanted to review that day.

b2
b6
b7C
b7E

"White House “cueing up a tape” for the President.

[ 3ated that there vras an occasion when someone
did go In
person as
vras that

:o the Executive Office,. sindhe identified that
-

He stated the -reason for this
£;he President had a3ke

tion 'between', the- -President and[
Ito review a conversa-

to tell

]revi&vred the
later read his notes to the President. When '

the President asked I I

had heard.
tape.

After briefing
returned toon the contents of the

. „ 1 (

his office.
|

|was asked what he had done with his notes,
and he replied that these notes were either in the possession
of

became involved withThe next occasion that
Hhite House tapes was on June 27, 1973, while he vras at
Hewport Beach, California, and the President vras at the
San Clemente compound.

|

a tape brought out from Washington,
fornia. 1

V.
alledl"
C. (vmey

and wanted
to Cali-

determined that there was no plane available

15
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to transport the tape front VTDC to California. An arrange-
ment was then agreed upon whereby a member of the TSD . USSS.
would Tnake the tape and a recorder available to I

for his listening, back in. 'aDC. recalls that he placed

16
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a long distance call to ei$her| I and in-
structed then to obtain the tape, the .4atq__c>f which he could

Joffice.not recall, and take it "with a machine to
I I stated that sometime later while he was testifying be-
fore the Senate Select Committee in l[DC, he told them he
could not recall the date of the requested tape and said
it might be April 15, 1973, but he was not certain, lie

later found out in District Court that the tape he requested
on the evening of June 27, 1973, whs in fact a tape of
March 20, 1973.

Led[
id b

land determined that
een made avq~i i ory? that

ks to

He stated he call
the machine and the tape had
everything was okay. He did not question
the content of the tape.

The next occasion he had anything to do with
the White House tape was on or about July 10. 1973. when
he received a telephone -call from J“When
asked if he could positively sav this was a telephone call
or a personal visit by Stated his recollec-

The conversationtion was that it was a telephone call
was to the effpct thnt. I I should check with the Presi-
dent to see ifl bhould listen to certain tapes
or~vrhether or not I fcould listen to certain tapes.

| Stated he went and checked with the President and
the President gave his approval , it was his recollection
that I | was to listen to six conversations. It was
also his recollection that I faltnourtn ne asked

three tapesfor six tapes he only turned over to
and a recorder, which he believed Was a Sony. This delivery
he, believes was made at

| |
He

stated that the tapes^themselves were in a suitcase. Hi

s

best recollection of the transaction between I land
himself with the six tapes was that on one day he gave

the recorder and three tapes at the BOB and the
second day he made another delivery which he believes was
at the home oil T The last occasion he had
'’anything* to do with the six tapes and the recorder was
on the third day when the tapes were returned to him.
He stated it was possible that he actually received the
six tapes one day and kept three in his desk, but he is
relying on his recollection, and that is that he - received
only three tapes and gave out only three tapes on the first
delivery. On the second delivery he is again relying on

;_r

b2
b6
b7C
b7E
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his recollection that he pave out the remaining three tapes.
I I was then shown a copy of Crovemment Exhibit Number 7,
which reflected the Secret Service Ion; of tapes charrte
to I I The logs Indicated that on July 10, 1973

»

received three tapes from I I and returned the
same three tapes on July 12, 1973. Another page of the
log reflects that on July 11, 1973?
from [

Received six tapes
]and returned six tapes on July 12, 1973

I I advised after reviewing the above mentioned
notations that it was still his opinion that he delivered
one half of the tapes requested by
the second half on the next day.

one day and
Ke stated his hypothesis

for the log and in his recollection is that after the Presi-
dent rave the okay for I bo review the tapes, he

] one half of the tapes that he had with-gave
drawn and then went back and withdrew another amount possibly
six tapes. He nay have put the first batch in the desk
and after ordering the second, batch -the next day, turned
over thafr batch to I

~1 thinking that he had given
one half the original withdrawal „ He was asked

if at any time he had gone to the vault and removed any
of the tapes requested bv l I himself and he replied
that he has never withdrawn anv tapes himself.

He was asked if the had listened to any of the
tapes that he had given to l l and he replied that
he did- not. He was asked if he had given I I any
logs which would enable

| |
to examine the tapes, and he

replied that he could not remember. He stpted he has
no recollection of being asked by
any of the logs to be used as bac!
the tapes.

to provide
fc-up material for reviewing

Going back to the tape review session of June
4, 1973* between the President and I was asked
what he had done with the tapes after the President
had completed his review on June 107 ^. I I stated
that although it was not the best type of security, he
hna pontrni n f the tapes and placed then m a
closet in his office. He linpR not recall if the closet
-was locked. The recorders themselves were in suitcases
behind a chair in his office. The following day' these
tapes were returned to the 7SD, along with the recorders.

VpOi

b6
b7C'
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stated it was his recollection that upon return of the
June 4 tapes, he did not sign a receipt showing that he had
returned the naterial to the T5D.

| | stated that between July 18, 1973 and September
28, 1973, he believes he had nothing to do with obtaining
or "cueing" up any tapes for the President or any other
member of the White House staff.

Gn September 23, 1973* he recalled that
I f~instructed him to D c <znmpanv_l___ I

to Camp David for the weekend, to assist I I who was going
to "work on a review of the tapes for the President". I I

Instructed |~~
I to see

l
who had been furnished

the—list of the tapes that i iwas to take to "C?jnp~thrvid
I I shortly after the conversation, went to[
office and was informed by

[

that he had the tapes
along with the copy of the subpoena from the Watergate Special
Prosecutor. I ~l said he would place the tapes in his
safe and give the combination " to

| |
so that C_IZI could

remove them prior to his early morning departure to Camp

b6
b7C

David. After
the combination toL

Iplaced the ta^es in the safe, he gave
J

[

then went to the
] arid obtained the Presidential

logsi.v.a, both daily and telephone-type for the periods covered
by the subpoenaed tapes. He then went and discussed with

I ~l what items he had and arranged for a definite
departure time - i iwns asked if he had given[
combination to

the
lsafe and . he replied that he has

no recollection of telling her, that. he had I lsafe
agreed that they wouldcombination. He stated he and|

probably leave around 8:00 a.m. or b:30 a.ra. on September
29, 1973, for Camp David.

|
larrived at the White House at approximately

7:30 a.m. on September 29, 1973, and went to|

office where he opened the safe and removed the tapes. He
placed the tap.es in a suitcase. He then went to his office
and picked 'up several recorders which had been previously
charged out to him. He identified these recorders as Sony
models. To the best of his recollection, the suitcases containing

19
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the tapes and the recorders were placed in the trunk of. the
car. After drinking a cup of coffee, he met with I land
informed her that he had the material packed and they then
departed approximately 8:00 or 8:15 a.m. for Camp David.

| |
stated that the next area of explanation

concerns the travel time from WDC to Conn David and his sub-
sequent work with the tapes, wM nhl ~1 was to
review. lie stated he understood that there was a definite
discrepancy in the time that it took the White House car
to travel from WDC to Camp David and the tine spent re-
viewing the first tape before a call was placed back to
the White House. .

|stated when he originally testified in court
that the car in which he and

|
were riding to Camp

David arrived at approximately 10:00 or shortly after 10:00
a.m. This tine was actually an estimation cn his part
and it was based on the 50 mile an hour speed limits.

| |
ha3 subsequently learned that the 50 mile an hour speed

limits were not in effect in September, 1973» and there-
fore the travel tine from WDC to Camp David would have been
about 40 minutes shorter than what he had originally esti-
mated. He now states that the arrival of him and I I at
Camp David would perhaps have been closer to 9:30 a.ra. in-
stead of 10:00 a.m.

Upon arrival at the cabin at Camp David, he took
one of the recorders from the suitcase and placed it on a
table in the back room of the cabin. He then looked, at the
subpoena and determined that the first tape called for was
the June 20, 1972, conversation between !,RICHARD ; NIXOH,

I I from 10:30 a.m. to noon
(time approximate) .

" |
| stated he removed this tape

from the attache case and placed it on the recorder. He
noted that the subpoena called for a conversation which
took place in the E03. He then, with the aid of the Presi-
dential logs, began u cueing up" the tape to find the

I
conversation. He said it was not difficult to

locate thcr
| |

portion of the conversation and after
skipping through the tape on several parts , he determined
that l 1 was not present at this meeting. He came
to a portion of the tape where

|
|left and

|

then came in. At this point he was asxect if he listened
to any of the conversation betv:een| |md the President

20
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and he emphatically denied that he did,

stated he then placed a-call to
Jback at the v.’hite House In VJDC and asked for gui-

rianco on thisTriatter since l I was not present when
I I was speaking with the President. According to

]said he would check and get word back to
\_

|
then moved tha tape back to_the starting position where

the conversation between
l l

and the President ~flrs

t

began. He then took_±hG xi&corcLsx wjth the tape Into I I

| I vrho then beran listening and typing. I Ithen
returned to" the back roon and after examining the subpoena
to determine the Identity of the second tape to be examined

• by | L
~ he.-, set up another recorder, and began his search,

for the June 20, 1972, telephone conversation between RICHARD
1IIX0N and | |

from 6:03 to 6:12 p.n. I [tated
he compared the telephone logs and the Presidential logs
against the information that was on the tape and discovered
that this particular call was-not recorded. He then removed
that tape from the recorder and moved on to the third conver-
sation called for in the subpoena. He spent the next several
hours locating subpoenaed conversations on the tapes and
narking them for I I to, review. I I was asked

b6
b7C

if he had received the telephone call back fron|
I I and he replied that he did not

.

then aslced If he assisted

]

Jrras

in typing or synopsising
any of the conversations that were called for in the subpoena
and again he replied he had nothing to do with that.

. Around lunch time

,

I I left the cabin; and went
to another cabin where food is prepared for members of
the staff and military personnel vrho are at Camp David.
After lunch he returned to the cabin and continued searching
for additional subpoenaed conversations. He is not certain
whether or notl Iwent to lunch that day or
stayed behind. He has no recollection of the cabin being
vacant at any particular tine. He was asked if he could
recall whether or not he and

| l
left the cabin together,

leaving the tapes and the machines behind. He stated he
had no recollection of that having happened while they were
at Camp DaVId.

|recalled that on one occasion he came out of
the back room ana observed the President talking vritq

21
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At this point) nay have been working on
the fourth or fifth subpoenaed tape, but in any event . he
told the Preajrient *•>>**•- nwah.1<» tr. -fMnri thP-l j
mvrpj ri7pvf>r»n.Qt:^nr< l! of June 20, 1072. At this tine the Pre si-
dent told hin-it was hi a recollection that the call was not
made from I

~
J

Istated he could not be positive but
he felt that it was at this tine that I I or the Presi-
dent mentioned to him that V I had called back and said
tfiat the l iutxotP 1 conversation was not a subpoenaed
conversation, therefore, they were to forget ahmit. it —

l i was asked if he knew who I

[
had contacted in order

\ replied it would be
had consulted with

f

to ascertain this information and
his guess that

[_

then stated he felt that

[

]was still working
on the first tape when 'he 'observed- the President and[
together. Ke was asked if he could} specify the hour of
the day and he replied that he could not be exact, but
felt' it was within two hours after their arrival at Camp
David,

r '"' —

]

Sometime later, around 2:00 or 2:15 p.m.,
| j

completed his assignment by reviewing the last subpoenaed
tape of *'Anrll 15. 1973. conversation between NIXON and

Jtated he again utilized
the logs of the President’s diary for that day and skipped
through the tape until he came to a meeting which he
believed was prior to the arrival of | |

I llle vaguely recalls that it was a conversation between

while skipping through, thl
middle—o£ a sentence

.

3_tape , t!he_fcape r-an-eut in the
pent back over the tape a

second tine and then felt that the tape had run out and
another tape recorder had picked up further conversations

,

Shortly after this discovery, -he saw the Pres j dent and
gav** th*» T>T»r»sident this same explanation.

b2
b6

.

b7C
b7E -p

It was also at this same tine that he had t,he military
Jtolddeliver a typewriter' to the cablnfor his~inrgT

the President he would help
1that weekend.

in her work during
]was asked if the President J I

P”
~~\ or himself had requested the assistance of another

stenographer and he replied in the negative.

22
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Late in the afternoon. telephoned
land requested that he obtain from the TSD tl?e second

and thetape or the April 15 conversation between
President.

recalled that around dinner time he had prone

back to the cabin where he had been for lunch and around
8; 00 p.n. net

K
at which time
tape of-.April 15., 1973.-turned

| |
remained at the cabin for approximately another half

hour. The tape he had received fron| p?ras kept in
his pocket. Upon returning to the cabin n<T"attempted to
find the rest of the conversation between

I 1 and the President. He then skipped through the tape
conversation” wa3 not

recall whether he advised
had in fact called back

feels that it

and discovered that the J,HIX0N
recorded,
the President

1 said he could not
of this at flr3t or

to WDC and spoken vrith
was the latter of the two persons that he notified first

I |said he later learned f£ of the TSD,
USSS, that there was no back-up system in effect.

not [

was asked if he -knew- definitely whether or
I had completed reviewing any of the tapes

and in fact v.'hether or not she had completed a review of
the first tape. He stated he could not positively say that
she had completed this first tape and doe3 not recall her
ever telling him. When they returned to V7DC on September
30 by helicopter, h&-iook-seTsg~~of the tapes and placed them

office . The
other tapes were placed in the safe in[_

office. He was not certain whether or not the June 20,
1972, tape went to either

[

to
[

fol

] office or

^
office. He stated in any event the

following day. October 1. Ift73, the tapes which he had
placed ini safe were returned to the
Secret Service vault.

]was then shown a copy of Government Exhibit
Humber 32, „ which is a record prepared by
reflecting the turnover of White House tkpe3 iron tne rjecrec
Service to the President on July 18, 1973. Attached to
Government Exhibit 32 is Government Exhibit 32-C', which

b6
b7C
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reflects the charge-out of 12 tapes on September 28 and 29,
1973, to I ~L after examining Exhibit 32-C,
advised he would internret l 1 notes to mean that the
ones which az’e crossed out, that is the identity of tapes
which are crossed out, would reflect that these particular
tapes were returned to the vault on October 1, 1973 « I

noted that the first tape which Is marked
| [

>/12/72-
6/20/72” did not have a line drawn through It. When asked
to explain or to describe what night have happened to this
particular tape as well as seven others. [ ladvlsed that
without any record which he would have prepared for him-
self, he could not say which tapes remained In I I

I control and which remained in his control. He did
state, however, that the seven tapes which do not have
lines drawn through then, would more than likely have re- •

mained ln
| |

control and In her safe.

|
was asked -tf l Idiscussed with

him the difficulty she was having during the Camp David
weekend in transcribing tapes^ I I advised he does not
recall [

~1 emphasizing to him that she was
having difficulty manually operating the tape recorder
and the typewriter at the sane tlm.eu He believes It was

'Ills suggestion that something like a foot pedal would
ai5~R^F~ln performing the .lob that the~ President wanted
done . I Iwas asked if he~lH s'cus aed with anyone the
possibility of obtaining a machine that would ,!play back"
only. I l advlsed he did not dlsctuss this witji anyone
and it was not until the "tape hearings" began that someone
mentioned to him that such a machine does exist.

lie stated that on October 1, 1973, he contacted
the 7SD personnel, possibly LOU SIKS , ^Tid explained what
type of device he wished to obtain to facilitate 1 I

job In reviewing the tapes for the President.
He believes he described to the Secret Service personnel .

that he wanted a machine that was capable of adapting to
It a foot pedal. To the best of hits recollection and
as a result of a later conversation he had with Secret
Service, the machine and a foot pedal were delivered on
October 1,* 1973, and after the Secret Service instructed
him on Its operation, he repacked the tape recordsr_JLn
its or^ prlnral suitcase and carried it over to

loffice. After prlyinir her Instructions now to use
he left her office, va3 asked if at that time he
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"cued" up a tape for her and he advised to his best recol-
lection he nay have nufc_a_£ape on, however, he could not
be positive of this. I \ was asked if he had seen the
box narked f 16/12—6/20/72" on

| |
desk and

he replied that he could not recall seeing it,

I i said he had decided on November 9, 1973, that
the specific Uher recorder could be fixed so it could not
erase and this was done by someone in Secret Service on Ilovenber
12, 1973

o

I Iwas then asked if he had assisted in
ncueing up ,: any nore tapes and he replied to the best of
his recollection the last tape he '*cued.i up" for I I

fr
fas on September 29, 1973, at Camp David.

I Iwas then asked to identify the approximate
date he first heard that there was an 18 and one half
minute gap in the tape.

| | stated he first heard about
the 13 and one minute gap fron l I who is
a \Jhltc House aide handling Congressional affairs. The
approximate tine was the week of Thanksgiving, 1973, while
he and I I were walking in a hallway of the White
House I I informed him that the gap wa3 longer than
four minutes, and in fact was 18 and one half minutes.

|

|advised that he does not recall going into any other
Giscusslon about this matter and believed thnt l ~l

was carrying some type of document with hin and nay have
in fact referred to this document. He was asked if |

I I had ever told hin that she had had an accident
with the recorder which had given her on October 1,
1973, and I

~1 responded that she had never mentioned
this to hin at any tine.

was then asked if he owned a tape recorder.

He said that he had a personal Sony recorder of his
own; but that this recorder- had been stolen when he lived
in Alexandria, and had been made a matter of police record.
The serial number was known then. bald he had knowledge
of the operation of recorders in general.

was then asked again if he had, on September
29, 1973, listened to the conversation between|

|

and the President, which was recorded on a tape dated June
20, 1972. I I replied that he did not review the I

NIXON portion of the tape. 1
:

— 1
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!]>psed theAt this point Special Agent IZZZI
following questions to I I

L Since February. 1Q7~?. do you know for sure

ftIf anyone besides you
and the President had access to the June 20, 1972* White Hjow
tape?

such as
of the '

replied that persons in the Secret Service
land other members

rSD, would have had access,

,
2. Have von ever heard anyone say that the June

20, 1972. 1 liTIXON White House tape should not be
made public?

replied no,

2a. Have you ever heard anyone say that the
June 20, 1972, | l

-NIXON White House tape should be
erased?

]replied no,

3o Has anyone at any time directed you to erase
any White House tape recordinns?

replied no.

*1. Since January, 19 v9. have you recuested anyojne
to Instruct you how to erase a conversation from a magnetic
tape recording?

replied no.

*la. Since January, 1069, have you requested anyjon<
to instruct you on how to alter a conversation from a magnet:!
tape recording?

I I replied no.

At any time have you ever listened to the cdn-
Jm?c 20, 1972, White House tane conversation between

and NIXON?'

replied '’No sir."

lias- anyone ever told vou exactly why the June
20, 1972, conversation between
be made public?

and NIXON should riot

replied no.

26
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22 e Are you now trying to protect

replied no.

23. Are you now trying to protect

replied no.

24, Do you know for sure if the 18 and one lhalf
minute erasure of the June 20, 1972, was accidental? .

replied no.

-.25-* Do you know for sure if the 18 and one half
minute erasure of the June 20, 1972, tape was deliberately
done? •

|

jreplied no.

26. Do you know for sure the exact date the 18
and one half minute gap in the tape was erased?

replied "Only what I saw in newspaper accounts"

27® Do you know for sure if anyone gave orders to
have the June 20, 1972, tape erased?

replied no.

28. Do you know for sure if the tape was erased in
the YJhite House?

replied no.

29 o Do you know for sure If the June 20, 1972,
tape was erased at Camp David? •

Replied no.

30° 23° you know for sure if the June 20, 1972, tape
was erased*at Key Biscayne?

replied no.

29
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30a. Do you know for sure if the June 20, 1972, tape
was erased at any other location?

replied no.

Iwas then asked "Do you feel the truth will
ever come out”? I I replied "I think it already has. It
already has come out in court , incredible as it may seem, I
think it was an accident." ~

!

' '

|
|was then asked if he would submit to a poly-

graph examination. After a short discussion with his attorney,
Replied that he had discussed this matter on at least

two occasions with his attorney and his decision was that if
, asked.

_

.he. -was agreeable .to

.

taking . it %• however.. -he . wanted £he . . ... ..

- final decision to rest""witlf~irfs' ''attorney
. [also added

that due to his position at the White House, that is, he is
constantly being summoned by the President for various matters, .

it would be difficult to pinpoint an exact day for such an
examination to take place. His attorney, I ~l then
stated he would be in touch with either one of the two inter-
viewing Agents as early as Wednesday, February 6 and as late
as Friday, February 8, 1974, to make them. aware of his client’s
decision.

En route back to his White House office

,

I land
his attorney were advised that the interview itself was not
fully completed inasmuch as an examination of I Iknowledge
of the • eyprits anrrnjindl ny October 4 through 8 had not been
explored. indicated that it would not be difficult
to arrange for an additional interview to cover these matters
and he would request that he be given ample notice in order
to set up the second interview. He also advised should the
investigation determine discrepancies between statements
furnished by his client and other White House aides, he would
make his client available to resolve any inconsistencies.

were met at L J at approximately 2:15 p.m.

,

February 4, 1974, and transported back to the Washington
Field Office for an interview,
at 6:02 p.iru, February 4, 1974.

The interview Itself terminated

I

b6
b7C
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Dote of Ironscrlptlon.
2/14/74

At approximately 9^30 a.m., February 13, 1974,
|
White House, advised

on February 12 , 1974 . in the late afternoon he was summoned
ho the office of I 1

I informed him that he had .just requested
I of the White House

I to proceed to Room 522. Executive Office Building
(EOB) and attempt to locate page one of I I

log for March 13, 1973. I 1 indicated to \

that he was placing himself in a very tenuous position
by having I I search the files without someone from the
Legal Staff in attendance. I I advised he had con-
tacted r

U.S. Secret. Service (USSS). requesting ! I to make arrange-
ments to have Secret Service Agents open this room for

I at that time informed I I that he,
I was being put on the spot in this request because

|
was the only one who

could authorize this room to be opened and entered by anyone ,

including members of the White House staff. However,.
I

agreed to accede to the wishes of I
concerning

this request. ^

I I advised after further discussion concerning
this matter. I ~l dispatched him to Room 522 to observe
the search to be conducted bv l l ad-
vised when he arrived at the door of Room 522 , two Secret
Service Agents were already there awaiting the arrival of

I I Within a few minutes I I arrived and the room
was opened. I [ and the two Secret Service Agents
entered the room and l l commenced a search of the file
cabinets in an attempt to locate the document in question.

~| pointed out | | was searching for a packet of docu-
ments with a tab inscribed with the year 1973- While |_ I

was conducting the search, |

~| was looking over his
shoulder. When in the process of searching the third cabinet,

I I made the comment to I I that "it’s not here".
I observed a packet of documents tabbed 1973 and pointed

them out to | |made no comment and pulled the
packet from the file and in a few minutes located the docu-
ment. handed the document to

Interviewed on_ 2/13/74 Washington ^ D. C. Fil. t WFO 74-290
ALL INFORMATION CONTAIN©

1

‘ HEREIN IS Uf'ICLASSIFIEO

This document conloins neither recommendolions nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property of the FBI ond Is looned to your ogency;

It ond Its contents ore not to be distributed outside your ogency. —
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and the two Secret Service Agents left the room, locking: and
securing the area. While departing the room, Iwas on
her way in. She was not in the room when the document was lo-
cated. I ~l advised he took the document to a nearby Xerox
machine and made - several copies. The original was returned
to the file. I l and the Secret Service Agents were with
him during this entire procedure. .

:—i
I I was visibly upset when he met
1

at Room
his.

surmised
Lsibiy 1

iC_ did not appreciate
his,

|
|being in attendance during this search.

| 1 also made the remark to l I that the FBI
was trying to make a case on what they had in their possession
at the present time. ~ltook this to mean that the
FBI did not really have conclusive evidence concerning the
tape situation and was going with what they had.
made no statement to

| [
regarding this comment.

• - /I [took the copies of the document tol I

"| office, giving all the copies to

|

I commented that he desired to give one or one copies
•of this document to Special Agent I

further advised that at this moment, 9:**5

a.m. . February 13. 197*1, I I was in conference with
I I concerning the request made by the FBI for the search
for particular documents. I I was also going to dis-
play to

| | the document which was found by| |the
previous evening.

At this time it was pointed out tol I that
based upon information in the news media, |had di-
vorced himself from the investigation concerning the tapes
and documents and I I was completely in charge.

I ~l advised that apparently this was for public consump-
tion, but in reality I I was aware of everything that
was going on in the Legal Counsel’s Office concerning this
investigation.

This conference with I

mately 9:55 a.m., February 13, 197*1

concluded at approxi-

At approximately 10:10 a.m., February 13, 197**,
made available to Special Agent I I a copy of

2
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the document described above as page one of
] advised [

of conferring with

[

log.
Iwere in the process

J regarding
the request made by the FBI for particular documents and
also access to logs in Rooms 84 a;nd 522, EOB.

1 advised he had Interrupted thp» non fp-pence
1

and overheard!
J procedure concerning the entrance to

ques-between
tioning
Rooms 84 and 522, EOB. It was
be listed as being able to authorise persons to enter these

Resire that he also

rooms.
|

_poes not know whether this situation was
resolved. While in this conference. ! "Unformed

would be the man on the Legal Staff
jle for searching for the documentswho would be responsi

requested by the FBI.

b6
b7C

At approximately 2:00 p.m. . February 13, 1974,
|
advlsed|_

TRT and 52-2 In the EOB and any other locations where
and himself were to tour

Rooms
possible files might be located where these documents could
be found in order to determine the scope of the search neces-
sary for the questioned documents.

|

~1 advised after
this tour he would inform Special Agent
to be followed in this matter.

the procedures

1
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ET
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Washington, D. C. 20535

REGISTERED UPON RECEIPT

Date

:

To:

From:

February 20, 1998

Herbert Rawlings-Milton
Chief, Military Review Branch
Records Declassification Branch
National Archives at College Park

J. Kevin O’Brien, Chief
Freedom of Information Privacy Acts (FOI/PA) Section
Federal Bureau of Investigation
935 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20535-0001

I

Subject: MANDATORY DECLASSIFICATION REVIEW
REQUEST OF

Reference is made to your letter dated October 16,
1996, in which you requested a mandatory declassification review
of two documents.

Our review of the documents determined that the FBI
information contained within does not warrant classification
pursuant to Executive Order 12958.

We are returning a copy of your letter along with the
appropriately marked documents.

SE^R^T MATERIAL ENCLOSED

THIS COMMUNICATION IS
UNCLASSIFIED UPON THE REMOVAL
OF CLASSIFIED ENCLOSURES

Enclosures (3)
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U.S. Department of Justice

Federal Bureau of Investigation

Washington, D. C. 20535

REGISTERED RETURN RECEIPT

Date

:

March 17, 1998

To: Mr. Steven D. Tilley
Chief, Access and FOIA Staff (NAFFA)
Declassification and Initial Processing Division
Room 6350
The National Archives at College Park
8601 Adelphi Road
College Park, Maryland 20740-6001

From: J. Kevin O'Brien, Chief
Freedom of Information/Privacy Acts (FOI/PA) Section

<§* Federal Bureau of Investigation
©* , .

ea““ J. Edgar Hoover Building
^ ^ 935 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20535-0001

Object: MANDATORY DECLASSIFICATION REVIEW REQUEST

t
Prgjec^Jiunfc^

Reference is made to your letter dated June 12, 1997, in which you
requested a mandatory review of FBI information contained in document
NWDD971073 pages ’ 48-58

.

Our review of these documents has determined that portions of
pages 48-49 warrant classification at the "Confidential" and "SeWfet" level,
and portions of pages 53-54 warrant classification at the "S^xerN level

,

pursuant to Executive Order 12958. /X
S>

T MATERIAL ENCLOSED

THIS COMMUNICATION IS
UNCLASSIFIED UPON REMOVAL
OF CLASSIFIED ENCLOSURES

Dep. Dir.

Chief of

Staff

Off. of Gen.

Counsel

Asst. Dir.:

Crim. tnv.

CJIS

Finance

Info. Res.

Insp.

Lab.

National Sec. _
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Off. of EEOA
Off. of Public

& Cong. Affs.

Director’s Office

O'Brien, Room 6296
Kelso, Room 6712

PCB/jam (1m (120.

.\#"

MAIL ROOM
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Steven D. Tilley
College Park, Maryland 20740-6001

The documents are appropriately marked and are returned to
you along with your enclosures

.

A requester may submit an appeal any denial by writing to
the Co-Director, Office of Information and Privacy, United States
Department of Justice, 1310 G Street, Suite 570, Washington, D.C.
20530, within 60 days from receipt of this letter. The envelope and
the letter should be clearly marked ^Mandatory Review Appeal".

Any questions with regard to this matter mav be directed to
Supervisory Paralegal Specialist b6

b7C

Enclosures (12)
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy fo:

Report of:

Date:
4/7/66

Field Office File
^^_Q^_Y67l6

Title: I

York, New York

Bureau Fjl©^357363

Character:
INTERNAL SECURITY - CUBA

DECLASSIFY Oil. 2b/—Je.

sc#

Synopsis:

SYNOPSIS

:

:

to joinE
]is seeking permanent residence in US (~s \

personally known to \

] Subject Is not

On .3/31/66,
,

who had forwarded correspondence of suDjecc to .fjbi, inxu,

advised subject was not personally known to him and he had
merely forwarded letters as an accomodation to a neighbor.

bl
b6
b7C
b7D

- P -

DETAILS

:

This document contains
neither recommendation nor
conclusions of the FBI.
It is the property of the
FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its
contents are not to be
distributed outside

your agency.

SECRET

GROUP 1

Excluded from automatic
downgrading and
declassification

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI.
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your age,ncy

is the property of

AJUJbi) ?7 /7)73-



NY 105-76716

On December 8, 196 c

advised that he is

I I He further advised that I I

is known professionally as I I and had resided
most of her life I lalthough traveling; to Mexico, the
United States and Spain|

|

I had obtained permanent residence in the United States
"a couple of years ago" but since that time has been continuously
traveling in connection with her employment. Her most recent
departure from the United States was in September, 1965 and
she is presently in either Barcelona or Madrid, Spain. He
was unable to state when she would return to the United States.

L I had been
married to l Ifor 12 or 13 years, he is not
personally acquainted with \ bnd has not spoken or
corresponded with him. | | was presently
in Canada and attempting to obtain permission to enter the
United States. He could furnish no additional pertinent
information concerning the subject or

| |

On December 9, 1-965.
1~

I

|

mri or to entering the
United States. I \ is presently
a United States citizen having been naturalized approximately
three years ago.



V

NY 105-76716

1
|ha,d resitiea\ 1 almost

1 bean traveling
i.n Mexico, the

her lire 1 i ha
abroad almost constantly!
United States, other Latin American countries and Europe.
She stated that 1 1

believed 1

I in 1Q63. wa.s admitted for 1 permanent residence b7c
in the United States thereafter and was saccessful in having b7D

~| to join her in May, 1964. I I

was unable to leave I hintil August 6, 1965.9 when he
traveled to Canada alleging that he intended to visit a

residing there. I I had
no intention of returning to I lat the time of his
departure and was present^ attempting to obtain entrance into
the United States.

| |
was not personally

known to her although she had been in correspondence with
him since his arrival in Canada and had learned that he
required additional documentation for his entrance into
the United States since he had at some period in the past
also resided in I I

last departed the United States in September, 1965 *
and

was in Barcelona, Spain as of November 30, 1965, at which
time she was to depart for Madrid, Spain

On December 29, 1Q65. I [ Assistant
Chief, Records Administration and Information Section, Immigration
and Naturalization Service (INS'), 20 West Broadway. New York

Pkk n77 rp"l a f.i n? f.n.

jhich contained the following descriptive
data:

5<r.
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Race

:

Born:

Nationalitjr:
Weight

:

Height:
Hair:
Eyes

:

Occupation

:

Husband:

This file recorded numerous entries into the United
States at Miami, Florida, from 1955 onward in connection with

I l entprpd the United States on an
0-1 visa at Miami, Florida from Mexico on July 17, 1963,
holding I 1 issued July 23, i960,
and valid until July 23, 1965.

On August 11 j 1965, in connection with an
application to re-enter the United States. I I

|

indicated she would be departing the United States on
August 29. 1Q65. aboard Iberia Airlines for a period of one
year I I

This file contained no pertinent derogatory
information.

Bv letter dated November l6. 1 o6s I I

|furnished
the New York Office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI) with a photostat . copy of a letter from the subject
dated November 11^ 1965, at St. John, New Brunswick.

b6
b7C
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characterized the subject as a

desires to establish legal residence in the United States
to be reunited with f
residing with I

1 who were

[
citizen.

]who is a naturalized United States
]

In his letter to I I stated he feared
an incident which occurred in Mexico with I

I Iwho brought charges against; I l and labeled him
as a Communist, would prejudice ! lefforts to enter
the United States.

In his letter,
this problem with the I

cledmed he personally discussed

In his letter.
Bureau" had advised him that if
admit him to the United States he

stated that the "Immigration
tie.United States refused to
would be deported to

ladded that he had prepared
a letter to the President of the United States appealing
for consideration concerning his admission to the United States
and would mail this letter should his entrv into the United

IStates be
sending a
to l

In his letter. ] was

Office of

denied.
report as an enclosure tc the above described letter

I^ a copy o f which was furnished to the New York
the FBI by[

In his letter, I I that he had
additional important information in his possession concerning

I was reluctant to furnish this information I

I for fear
that this information would be misused.

b6
b7C
b7D
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SE^ET

On March 31, 1966,1
I I who had previously furnished the New York
Office of the FBI with correspondence relating to the subject

>

was contacted at I I

tulephonically advised as follows:

I 1 does not personally know I

has never met him, is unfamiliar with his background, and
does not know whether he had been admitted to the United
States or was still in Canada as of that date.

I Ihas on ’ numerous occasions
in the past rendered English language translations of Spanish
language material for Latin American persons in his neighborhood
and has assisted them in the preparation of various forms and
documents. I Iwas
approached by | I

to assist her in the preparation of two communications in
support of the subject's efforts to obtain permanent
residence in the United States. In addition to a letter
to the New York Office of the FBI, dated November l6 .. 1965,
forwarding correspondence from the subject. I I also
recalled preparing I I

I I relationship with
I Iwas extremely casual and prior to the preparation
of these communications he knew her only by sight as a
neighbor.

!

b6
b7C
b7D



In Reply# Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York j New York
April 14, 1966

CLASSIFIED BY
DECLASSIFY 0

Roman Atienza Praile, also known as
Augustin Jimenez Campana
Internal Security - Cuba

5

(Although the true name of this subject is reported
to be | he will hereafter
be referred to variously as 1

I | the name by which
he is commonly known.)

In connection with I lattempts to obtain a
visa for entry into the United States for permanent residence,,
he indicated that I I

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI, It is the property

j

of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and ij

its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.
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During December, 195^-* the subject was arrested I

I ~las a result of information
received indicating that

At the time the subject wias arrested

By letter dated November 16. 1965. 1

f furnished the New York
Office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation with a copy
of a letter from the subject dated November 11, 1965 , at

In his letter to I
I stated that he

feared an incident which occurred when he was in Mexico Involving
I Iwho brought charges against I I

and labeled him as a Communi st that would thwartT lefforts to erfe C
the United States.

I

~|aOso stated that in the event the
United States refused to admit him to this country, he feared
he would be deported to

| |

NUO clH013- L{
clA



I 1. in his letter, informed I ~l that he had
additional important information In his possession concerning

Iwas reluctant to furnish this information
I for

fear that this information would loe misused.

On March 31j 1966, I
. .

I

I telephonlcally
advised that I I was not personally 'known to him, that he
had never met him, was unfamiliar with his background and did
not, at that time, know whether he had been admitted to the
United States or was still in Canada.

Umade these statements concerning__ .after
first explaining thatQ

I 1 had, on numerous occasions in the past, rendered
English language translations of Spanish language material
for Latin American persons in his neighborhood and had assisted
them in the preparation of various forms and documents. He
also explained that on this basis he had assisted a neighbor,

I I in forwarding
on behalf of

|

request for permanenl
various communications in support of his
residence in the United States.

-4-
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1 .

On Anr-n IS. 1966 ,

advised as follows:
was recontacted at his request ana

At the time of previous interview concerning

*the subject, on March 31 » 1966, he had

p.nmmenced to explain his relationship with
,— , .

|
and with the subject, wnen a

fellow employee, whom he did not trust, had entered his office

in the course of his statement, for this reason, while all

other remarks concerning his relationship to the subject were

true, that is, that he had merely in the past forwarded

communications in behalf of I I
as an accommodation, it was

not true that at the time of interview he had never seen the

subject and did not know whether he was in Canada or the

United States.

! t
stated that as a matter of fact on an evening

several days prior to March 30* l|p66, L

had, in fact, come personally to bis home after1 illegally

entering the United States. Although I . —l
naq naa

vi ^ rwimri nne nov><3nnfll w/'Inf'inrielTtn r I

vi* wv*. — — r

no previous personal relationship, U *
:

— .

flnnarpnf.lv as a result Of I |
efforts in

|

^behalf,
felt at liberty to explain to him his current situation.

Having been unable to gain admission into uhe United

States since August, 1965.. I I had a feeling of frustration

as a result of his continued stay in Canada, ana believed that

if he could come to the United States he would be in a better

position to arrange for his admission to the United States.

On
4/13/66 at

Third Avenue and 124th Street
New York City

-File ft

NY 105-76716

SA kfw
hy —
This document contains neiinei i cfuiminjiuuiLiunti nur ucnuusiuns ui Lnu r di.

your agency; it. and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

-Date dictated
4/13/66

itlier recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
tents are not to he distributed outside vonr ncenov.
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characterized | | as extremely articulate
and advised that!

b6
b7C
b7D

Based upon remarks made by I I

the subject appeared to be genuinely anti-Communist and anti-
Castro in his sentiments. I 1
motivation in seeking to enter the United States was simply
a desire to rejoin|

1 describedf las well spoken

J

tion with
,

she does not know where in New York Citvf

]is convinced after conversa-
J that

employed or residing. It was|
would most probably settle in the area of|_

~lis presently

]

|could furnish n,o additional pertinent
information concerning the subject.

-6*-
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U.S. Department of Justice

Federal Bureau of Investigation

REGISTERED RETURN RECEIPT

Date

:

From:

Subject

:

April 6, 1998

The Historian 0 6
Office of the Historian (PA/HO)
Room L-409 SA-1
Department of State
Washington, D.C. 20522-0104

-

.

J. Kevin O’Brien, Chief
Freedom of Information Privacy Acts (FOI/PA) Section
Federal Bureau of Investigation
J. Edgar Hoover Building
935 Pennsylvania Ave . , N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20535-0001

T-nPKTHTJ RFJ.aTTnW.cj. 1964-1 9-^8. VOT.TTMF XXXI
DOMINICAN CRISIS; CUBA; CARIBBEAN'

““

Reference is made to your letter dated April 7, 1997,
in which you requested a mandatory declassification review of
documents containing FBI equities. The documents are described
as eight classified documents selected for publication in the
above-mentioned volume.

Our review determined that document 76 does not contain
information attributed to the FBI.

Documents 35, 79, 128, 132, 139, and 159 contain FBI
information that does not warrant classification pursuant to
Executive Order (EO) 12958.

1 - Mr. O’Brien, Room 6296
1 - Mr. Kelso, Room 6712 „

'

i -l 7.

A
p/t /V czArtty-vwt'J-

CONFIDENTIAL

FBI/DOJ
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William Z. Slany, The Historian
Office of the Historian (PA/HO)

Document 165 contains FBI information that continues to
warrant classification pursuant to EO 12958 Section 3.4 (b) (1).
The FBI information is bracketed in red.

We are returning a copy of the document list along with
the appropriately marked documents.

Any questions you may have concerning this matter may
be directed to Supervisory Paralegal Specialist!

Enclosures (9)



.S. Department of Justice

Federal Bureau of Investigation

Washington, D. C. 20535

REGISTERED RETURN RECEIPT

Date: November 20, 1997

To : Ms . Jeanne Schauble
Director
Records Declassification Division (NND)
Room 6350
National Archives at College Park
8601 Adelphi Road
College Park, Maryland 20740-6001

From: J. Kevin O'Brien, Chief
Freedom of Information Privacy Acts (FOI/PA) Section
U.S. Department of Justice
Federal Bureau of Investigation
J. Edgar Hoover Building
935 Pennsylvania Ave. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20535-0001

Subject: MANDATORY DECLASSIFICATION REVIEW REQUEST
. \ I NND 921049

Reference is made to your letter to the FBI, dated
July 14, 1992, in which you requested a declassification review
of one hundred and fourteen documents.

The FBI's review of these documents determined that
most of the information no longer warrant classification.
However, certain portions of the documents 729-735, 741-742 and

'=—
772-777 continue to warrant classification pursuant to Executive

^ Orde^ 12958, Section 3.4 (b) (1) and (6)

.

||
'

SEC^RB'l^ MATERIAL ATTACHED

Dep. Dir.

ADD Adm.

ADD Inv 1

Asst. Dir.:

Adm.Servs.

Crlm.lnv. .

Went 1
Into. Mg nt. ]_

Insp. ,

Intel!

Lab. 1
Legal Coun. p.-r

Tech. Servs “i
Training

Cong. Affs. Off.

Oft. ot EEO
Oft. Liaison &

ln(. Affs

Off. of Public Affs

Telephone Rm.

Director's Office

THIS COMMUNICATION IS
UNCLASSIFIED UPON THE REMOVAL
OF CLASSIFIED ENCLOSURES

Mr. O'Brien, Room 6296
Mr. Kelso. Room 6712



Documents 741-742 and 772-777 contain information which
originated with other government agencies continue to warrant
classification as noted.

We are returning these documents to you with our
appropriate markings

.

A requester may appeal any denial by writing to the Co-
Director, Office of Information and Privacy, United States
Department of Justice Suite 570 Flag Building, Washington, D.C.
20535, within 60 days from receipt of this letter. The envelope
and the letter should be clearly marked "Mandatory Review
Appeal .

"

Any questions with regard to this
directed to Supervisory Paralegal Specialis

Enclosures (114)

#

Ms . Jeanne Schauble
College Park, Md. 20740-6001

2
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Washington, D. C. 20535

REGISTERED RETURN RECEIPT

Date: September 24, 1997

To: Mr. Steven D. Tilley, Chief
Access and FOIA Branch
Declassification and Initial Processing Division
National Archives at College Park
8601 Adelphi Road
College Park, Md. 20740-6001

From: J. Kevin O’Brien, Chief
Freedom of Information/Privacy Act (FOI/PA) Section
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D.C. 20535-0001

Subject: MANDATORY DECLASS TFTPATTON RKVTF.W RK(~)TTRfiT

I I EE0JECT NUMBER HfflDD.-S71Q.B7.)

b6
b7C

Reference is made to your letter dated June 11, 1997,
in which you requested a mandatory declassification review of one
document identified as NWDD 971087-92, from the General Records
of the Department of State (Recoird Group 59) .

Our review determined the information warrants
classification at the “SBeRElCf level, with the date of
declassification determined by the originating agency, pursuant
to Executive Order 12958, Section 3.4(b) (1) and (6)

.

ET MATERIAL ENCLOSED

Dep. Dir. _
ADD Adm. -

ADD Inv

Asst. Dir.:

Adm.Servs. .

Crlm.lnv.

Went

tnfo. Mgnt.

Insp.

1

-1

“I
'1

Mr. O’Brien, Room 62 96
Mr. Kelso, Room 6712

Intel!..

Lab

Legal Coun.

_

Tech. Servs.

.

Training

Cong. Atfs. Off. _

Off. of EEO
Off. Liaison &

Int.Affs

' KLS/klS (b)

:0jy

FOHW&BDED TOMSU
by -Jwc
date .

Off. of Public Affs._
Telephone Rm.

Director's Office

THIS COMMUNICATION IS
UNCLASSIFIED UPON REMOVAL
OF CLASSIFIED ENCLOSURES

S^ET

fiJU, i >o ft
-
>/<? -/o^sftft

UttL QftLcuhJ

m\L ROOa
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Mr. Steven D. Tilley
College Park, Md. 20740-6001

The researcher may submit an appeal from any denial
contained herein by writing to the Office of Information and
Privacy, United States Department of Justice, Flag Building,
Suite 570, Washington, D.C. 20530, within 60 days from receipt
of this letter. The envelope andl letter should be clearly marked
“Freedom of Information Appeal" or “Information Appeal".

We are returning the document to you.

Any questions you may have with regard to this review
mav be directed to Supervisory Paralegal Specialist

Enclosure (1)

b6
b7C
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Archives at College Park

8601 AdelphiRoad College Park, Maryland 20740-6001

June 11, 1997

Mr. Kevin O'Brien
Chief, FOI/PA Branch
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Room 6296
10th & Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20535

Re

:

Requestor's Name
Project Number: 97’ 1087

Dear Mr. O'Brien:

Under the terms of the Freedom of Information Act,| |has
requested access to a number of documents from the General Records
of the Department of State (Record Group 59) which we believe may be
of interest to your agency. Enclosed are copies of

[_

request letter and of the document (Page 92) for your
possible declassification.

review for
]

We request that the enclosed document be reviewed only for national
security information that falls under the (b) (1) exemption. Also,
please specify the number of days in which the researcher, if
necessary, may appeal your agency's decisions. We will notify the
researcher that your agency's time limitations for an appeal will
commence from the date of NARA's letter to the requestor.

Please send your review determination, including all sanitization
instructions, to this office and refer to our project number NND
971087. The National Archives wi.Ll notify the researcher of your
decision and of any appeal rights. If you have any questions
regarding this case, please contact
and cite our proj ect number.

Sincerely,

b6
b7C

STEVEN D. TILLEY
Chief, Access and FOIA Branch
Declassification and Initial Processing Division

Enclosures

b6
b7C

NationalArchive&and RecordsAdministration



STANDARD FORM HO. 64 ^ ^ ^

"

Office Memorandum • united states government

ktt»S

'

to HE - Mr, Maurice S- Rice

Through: SCA - Mrs, Guerin4E^±S
.

from v SCA - J» E, Smiuh
,
Duty Officer

SUBJECT!

DATE:
.Nov, 19, 1956

The following is the verbatim text of an FBI memorandum dated Nov. 4. ...

16, and received in SCA Nov, 17 at 4*25 P.M,
. V ••

.

CC : SCA :McDonnell
SY:Bailey

ALL IK)?OR^ATiOfi COiTAISE©
HEREIN IS U$CLASSIFIES .

.exceptBhere shows
OTHERWIslk

aASBiFiEDBV^SMltS
DECLASSIFY ON; 25XJjle

irv/ofi

SCA ; JESmith : crt

WrC

NWDD 971087-9
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U.S. Department of Justice

Federal Bureau of Investigation

Washington, D. C. 20S3S

REGISTERED RETURN RECEIPT

Date: April 16, 1998

To: | I

NNDG, NARA, WNRC
420 Suitland Road
Suitland, Maryland 20409

From: J. Kevin O'Brien, Chief
Freedom of Information/privacy Acts (FOI/PA) Section
Federal Bureau of Investigation
J. Edgar Hoover Building
935 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20535-0001

Subject: MANDATORY^ECL^SSIFICATION REVIEW REQUEST

b6
b7C

Reference is made to your letter, dated March 17, 1995,
in which you requested a mandatory declassification review of one
document dated October 5, 1950.

9
$

k-i

if
*i

K'

! Our review of the document determined that the FBI
information is unclassified pursuant to Executive Order 12958,

c
'>

C * We are returning the document to you.

ft) Any questions with regard to this review may be
direclfed to Supervisory Paralegal Specialist!

Enclosure

Dep. Dir.

Chief of

Staff

Off. of Gen.

Counsel

Asst. Dir.:

Crim. Inv. _
CJIS

Finance

Info. Res. _

/nsp.

Lab

l-Mr. O'Brien, Room 6296
~I-Mr. Kelso. Room 6712
1

-TF/pl j (6)

National Sec.

OPR
Personnel

Training _

Off. of EEOA
Off. of Public

& Cong. Affs.

Director's Office _ mail room q/



U.S. Department of Justice

Federal Bureau of Investigation

Washington, D. C. 20535

REGTSTERED RETURN RECEIPT

Date: April 16, 1998

To: National Archives and Records Administration
8601 Adelphi Road
College Park, Maryland 20740-6001
Chief, General Archives Review Branch !

Records Declassification Division

From:

o
CV!

cc
QjSubj ect:

00 :

Attention:

J. Kevin O'Brien, Chief
Freedom of Information/Privacy Acts (FOI/PA) Section
Federal Bureau of Investigation
J. Edgar Hoover Building
935 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20535-0001

Mandatdrv^Declassification Review Request
|
(N.D. 931777^

b6
b7C

: Reference is made to your letter, dated March 20, 1994,
which you requested a mandatory declassification review of

four classified documents from the holdings of the National
Archives and Records Administration.

Our review of these documents determined that the FBI
information no longer warrants classification pursuant to

We are returning the documents to you.

Dep. Dir.

Chief of

Staff

Oft. of Gen.

Counsel

Asst. Dir.:

Crim. Inv.

CJIS

Finance

Info. Res.

Insp.

Lab

National Sec.

OPR
Personnel

Training

Oft. of EEOA

Any questions with regard to this matter may be
directed to Supervi sory Paralegal Specialist!

1-Mr. O'Brien, Room 6296
~1-Mr . Kelso. Room 6712

BB/plj (6) ftie tu
iotw &&&&&£&

Off. of Public

& Cong. Affs.

Director’s Office mail room
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